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2 Chapter 1 

1. Applications of microwave-indoeed plasmas 

Plasmas nowadays are widely used in many industrial, research or laboratory applications. 

One category of these plasmas is formed by the so-called Microwave-Induced Plasmas [1] 
(MIPs), which have in common that they are created and sustained by microwave energy, i.e. 

electromagnetic radiation in the frequency range of 300 MHz - 10 GHz. A striking feature of 

MIPs is the wide range of opemtional conditions that can be applied: dependent on the plasma 

source, power levels can range from a few Watt up to several hundreds of kilowatts, the 
discharge pressure might range form less than 10·2 Pa up to several times atmospheric pressure, 

whereas many different discharge gases might be used (both noble and molecular gases). A 

result of this broad range of operational conditions is that plasmas with widely varying plasma 

parameters can be created (such as electron density, electron temperature, gas temperature, 

ionization degree and chemica! composition). Moreover, the geometry of the plasmas can be 
largely influenced. Because pmctical app1ications as well as laboratory research usually call for 

plasmas with specific characteristics and a controllab Ie geometry, MIPs are in many cases 

preferabie to other plasmas. 

Some applications of MIPs that have been reported in literature are: 

• Matenals processing [2], such as deposition, etching, cutting, welding, cleaning and surface 
modification. Examples of deposited layers are amorphous silicon [3] and diamond-like 

coatings [4]. For processing, low pressure microwave-induced plasmas are often used in 

combination with Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) in order to create high densities of 

reactive species [5]. An example of a commercially available MIP souree that can be used 
for processing [6] is the Slot Antenna (SLAN), a ring resonator field applicator producing 

volurninous low pressure plasmas with diameters up to 66 cm, developed by the group of 

Prof. Engemann at the University of Wuppertal [7]. 

• Waste treatment, such as detoxification of detrimental gases [8}. 
• Ion production, e.g. for ion bombardment [9}. 

• The use as atomization source, e.g. as N atom souree that can be used for nitriding in a 

remote plasma system [10]. 

• The use as light source. The commercially available SolarlOOO lamp (Fusion Lighting) for 
instance, is a microwave-induced sulfur discharge operated at 2.45 GHz [ll]. 

• The use as excitation souree in analytica! chernistry [12,13]. 

The plasmas studied in this thesis are of the latter type and can be divided into three 
categories: free expanding atrnospheric plasma torches, surface-wave sustained plasmas and 

plasmas produced by resonant cavities. The aim of the presented spectroscopie study is to get a 

better basic understanding of plasmas used as spectrochernical excitation sources, and of the 
investigated microwave induced plasmas in particular. In section 2 the field applicators that are 

used for the plasma genemtion will be discussed. A short introduetion into spectrochernical 

analysis will be given in section 3. Finally, a survey of the remaioder of this thesis will be given 
insection 4. 
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2. Field appllcators 

Microwave-generators of 2.45 GHz are readily commercially available and as a result 

the vast majority of MIPs are operated at this frequency. All studied microwave discharges in 

this thesis are therefore sustained by 2.45 GHz radiation as well. Despite large differences in 
energy coupling modes, all discharges have in common that the EM energy is mainly absorbed 

by free electrons, which . subsequently transfer energy towards the atoms and molecules via 

elastic collisions (heavy particJe hearing) and via inelastic collisions (e.g. excitation, ionization 
and dissociation). The heavy particles are finally cooled by the cold surrounding gases or the 

wall of the quartz discharge tube. 

Microwave power is usually transferred from the magnetron towards the plasma field 

applicator via a coaxialline (up to approximately 500 W) or a waveguide system (for higher 

power levels as well). The dominant propagation mode in coaxial lines is the TEM mode 

(transverse electromagnetic mode, i.e. both the electrical and magnetic field component in the 

direction of propagation are zero), which doesnothave a cut-off frequency. The dimensions 

of coaxial lines are such that within the specified frequency range no other modes can be 

excited. By allowing one propagation mode only, maximum control over the EM energy is 

achieved with respect to the coupling into field applicators, stability and reproducibility. In 
reetangolar waveguides the propagation of the TEM mode is not possible8

, whereas excitation 
of the TE mode (transverse electric, i.e. no electrical field component in the direction of 

propagation) and the TM mode (transverse magnetic, i.e. no magnetic field component in the 

direction of propagation) is only possible if the frequency of the EM field exceeds a cutoff 

frequency. Por the TEmn and the TMmn mode, with m and n integers (~)b that follow from the 

eigenvalnes of the Helmholtz equation for the EM field [1], this cutoff frequency fmn is given 

by: 

f= = 2~(:: + ::). (1) 

with a the width and b and height of the waveguide (a>b) and € and f.1 the permittivity and 

perrneability of the medium inside the waveguide respectively. Por 2.45 GHz radiation in many 
cases the WR-340 waveguide is used, in which due to its dimensions (86.4x43.2 mm2

) only the 

TEto mode can be excited (fJo=1.74 GHz in air). This mode is depicted in figure 1. 

• lt can easily be shown that TEM waves cannot propagate in a single conductor. 
b For TE modes it is required that either ID;J!:() or n:;tO, whereas for TM modes it is required that both m;t() 

and n;t(), so that of all TM modes the TM11 mode bas the lowest cut-off frequency (3.90 GHz inside a 
WR-340 waveguide in air) 
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Figure 1. The pattem of the electric field E and the magnetic field B of a wave propagating 
in the TE10 mode (e.g. in a rectangular WR-340 waveguide). The electric field 
components are perpendicular to the direction of propagation § . 

The plasma applicators that are used in this study can be divided into three categories, namely 
free expanding plasma torches, plasmas produced by resonant cavities and surface wave 
sustained plasmas: 
• Examples of free expanding atmospheric plasma torches are the TIA (Torche à Injection 

Axiale) [14] and the MPf (Microwave Plasma Torch) (15], which is shown in tigure 2. 

t 
inner 

gasflow 

eentering disk 
(PTFE) 

N-type 
connector 

<(--· outer 
gasflow 

This type of plasma torches basically consists of an 
energy-input device, matching and tuning devices 
and an inner and outer conductor (which may be 
connected through a galvanic contact). The inner 
conductor usually serves as gas channel as wen and 
is terminated by a nozzle. Dependent on the 
geometry of the torch and matching and tuning 
properties, microwave energy can be efficiently 
coupled in via a coaxial feed line (e.g. for the MPf) 
or a waveguide system (e.g. for the TIA). This 
energy propagates in a TEM-like mode and is 

absorbed by the plasma. constituting a load at the 
end of the coaxial-like transmission line. 

Figure 2. The Microwave Plasma Torch (MPT), 
which is used for the creation of free expanding 
atmospheric plasmas. 
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• Examples of resonant cavities are the Beenakker cavity and the Broida-type cavityc. 
Resonator systems represent one of the initial devices used for microwave plasma generation 
(16]. In these systems a (standing) wave pattem is created and energy is coupled into a 
discharge tube that is located at a position with high electrical field strength. In tigure 3 the 
Beenakker cavity is shown, which is operated in the TMo1o mode [16]. Cylindrical cavities 
operating in other modes (e.g. TEott, TEttt and TMott) are reported as well. Plasmas usually 
can be created at reduced and atmospheric pressure. 

The resonance frequency of the TMoto mode in a cylindrical resonator with radius R is 
given by [16]: 

2.405 
fow = 21CR..JËji' (2) 

so that an air-fdled cavity is resonant for 2.45 GHz radiation if it bas an inner diameter of 94 
mm. In practice this diameter is chosen slightly larger to enable the introduetion of tuning 
devices. In order to achleve a high energy density, the (axial) depthof the cavity is kept as 
smallas possible (and should at leastbesmaller than the diameter in order to avoid mixing 
withother modes such as the TEm mode). However, torestriet the disturbing influence of 
the apertures in the cavity the minimum depth should at least be 1.5 cm. 

Side view Frontview 

Hole lor 
discharge tube 

--...Lt--f-+-·.l.......~ .... ~.~-···--+- ·-~ • 

rectangular ____ -=1-F=~----
waveguide microwave 

energy 
~ 

Figure3. 

piek-up 
antenna 

piek-up 
antenna rectangular 

'--------' wavegulde 

The Beenakker cavity in detail. Apart from the waveguide-fed Beenakker cavity (like 
shown in the ft gure), cavities with a coaxial feed line exist as well. The plasmas is 
created in a quart tube and due to the local energy coupling, the active zone of the 
plasma is largely located within the resonant cavity. 

In tigure 4 the reflection of a Beenakker cavity is given as a function of the frequencyd. It 
can be seen that the cavity is resonant for a small frequency range only. The narrow 
bandwidth and deep absorption profileensure a high quality factor of the cavity, which has 
the advantage that energy with the resonant frequency can efficiently be coupled into the 
cavity. A disadvantage of a small bandwidth is that changes in the resonant frequency of a 

c Not used as plasma souree for the experiments presented in this thesis. 
d Measured at Philips CFf with a vector network analyzer (Rode & Scbwartz ZVRE). 
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tuned cavity, e.g. induced by impedance changes, may severely deteriorate the power 
absorption. The given reflection profile for instance, is measured from a cavity without 
quartz tube: The introduetion of a discharge tube (without plasma) decreases the resonant 
frequency by 40 MHz. In order to be able to rnanipolate the resonance frequency, resonant 
cavities are usua1ly equipped with one or more tuning stubs. 

iD s 
c: 
0 

'§ 
~ 

2 

0 

·2 

-4 

·6 

-8 

-10 

·12 

·14 

2.40 2.42 2.44 2.46 2.48 2.50 2.52 

frequency (GHz) 

Figure4. 
The rejlection coefficient of a 
Beenakker cavity as function of 
the frequency measured with a 
vector network analyzer. lt 
should be noted that the cavity 
is resonant for a smal/ 
frequency range only. 

• Examples of surface-wave sustained plasma sourees are the surfatron, which is shown in 
tigure 5, and the guide-surfatron [1,17]. SimHar to resonant cavity plasmas, surface-wave 
sustained discharges are confmed in a quartz tube. The microwave energy that sustains the 
plasma propagates a1ong the quartz and plasma boundary, so that the plasma has no localized 
active zone and can be extended far outside the field applicator. Along the plasma column 
the EM field propagates in the TM mode, because only this mode can satisfy the field 
continuity relations across the boundary for axia1ly symmetrie surface waves [1}. Under 
normal operationa1 conditions only the TM.o1 mode is excited (i.e. the only field components 
that are not equa1 to zero are the radial electric filed Er. the Ez and B..., see tigure 5). Other 
TM modes can only be excited if the product of the plasma tube radius and the microwave 
frequency exceeds 2 GHz·cm. Similar to the resonant cavities, plasmas can be created at 
reduced and atrnospheric pressure. Whereas for the resonant cavities especia1ly the radius of 
the cavity is important, for the surfatron it is the depth (in the axia1 z-direction, cf. tigure 5) 
of the launcher that is critica!, especially at atrnospheric pressure. The guide-surfatron 
operates basically the sarne as the surfatron, but energy is coupled via waveguide system. 
Other examples of surface wave plasma devicese are the ro-box, the surfacan and the 
surfaguide. Since the introduetion of surface-wave plasma latmchers in the 1970's much 
effort bas been put in the modeling of this type of discharges and consequently a highly 
developed theory is available, especially for the low-pressure regime [1]. 

• Not used as plasma sourees for the experiments presenled in this thesis. 
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Figure 5. The suifatron, a field applicator that is used for launching suiface waves. 
Plasmas are confined in a quartz tube and can be extended far outside the 
suifatron. 

3. Spectrochemical analysis 

Plasmas have acquired a dominant position in analytical chemistry, in which they are 
used as atomization and/or excitation source of analytesr [12,13]. Especially Atomic Emission 
Spectroscopy (AES) is nowadays a widely used technique in analytical laboratories for 
elemental analysis. For this purpose usually aqueous samples are nebulized and introduced 
into a plasma. In the plasma the aerosol is evaporated and the atoms present in the flow are 
excited. The emission, being a result of the spontaneous radiative de-excitation of excited 
species, then provides information on the composition of the sample, both qualitative and 
quantitative. The Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) is by far the most applied excitation 
source and detection limits achieved by ICP-AES are in the sub-ppb range for most elements 
(in aqueous samples 1 ppb = I ng/ml). Since the first ICP-AES systems were introduced on 
the market around 1975, this powerful analysis technique has expanded enormously. Fully 
automated ICP-AES systems are now readily corrunercially available and often equipped with 
the possibility of stand-alone operation (for instance for the continuous quality monitoring of 
river water). A current trend is to change from Atomic Emission Spectrometry to Mass 
Spectrometry (ICP-MS), which features even better detection limits, for most elements 
typically in the ppt range (1 ppt = 1 pg/ml)! Recently, further progress has been made with 
HR-MS (High Resolution MS), using a double focussing magnetic sector and TOF-MS 
(Time-Of-Flight MS) having a superior speed of analysis and resolution. An important 

additional advantage of ICP-MS is that it enables isotopic studies. Enriched isotopes can for 
instance be used as tracers to study migration and transport properties in living organisms. 
With TOF-MS even simultaneous isotopic analysis can be performed. 

Apart from "simple" elemental analysis, usually applied in environmental, health or 
biological studies, the last ten years more and more focus is put on the rapidly evolving 
technique of speciation. This technique studies how elements are imbedded in molecular 

r "Analytes" is the generic term for the elements (or molecules) of interest that are present in low 
concentrations in the sample. 
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structures of organic or inorganic substances. As an example, the toxicity and bioavailabilty of 
elements, in addition to their mobility and their impact on the environment, not only depend on 

their concentrations, but also strongly depend on the chemical form in which they occur. For 
instance, Cr(lll) compounds are essential for living organisms, whereas Cr(VI) is toxic [ 18]. In 
speciation studies, molecular complexes are separated in time or space and then analyzed with 
an element-selective detector (ICP-AES or ICP-MS). Some of these separation techniques that 
are coupled to ICP-AES or ICP-MS are GC (Gas Chromatography), HPLC (High Performance 
Liquid Chromatography) and CZE (Capillary Zone Electrophoresis). Speciation can be an 
important support for several biological and medical studies or applications, and with the current 

stormy developments and progresses in these fields, it can be expected that the use of ICP-AES 
or ICP-MS will only increase in the near future. 

Although the ICP is the most widely used excitation source for spectrochemical analysis, 

many other plasma sources are rather frequ_ently appli~ . as well. S()me of these plasmas are 
Direct-Current Plasmas (DCPs), Glow discharges (GDs) and Microwave Induced Plasmas 
(MIPs). Since gas chromatographs can be easily coupled to capillary microwave-induced 
discharges, GC-MIP-AES is probably the most popular application of MIPs [19-21). Especially 

capillary helium plasmas are often used, since, in contrast to argon plasmas, helium discharges 
can be utilized for the detection of halogens (F, Cl, Br, I and At). A major advantage of 

microwave-induced resonant cavities [22] as the Beenakker cavity [16), is that the same device 
can be used to create both argon and helium discharges. On the other hand, ICPs that are 
developed for operation on argon usually cannot be operated on helium (which requires smaller 

induction coils and torches [12)). Existing helium ICPs suffer from a high helium consumption 
(which is much more expensive than argon) and are therefore hardly used. 

An important step in AES is the sample preparation and introduction [23]. The most 
applied introduction methods are based on the use of Pneumatic Nebulizers (PN), which exist in 
a variety of types, e.g. concentric, micro-concentric, cross-flow, Babington type and V-groove 
nebulizers. Better results are obtained with (the more expensive) Ultra-Sonic Nebulizers (USN) 
and in-line matrix removal systems. Laser Ablation (LA) is often used for solid samples, 
whereas ElectroThermal Vaporization (ETV) and Furnace Atomization (FA), as for instance in 
Furnace Atomization Plasma Emission Spectrometry (FAPES) [24], are very powerful if only 
micro samples are available. 

Apart from AES or MS, several other analytical plasma-based techniques are used for 
elemental analysis, such as HCL-ICP-AFS (Hollow Cathode Lamp ICP Atomic Auorescence 
Spectrometry) [12], in which the plasma can be used both as atomization cell and as excitation 

source. Obviously, there are many analysis techniques in which no discharges are involved. 
Examples are Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (AAS) and Laser Induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy (LffiS), being used for direct solid sample analysis. 

It is far beyond the scope of this work to give an extensive description of all these 

techniques. More information on spectrochemical analysis can be found in literature, e.g. in 
MONTASERandGoLimfiLY (12) orBOUMANS [13). 

I CPs that are developed for AES are usually operated on argon and are very sensitive for 
molecular gas injection (unless they are equipped with an automated impedance matching 
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system). This is related to the inductive character of the plasma, which acts as the second coil 
of a transformer. A consequence is that these plasmas are sensitive for impedance changes. 
The energy coupling into MIPs is totally different and especially the free expanding torches 

(i.e. the TIA and the MPT), in which the plasma dissipates energy at the end of a coaxial-like 
transmission line, are relatively insensitive for impedance changes. Together with the other 
plasma sources that are used in the presented study (i.e. the Beenakker cavity, the surfatron 
and the guide-surfatron) they enable the creation of plasmas under a widely varying range of 
conditions. This makes these plasma sources especially interesting for the study of molecular 
processes in plasmas. 

4. This thesis 

This thesis represents an experimental study of spectroscopic features of various 
microwave-induced plasmas. It is focused on a better fundamental understanding of MIPs when 
they are used in analytical spectrochemistry, rather than on an improvement of the detection 

limits that are achieved by commercially available systems as discussed in section 3. For this 
reason various plasma properties and processes that are related to this application, such as 
excitation mechanisms, molecular dissociation and association reactions, transport phenomena 
and the influence of analyte or molecular gas injection on argon plasmas have been investigated 
by emission and absorption spectroscopy. 

All next chapters in this thesis focus on specific aspects of the study. Some chapters have 
been published as papers [25,26] whereas the other chapters are submitted for publication 
[27,28] or will be submitted in near future [29,30]. As a result, all chapters can be read 
separately and unavoidably have some overlap. Here, an introductory overview is given: 
• Chapter 2 gives a general introduction into the use of microwave plasma torches as 

excitation sources in analytical chemistry. Spectroscopic measurements have been performed 
on argon plasmas produced by the TIA and the MPT. 

• In chapter 3 the TIA is used as an excitation source for the on-line analysis of combustion 
gases&. A system has been built for the monitoring of elements that are highly abundant in 
such gases, e.g. zinc, aluminum, lead and magnesium. Measurements have been performed 
at A VR-Chemie, the largest hazardous waste incinerator in The Netherlands. Combustion 
gases are extracted from the rotary kiln and subsequently evaporated and dissociated by the 
plasma. 

• Chapter 4 is devoted to dissociation processes of introduced molecules and association 
mechanisms of diatomic molecules in atmospheric discharges created by the TIA and the 

g This chapter is basically a shortened report of a Master dissertation written within the framework of a 

2-year post-graduate program on "Physical Instrumentation" by the Stan Ackermans Institute Centre of 

Technological Design. This dissertation was entitled "Design of a continuous gas analyzer based on 

MIP-AES for the on-line monitoring of metallic compounds in flue gases", ISBN 90-5282-770-2 (1997). 
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guide-surfatron. The emission of diatomic molecules is studied when molecular gases are 
introduced into argon discharges, either deliberately or by air entrainment. 

• In chapter 5 molecular processes in plasmas at reduced pressure (approximately I- I 0 mbar) 

created by the surfatron and Beenakker cavity are studied. Since at these pressures volume 
processes are much less significant, it can be expected that results are different than obtained 
for the atmospheric discharges studied in chapter 4. 

• In chapter 6 so-called power interruption experiments performed on the TIA and MPT will 
be presented. From the time dependent behavior of line intensities during short plasma 
power interruptions, information is obtained on plasma transport properties and excitation 

mechanisms. The influence of analyte injection and molecular gases on argon plasmas is 
studied as well. 

• Finally, in Chapter 7 measurements on metastable argon 4s atoms in argon discharges 
created by the TIA are discussed. Density distributions of metastables have been deduced 
from diode laser absorption measurements. Mo.reover, it is studied how these metastables are 
quenched by molecular gas injection. 
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SUMMARY- Argon plasmas produced by two different atmospheric microwave induced plasmas (the 

Torche à lnjection Axiale and the Microwave Plasma Torch) have been stutlied by means of optical 

emission spectroscopy. This in order to obtain more insight in the applicability of these plasma torches 

as excitation sourees for spectrochemical analysis. Compared to the widely used lnductively Coupled 

Plasma these plasmas benefit from a compact setup and low gas consumption whereas they are less 

sensitive to water load than mostother microwave induced plasmas. In the plasmas produced by either 

of these plasma sourees three distinctive zones ean be observed: an ionizing cone-like zone close to the 
nozzle, foliowed by a cone tip zone, being the optimum zone for analyte excitation in the MPT, and a tail 

jlame, in which processes like chemi-luminescence generate visible radiation. Emission spectra from 

argon discharges are largely dominared by intense emission bands of diatomic association products in 

all zones due to air entrainment. Experiments with aqueous aerosol injection have shown that the best 

detection limits for elements are achieved with the MPT (typically 0.1 ppm versus 1 ppm with the TIA, 

using a standard pneumatic nebulizer without desolvation). For the analysis of aqueous samples, 

therefore the MPT seems to have the most potential. However, from experiments with nitrogen, carbon 

dioxide and air it is found that the TJA is less sensitive to molecular gases and, depending on the 

geometry ofthe nozzle, even ean be operated on pure molecular gases. This makes the TJA a promising 

excitation souree for the analysis of gaseous samples with high analyte concentrations ( such as jlue 

gases). 

1. Introduetion 

For years various different plasmas have been used as excitation sourees for the 
determination of elements using atomie emission spectroscopy (ABS) [I ,2]. Especially for the 
analysis of aqueous samples ABS is nowadays widely used in analytical laboratories. The 
Inductively Coupled argon Plasma (ICP) is by far the most used plasma souree for this 
application and complete analysis systems including the ICP, sample preparation and 
injection, opties and data acquisition are readily commercially available. These systems are 
usually fully automated and sometimes even equipped with the possibility of stand-a1one 
operation. Detection limits achieved by ICP-ABS usually are in the sub-ppb range. A current 
trend is to replace the emission spectroscopy by mass speetrometry, which for most elements 
leads to a further improvement of detection limits [3]. 

Microwave induced plasmas (MIPs) are used severa1 times in ana1ytical chemistry as well. 
Besides the well-known surfatron [4,5] and the Beenakker cavity [6] a variety of other field 
shaping applicators are used [7-9]. However, major restrictions of most types of MIPs are their 
sensitivity to water introduetion and their limited evaporation and excitation power of analytes. 
Therefore detection Iimits of elements are usually worse than in case an ICP is used as excitation 
souree [9]. Another Iimitation of MIPs is the genera1ly intense and broad emission bands of 
molecular spectra. Detection limits are reduced even forther if lines of the analyte interfere with 
those bands. These are some of the reasoos why ICPs are used much more frequently in 
spectrochemical analysis than MIPs. 

However, many applications can be imagined in which very low detection limits are not 
required and relatively cheap, compact and modular equipment is more desirable. Examples of 
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such applications are studies of environmental pollotion in Third World countries or 
measurements at industrial sites at locations with accessibility problems [10]. The ICP is a large 
and heavy apparatus and is expensive in purebase and in maintenance due to its large gas 
consumption (10-20 l·min-1

) and therefore bas its limitations forthese applications. 
Por thls reason microwave induced plasmas produced by the TIA (from ''Torche à 

Injection Axiale") and the MPT (from "Microwave Plasma Torch") have been investigated in 
thls paper with respect to theîr analytica! performances, althougb it thus can be expected that 
detection limitsof elements are worse than as determined in most ICPs. The TIA whîch bas been 
developed in 1993 by MOISAN et al. [11 ], creates atmospheric plasmas that expand into open air, 
similar to plasmas created by an ICP. The TIA benefits from a compact set-up and low gas 
consumption (typically 5 l·min"1

), whereas the plasma has a relatively high electron density and 
temperature and seems to have overcome the large sensitivity to water vapor, being 
characteristic for many other MIPs. The MPT, which like the TIA produces atmospheric free 
expanding plasmas but is operated at much lower power levels, is developed by JIN et al. [12,13] 
and improved afterwards by BILGIC et al. [14]. Due to the low power requirements, the 
equipment is even more compact than for the TIA and moreover, the argon consumption is 
reduced to less than 1 l·min-1

• The MPT already bas been used as spectrochemical excitation 
souree by different analytica! research groups [12,14]. 

In the next section the TIA and the MPT will shortly be discussed and typkal plasma 
parameters will be compared to those of an ICP. Experimental results wil] be given in section 
3, whereas in section 4 an evaluation of the applicability of both microwave induced plasma 
torches as excitation sourees will be given. 

2. The TIA and the MPT compared to the ICP 

The TIA, depicted in tigure 1 on the left, is a high power plasma torch that can produce 
atmospheric discharges in various gases. In theîr firSt paper about the TIA, Moisan et al. already 
showed that thls torch is relatively insensitive to plasma impedance changes [11]. Together with 
the relatively high electron density, electron temperature and heavy partiele temperature (cf. 
table 1) thls makes it a promising excitation souree for spectrochemical analysis. The torch 
consistsof a coaxial structure perpendicular toa rectangular waveguide (WR-340), cf.tigure 1. 
Basically, the TIA converts the propagation mode of the incident microwave radiation from the 
TEo1 mode inside the reetangolar waveguide into the coaxial TEM mode. Tbe plasma carrier 
gases and aerosols are introduced through the central gas inlet at the bottorn side of the coaxial 
inner conductor and expand through the nozzle, being the top end of the inner conductor. Due to 
the field sbaping characteristics of the TJA, the microwave energy is dissipated on top of the 
nozzle, where the plasma is created. A cross-flow nebulizer bas been used for the creation of 
aerosols [1,2]. A more extensive description of the TIA, the power generator, the waveguide 
structure and tuningdevicescan be found in TIMMERMANs et al. [10]. 

The MPT, depicted in the middle of figure 1, produces flarne-Iike plasmas [13]. The main 
differences of this plasma torch compared to the TIA are its low power and gas consumption and 
its separate central gas cbannel through whîch analytes can be introduced (similar to the ICP, cf. 
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figure 1). Due to the low power requirements (50-300 W), a coaxial feed line is used to power 
the torch. 

The ICP, depicted on the right of figure 1, is much more voluminous than the discussed 
microwave induced plasmas. This is largely due to the larger skin depth and the swirl induced 
by the tangential injection of the outer and intermediate gas flow. Because analytes are being 
introduced via the inner gas flow, there is a clear difference between the active plasma 
generating zone and the analyte excitation zone (being located further downstream along the 
plasma axis). 
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Figure 1. The TJA, depicted on the left, creates a free expanding plasma consisting of a 
thin ( almost needle-like) converging filamentary cone with a tail jlame on top of 
it. The MPT, depicted in the center, creates plasmas with similar structures 
although usually the (hollow) plasma cone has a larger diameter but a shorter 
length. The /CP, depicted on the right, creates a more voluminous plasma with 
a clear difference between the plasma generating active zone and the analyte 
excitation zone. Typical plasma parameters and operational settings are given 
in table 1. 

Typical plasma parameters and operational settings for the three plasma sourees are given 
in table 1. For the purpose of aerosol evaporation and analyte excitation especially the gas flow 
configuration, the plasma dimensions, the analyte residence time and the parameters De, Te and 
Tb are of importance. A plasma zone with a high heavy partiele temperature is desired for an 
effective evaporation of the aerosol and the dissociation of molecules, whereas a high electron 
temperature (and density) is desired for the excitation of analytes with high excitation energies. 
Since for this latter reason usually noble gas discharges are used in the field of spectrochemical 
analysis, we mainly studied argon discharges in this paper (with and without analyte injection). 
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Parameter" TJA MPT /CP 

Electron density n., [m·1 3·1021 HOZO 2·1~1 

Electron temperature Te [K] 20·103 18·103 12·103 

Heavy partiele temperature Th [K] HoJ-4-10"~ 1-103-3-loJ 5-103-7·103 

Ionization degree (%o) 1 0.1 2 
Applied power P [W] 300-2000 50-300 600-1800 

Plasma dimensions [ cm2
] 00.1 x5 00.2x4 02x5 

Typicaln., gradient length (mm] -om -0.07 -1 

Typical Te gradient length [mm] -0.1 -0.1 -2 

Used frequency f 2.46GHz 2.46GHz 10-IOOMHz 

Suitable gases Ar, He, C02, air Ar, He Ar 

Gas tlows (inner/interm./outer) 1·min"1 (3-6)/-/- (0.2-0.4)/(0.3-0.5)/- 11(0-1 )/(1 0-20) 

Skin depth 3 (mm) -0.1 -0.1 -2 

Table 1. Typical plasma parameters and operational settings of the TJA, MPT and /CP 
compared. ft should be noted that the TJA can be equipped with various types of 
nozzles. The toleranee for molecular gases is dependent on the geometry of the 
nozzle. 

Emission measurements on the TIA and MPT have been perforrned with two different 
optica! systems. In case a high speetral resolution was required, the plasma was imaged onto 
the entrance slit of a Jobin Yvon HRlOOO monochromator (1 m focal length, 10 f.Ull slits, 
1200 grooves/mm grating) and spectra were recorded with a photo-multiplier tube 
(Hamamatsu 928, side-on). In case high resolution was not required and large speetral ranges 
had to be measured, the plasma was focused onto a Monospec 18 monochromator (15.6 cm 
focallength, 10 f.Ull entrance slit, 1200 gr/mm grating) and spectra were recorded with a UV
enhanced CCD camera (SBIG ST6-UV, used as a 1D array of750 pixels, each ll.51JI11 x 6.53 
mm). 

3. Experimental results 

3.1 General plasma observations 

From the shape of the plasma and the distributions of ne, Te and Th as measured by 
JONKERSbet al. [15,16], it can beseen that plasmas created by the TIA can roughly be divided 
into three different zonesc, cf. figure 2: 

• These plasma parameters are typical for argon discharges and might be considerably different if 
aerosols are introduced. 
b It should be noted that the insight in the spatial structure as obtained by JONKERS et al is not fully 
applicable in this study since they studied argon discharges without water load. 
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1. A cone-like wne, being located directly above the nozzle. This is the ionizing part of the 
plasma and bas the shape of a hollow filamentary converging cone. In this zone the gas 
temperature is low (Th<l<Y K), whereas the electron density and temperature are high 
(De""3·HY1 m·3 and Te=22·103 respectively). This zone is 7-13 mm long whereas the cone has 
a diameter of 2 mm at the base (however, due to the hollow structure, gradient lengtbs for De 
and Te are much smaller, cf. table 1). 

2. A cone tip zone, starting at the converging point of the cone and continuing a few mm 
further downstrearn. Depending on the used gas flow this zone starts at 8-14 mm above the 
nozzle (AN). Compared to the ionizing zone, the gas temperature is higher (Th=2·103-3·1<Y 
K), whereas the electron density and temperature have decreased (De=l·lif> m·3 and 
Te=17·103 eV respectively). The shape of this plasma part is much like that of a filled 
cylinder with aheightof2-5 mm and adiameterof2 mm. 

3. A tailjlame, in which the plasma widely fans out For very low gas flows (< 0.5l·min-1
) and 

high power levels the tail flame can reach lengtbs up to 40 cm and a width of 6 cm, but 
under normal operational conditions (3-61·min"1

) it is typically 4-6 cm long and 2 cm wide. 
In this part the gas temperature locaUy exceeds 4·1 oJ K whereas the electron density has 
dropped below the detection limit of the Hp line emission broadening metbod (-3·1018 m"3

) 

and consequently could not be determined. The electron temperafure could not be 
determined in this part either. 
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Figure 2. The three different zones that can be distinguished in typical plasmas as 
produced by the TIA and the MPT. The exact sizes of the wnes mainly depend 
on the power and the gas jlows. 

In figure 2, a typical plasma shape of the MPT is given as well. Just as for the TJA, three 
different zones can be distinguished. The (bollow} cone bas a diameter of typically 5 mm at the 
base and although it can be partly fllamentary, its surface usually bas a dense structure when the 
correct gas flows are used. In general, the MPT plasmas is sborter than that of the TJA. 

c The given plasma description only applies when the "original" cone-like nozzle design with central gas 
injection is used. When different nozzle designs are used [10,17], the plasma shape is considerably 
different. 
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3.2 Spectroscopie cluuacteristics 

Spectroscopie measurements performed on the TIA and MPT showed that apart ftom 
numerous atomie lines, many different molecular bands are present as well, due to impurities in 
the argon gas and air entrainment. These emission bands are significantly less in ICPs, which are 
rather effectively shielded from the ambient air by the outer argon flow. The following 
molecular transitions are readily observed ftom argon TIA and MPT discharges: N2 (B3ll-+A31:, 

C3ll -l>B3ll), Nt (B2I:+u-+X2:r+8), CN (B2:E-l>A2n), NH (A3ll-+X3I:), NO (A2:r+-+X2ll) and OH 
(A2:E-l>X2ll). Emission of OH is strongly increased if aerosols are injected. 

In tigure 3 the relative intensities of a 5p~s argon line (at 420.1 nm) and the A3ll-l>X3ll 
(1,1) band head of NH (at 337.0 nm) are given in a TIA plasma at different axial heights for 
different argon flows. As can be seen from the figure, the line intensities increase with 
increasing gas flow. 
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Figure 3. Relative intensities of a 5p-4s argon line (at 420.1 nm) and the A3ll-l>X3n (1,1) 
band head of NH (at 337.0 nm) are given at different axial heights in a TJA 

plasma for different argon flows (P=l kW). ft can be seen that intensities of 
both the argon line and the NH band head increase with an increasing flow 
rate. 

It can be expected that the rate of the reaction chain of charge transfer between argon ions 
and molecular nitrogen: 

Ar+ +N 2(X)-+Ar+N; (X), 

foliowed by dissociative recombination: 

N;(X)+e--+N+N, 

(1) 

(2) 

will increase with an increasing gas flow due to turbulent mixing with surrounding air. Since this 
mechanism decreases the electron density lle. whereas at the same time the emission increases, 
this indicates that the electron temperature Te increases. 

Moreover, it can be seen that with increasing gas flow the axial positions at which the 
emission intensities start to decay shift further downstream. The zone with more or less constant 
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(high) emission roughly defines the ionizing and eone tip zone, whereas intensities decay in the 
tail flame. The start of the tail flame is thus lifted further downstteam when the gas flow is 
increased. This is illustrated by the photographs of TIA plasmas given in tigure 4. On the left a 
photo of a plasma with low gas flow and on the right a plasma with high gas flow is given (1.0 
and 5.0 l·min-1 respectively). lt should be noted that the tail flame shrinks with inereasing gas 
flow and that the visible radiation emitted by this tail decreases drastieally. 

3.3 Emissionfrom the taü jlame 

Figure4. 
Photographs of argon TJA discharges with varying 
gas jlows (on the left 1.0 and on the right and 5.0 
l·min'1 respectively). ft should be noted that the 
plasma cone is extended further downstream with 
increasing gas flow. Radiation of the tail jlame is so 
weak that it can hardly be distinguished on these 
photos. 

In tigure 5, a typical spectrum measured from the weak white afterglow in the downstream 
end of the tail flame of a TIA plasma is given. The only emission lines that are still present are 
4p~4s argon lines and the 3p5P~3s5S atomie oxygen lines around 777 nm. The eontinuum
like emission between 450-800 nm is probably largely due to NÜ2 radiation created through the 
ehemi-luminescent reaetions [ 18, 19]: 

(3) 

followed by: 

NO~ ~N02 + hv. (4) 

The origin of the argon and oxygen lines is less obvious in this plasma part. Since 
excitation energiesof the radiative levels are around 13.1 and 10.7 eV respectively, Te and Th are 
far inadequate to exeite these levels. Most likely, the atomie species are created in the excited 
radiative state by the dissociative recombination of Arz + and Û2 +, e.g.: 

Ar;+ e ~ Ar(4p) + Ar(3p). (5) 

Emission of diatomic association products (sueh as CN, NH, Cz) is notpresent in the 
extremity of the afterglow. Sinee at atmospherie pressure these molecules usually are produced 
in an excited (radiative) state by the three-particle association process given by [20]: 

A + B + C ~ AB* + C, (6) 
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with A and B atomie radicals and C a heavy particle, it can be concluded that concentrations of 
atomie radicals (such as 0, N, H, C) are low in this plasma zone. This in contrast to the cone
like ionizing plasma zone, the cone tip zone and the upstream part of the tail flame, where 

emission of diatomic association products is readily observed {cf. figure 3b for theemission 
intensity of NH). 

Por spectrochemical analysis however, the extremity of the tail flarne hardly seems to have 

applications, so in the remainder of this paper we will focus on the plasma zone between the 
nozzle and the bottorn part of the tail flame. 
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Figure 5. Typical spectrum obtained from argon TJA discharges in the white/yellow glow 
in the downstream end of the tail jlame. Emission in this part is very weak and 
intensities should not be compared to the line intensities given in figure 3. 

3.4 Deleetion limits 

Similar to the profiles given in tigure 4, analyte emission intensities are at a maximum in 
the ionizing cone and the cone tip zone of the TIA. Experiments with different analytes (Zn, Mg, 
Na, Cd) have shown that detection limits in the TIA are around 1 ppm for these elements. lt 
should be noted that the aerosol was injected directly into the plasma without any preliminarily 
desolvation process. 

The distribution of analyte emission is rather different in the MPT, where just above 
nozzle (almost) no analyte signal is present and a distinctive maximal excitation is found at a 
height of 8 mm, cf. tigure 6, where the intensities of an analyte (magnesium) are given as 

functions of the axial heights in the TIA and the MPT. The intensities of the Mg 3p-3s ion line 
at 279.6 nm show a similar dependenee on the height (not shown in the figure). The profile for 
the magnesium atom line in the MPT ( cf. tigure 6), is largely similar to the heavy partiele 
temperature profile as determined by PRoKISCH et al. [21]. 

The differences between TIA and MPf can be largely ascribed to the different analyte 
injection methods: in the TIA aerosols and argon are mixed before being injected into the 
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plasma, whereas in the MPI the analyte is introduced through the central channel along the axis 
of the (hollow) plasma cone so that the actual plasma penetration of the aerosol takes place in 
the central zone. Detection limits have not been determined for the MPI in this paper but are 
reported by JIN et al. [13]. In case of analyte introduetion with a pneumaticnebulizer without 
desolvation these detection limits are around 0.1 ppm, and significantly improve if a ultrasonic 
nebulizerwith desolvation is used (to typically 1-10 ppb). 

The better detection limits that are reported for the MPI can be largely attributed to a 
number of reasons: 
• Due to the lower axial gas velocity in the MPI (typically 5 versus 15 ms"1

) the residence 

times of analytes in the plasma are Jonger. 
• Por the MPI the aerosol is introduced in a zone with high gas temperature, so that the 

dropiets are evaporated more effectively. 
• Por the MPI the aerosol is injected along the axis of the hollow cone, ensuring a good 

sample penetration into the hot part of the plasma. 
Moreover, problems with analyte injection into the TIA on a larger time scale were 

encountered. The long central gas channel of the TIA constitutes a significant resistance 
between nebulizer and plasma and condensation inside the tube deteriorates the analyte 
injection efficiency in the long run. 

~e-- TIA 

• MPT 

0 5 10 15 20 

Heigilt AN (mm) 

Figure 6. Normalized intensities of a Mg 3p-+3s atomie line (at 285.2 nm) measured from 
argon plasmas with magnesium analyte injection produced by the TJA and the 
MPT. ft should he noted that for the MPT no analyte emission is observed close 
to the nozzle and that the plasma has a distinctive optimum analyte excitation 
zone ( between 7 and 11 mm AN). 

It should be noted that for both plasma torches, detection limits are worse than for the 
ICP (at least without aerosol desolvation). Main reasons probably are the higher heavy partiele 
temperature in the ICP, which ensures a better droplet evaporation, and the lower molecular 
background due to an effective shielding of the plasma from the ambient air. The worse 
detection limits imply that the torches cannot be used in all applications in which ICP-AES is 
currently used. 

If analyte concentrations in aqueous samples are high enough, the use of the MPI is 
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preferred (because of larger stability in time, its compact setup and its lower costs of 
acquisition and maintenance). An exception bas to made for the analysis of halogens: Since 
the TIA can be more easily operated on helium [11,22,23], it seems to be of special potential 
for this purpose. 

3.5/nfluence of molecular gases 

Up to now we only studied aqueous analyte injection. However, many applications can be 
thought of in which gaseons samples have to be analyzed. It is found that, like the conventional 
argon ICP, the argon MPT is very sensitive to molecular gas injection. The TIA however, can 
handle much larger amounts of molecular gases, both in absolute and relative sense [24]. In 
tigure 7, the intensity of a Zn emission line is given as a function of the amount of air added to a 
TIA plasma. As can be seen from the ti gure, the analyte intensity decreases rather smoothly. 

(%air) 
0 10 20 

0 0.5 1.0 

Air flow (l.mirr1) 

30 40 

1.5 2.0 

Figure 7. 
Jntensities of a Zn 4p-Hs atomie 
line (at 213.9 nm) as ajunetion of 
the amount of air added to the 
argon TJA discharge. Jt should be 
noted that the total amount of gas 
and the amount of injected aqueous 
aerosol are kept at constant rate. 
Measurements are performed at JO 
mmAN, P=1 kW. 

Depending on the nozzle geometry, even pure molecular gases can be used (cf. table 1). In 
tigure 8 spectra from an argon plasmaand an air plasma are given. The plasmas were created on 
top of a nozzle with a central tongsten tip [17 ,20]. Apart from the NO., emission between 200 
and 300 nm and numerous tongsten lines, the speetral background is rather flat, which is in favor 
for analytical applications. 

Argon 
25000 

Air 

Wawleng!h [nm] 

Figure 8. T.vpical spectra from an argon discharge (on the left) and an air discharge 
created by the TJA (on the right), measurement at 14 mm AN ( P=400 W). 
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The TIA thus seems to be especially promising for applications involving molecular gases. 
We already successfully used the TIA as dissociation and excitation souree for the on-line 
analysis of combustion gases containing high levels of pollutants [10]. 

4. Conclusions 

Plasmas produced by the TIA (Torche à Injection Axiale) and the MPT (Microwave 
Plasma Torch) have been studied with respect to their applicability as excitation sourees in 
spectrochemical analysis. Compared to the widely used Inductively Coupled Plasma these 
plasmas benefit from a compact setup and low gas consumption whereas they are less sensitive 
to water load than most other microwave induced plasmas. This makes these plasma torches 
interesting alternatives when size and cost reduction are desired and no extreme low detection 
limits are required. 

In plasmas produced by both plasma sourees three distinctive zones can be observed: an 
ionizing cone-like zone close to the nozzle, foliowed by a cylindrical-like cone tip zone and a 
tail flame, in which processes like chemi-luminescence generate weakly visible radiation. With 
increasing gas flow, the lengtbs of the cone and cone tip zones are increased whereas the size of 
the tail flarne is reduced. Strong emission of diatomic association products (CN, Nz, Nt, NH, 
NO and OH) shows that air entraioment already takes place just above the nozzle. 
For the analysis of aqueous samples the MPT seems to have the most potenrial since it features 
the best detection limits for elements (typically 0.1 ppm versus 1 ppm for the TIA). The better 
analytical performance of the MPT is probably due to the shorter anayte gas channel, the larger 
residence time of the aerosol in the plasma and the separation of the main gas flow and the 
analyte carrier gas flow carrying. In plasmas produced by the MPT, by far the strongest analyte 
radiation is emitted from the cone tip zone. 

However, it is found that the TIA is less sensitive to molecular gases and, dependent on 
the geometry of the nozzle, even can be operated on pure molecular gases. This makes the TIA a 
promising excitation souree for the analysis of gaseous samples, such as flue gases, with high 
analyte concentrations. 
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SUMMARY -A diagnostic measurement system basedon atomie emission spectroscopy (AES) has been 

developed for the purpose of on-line monitoring of hazardous elements in industrial cambustion gases. 

The aim was to construct a setup with a high durability for rough and variabie experimental conditions, 

e.g. a strongly jluctuating gas composition, a high gas temperature and the presence of fly ash and 

aggressive efjluents. Since the setup is primarily intended for the analysis of cambustion gases with 

extremely high concentrations of pollutants, not much effort has been made to achieve very low 

dereetion limits. It was found that an inductively coupled argon plasma was too sensitive for molecular 

gas introduction. Therefore a microwave induced plasma torch. compromising both the demands of a 

high durability and an effective evaporation and excitation of the analyte was used as excitation source. 

The analysis system has been installed at A VR-Chemie, a Dutch industrial hazardous waste incinerator, 

and successfully tested on cambustion gases present above the incineration process. Highly abundant 

elements as zinc, lead and sodium could easily be monitored. On-line information of relative jluctuations 

of these elements in the cambustion gases may be used for process control and contribute to a more 

efficient incineration process. 

1. Introduction, the aims of combustion gas analysis 

During the last decade worldwide several groups have been studying the feasibility of 
AES (Atomie Emission Spectroscopy) for the on-line analysis of flue gases. As far as we 
know these investigations are without exceptions focused on off-stream exhaust gases, i.e. 
relatively "clean and cold" end-of-pipe gases just before their ejection into the atmosphere 
takes place. Main reason for the exploration of this research field is the expectation that within 
a few years European and American legislation wiJl enforce continuons emission monitoring 
of flue gases for several industries, e.g. power plants, cement industries and waste incinerators 
[1]. Therefore a strong need exists for the development of analysis methods for whicb the 
measuring time is significantly reduced compared to the methods that are currently in use. 

Clear progress bas been made with ICP-AES, in wbicb an inductively coupled plasma 
("ICP") has been used as the excitation souree of the flue gases [1-6] and in 1997 the frrst 
systems for quantitative continuous emission monitoring based on ICP-AES became 
comrnercially available [1]. Other research groups focused their attention onto LIBS (Laser
lnduced Breakdown Spectroscopy), in whicb a laser is directly focused into the off-stream gas 
flow creating discharges inside the stack [7,8]. Although gas sampling, a critica! stage wben 
ICP-AES is used, can he avoided with the LIBS technique, serious problems have been 
encountered with the calibration due to the very large gradients in the laser-induced plasma and 
the presence of fly ashes. 

Apart from Jegislation purposes, on-line monitoring can also be used to control the 
combustion process. Opposite to the groups mentioned, our aim is to investigate wbether it is 
possible to develop analytical equipment that can be used for process control. Therefore, a 
project was started in co-operation with AVR-Cbemie, a large industrial hazardous waste 
incinerator in Rozenburg (close to Rotterdam), with the aim of on-line monitoring of heavy 
metals present in the combustion gases just above the flames of the incineration process itself, 
i.e. in gases whicb have not been cleaned yet. 
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The process of waste incineration at A VR -Chemie is sketched in figure 1. Measurements 
should be performed on the oombustion gases in the so-called secondary combustion chamber, 
which has the function of incinerating hazardous waste that has not been completely bumt inside 
a slowly rotary kiln. The solid slag remaining after the combustion process inside the after 
buming-chamber is removed through various outlets, whereas the oombustion gases undergo 
several cleaning stages, before they are ejected into the atmosphere. The energy that is liberated 
from the oombustion is used to create stearn inside the boilers for the production of electricity, 
cf. figure 1. 

A possible application of on-line · information on temporal fluctuations of metals in the 
oombustion gases present in the secondary combustion chamber oould be the adjustment of the 
incineration oomposition, in order to optimize the combustion process or to minimize peak Joads 
of metal flows. This may increase the electricity production and the lifetime of the equipment 
used in the cleaning stages that follow after the two-stage incineration [9]. 

A Introduetion hazardous waste 5,7 Wet and dry ash outlet 12 Alkaline scrubber 
1 Rotarykiln 8 Quench 13 Heat exchanger 

2 Secondary cambustion chamber 9 Electrastatic filter 14 Ventilator 

3 Bottom ash outlet 10 Acid scrnbber 15 Active carbonfilter 

4,6 Boiler 11 Droplet remover 16 Stack 

* 

Figure 1.1 Schematic drawing of DT09 at AVR-Chemie. Measurements have been 
peifarmed above the cambustion in the secondary cambustion chamber, marked 
with an asterisk. 

The analysis of non-cleaned gases implies that the merlts of the previous groups -
achieving good detection limits and an accurate quantification of concentrations - are less 
important in our case, whereas flexibility, cost reduction, the withstand against changing 
experimental conditions and the presence of acids and dust particles are of much more 
importance [9}. As a consequence, it is not straightforward to use commercially available ICP
AES equipment, since this is developed and optimized for relatively clean off-stream gases 
and should be used under laboratory-like conditions. The combustion gases above the 
incineration process inside the secondary oombustion chamber contain high levels of 
pollutants and measurement conditions are far from laboratory-like. Especially due to the high 
temperature of the combustion gases and the presence of acid compounds great care has to be 
given to the materials used in the analysis system. 
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Since no methods are in use for monitoring metals inside the incineration oven itself, it is 

obvious that new developments in this area are of great importance. It is the aim of this study to 

find strategies to speed up these developments. 

In the next section the advantages and disadvantages of the use of AES for analytica! gas 

analysis will be discussed. In section 3 the used experimental setup will be given while in 
section 4 preliminary results obtained at A VR-Chemie wiJl be presented. An evaluation and 

concluding remarks will be given insection 5. 

2. Atomie emission spectroscopy (AES) for combustion gas analysis 

Spectroscopy is a logical choice when the on-line analysis of multiple species is 

demanded. For the analysis of molecules in off-stream flue gases, (infrared) absorption 

spectroscopy is often used. However, since atoms cannot be excited rotationally or vibrationally, 

infrared absorption spectroscopy cannot be used for the analysis of elements, such as heavy 

metals. Atomie spectroscopy can either be based on absorption (AAS) or emission (AES). Since 

in combustion gases varying concentration of solid particles are present which easily absorb 

radiation wavelength-independently, AAS would have several complications and has been ruled 
out. This study has been focused on diagnostics basedon atomie emission spectroscopy, which 

does not have these problems, and moreover, is a very fast and sensitive analysis metbod that 

can provide information on several elements simultaneously. Furthermore, AES is very useful 

for the analysis of atoms present in concentrations as are expected for several heavy metals in 

the oombustion gases of waste incinerators. 

AES is widely used for the analysis of liquids. The analysis of combustion gases at A VR

Chemie however, involves various new problerns: 

1. The combustion gases in the secondary combustion chamber form a complex and aggressive 

acid medium which reaches temperatures up to 1200 °C. 
2. During the extraction, condensation of incinerator gases easily results in the loss of particles, 

e.g. to the walls of the extraction system. Since heavy metals are largely concentraled in or 

on these particulates, their loss should be avoided. 

3. Due to an under-pressure in the range of 1 mbar that is present inside the secondary 

combustion chamber, a gas sampling technique based on pumping is required for the gas 
extraction. 

4. Significant fluctuations in this pressure complicate the extraction of the gases. 
5. The measurement site is subjecttostrong vibrations and strong temperature fluctuations [9]. 

6. There is a lack of calibration samples for quantitative measurements. 
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3. The experimental setup 

3.1. Introduetion 

Three largely separated steps can be distinguished in AES in the case of combustion gas 
analysis (cf. figure 2): 

1. Gas sampling, i.e. the extraction of the combustion gases out of the waste incinerator and 
transport towards the excitation source. 

2. Dissociation and the excitation of the oombustion gases by an excitation source, e.g. a laser 

orplasma. 
3. Acquisition and analysis of the emission spectra. 

1. Gas sampling 
extraction of flue gases 

oven 

2 Exçjtation 
excltation of constituents 

flue gases by plasma 

3 Data aquisitjon 
recordlog spectrum with 

spectrograph and analysis 

Figure 2. A diagram showing the three main steps in cambustion gas analysis. 

These three steps will be discussed separately. Since the excitation souree plays a central 
role in atomie emission spectroscopy, the applied plasma souree will be discussed at first. The 
data-acquisition and gas sampling will be treated afterwards. 

3.2. The "conventional" ICP as excitati.on souree formolecular gases 

Plasmas and lasers are the most common sourees used for the excitation of atomie or 

molecular species. In analytica! chemistry the so-called inductively coupled plasma (ICP) is 
by far the most popular excitation source, especially when heavy metals in aqueous aerosols 
have to be analyzed [10,11]. As a result, several ICP-AES systems have become commercially 
available. These systems usually are completely computer-controlled and optimized for the 
analysis of aqueous samples. Experimental settings (as gas flows) can only be varled to a 
limited extent. Since it is likely that for gas analysis other experimental conditions are 
required, the use of these commercially available systems is not straightforward. For this 
reason our initia! efforts to analyze gases were done with a non-commercially available 50 
MHz ICP (Philips [11]), cf. figure 3, requiring fully manual controL Within a certain range, 
increasing the flow of combustion gases into the argon-ICP will result in an increase of the 
emission signals of the present species and thus improve the signal to noise ratios, since the 

total number of elements introduced into the plasma will increase consequently. It therefore is 
important that a considerable amount of combustion gases can be introduced into the plasma. 
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However, it is well known that molecular gases 
can have a large influence on noble gas discharges 
and that the excitation power of the plasma might be 
severely altered [10,11]. When too much molecular 
gases are introduced, the plasma even might 
extinguish. Therefore, an extensive study on the 
effects of molecular gases on the ICP is needed. 
The effects of incinerator gases on the excitation 
power of the argon ICP are simulated by 
simultaneously · introducing air and an aqueous 
analyte. The analyte (30 ppm zinc in 10% HN03) is 
introduced through the central channel of an ICP 
Fassel torch [12] with the use of an argon-fed cross
flow nebulizer (typical aerosol injection rate: 2 ml·hr· 
1
). Additional air, being a substitute for the 

combustion gases, has been added to the central 
argon/aerosol flow just before the central channel in 
the ICP torch. It should be noted that only the air 
flow Qair is varled during the experiments and that 
the amount of Zn introduced into the plasma is kept 
at a constant rate. 

dateetion 

plasma 

RF·coil 

outerflow 
301/min 

interm. flow 
21/min 

centralflOw 

zone 

1 Vmin · 
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• • 

Figure 3. A schematic illustration of 
the 50 MHz inductively coupled 
plasma and the quartz plasma torch. 

Results are shown in tigure 4, in which the dimensionless quantity PDR (Peak intensity to 
Detection limit Ratio) is used. It is defmed as 

(1) 

with c being the concentration of Zn in the simulated indoerator gas (in mg·m-3
), cL the 

detection limit of Zn (in mg·m'3), l(c) the measured Zn line intensity (cf. tigure 4a), ZA an 

arbitrary constant (taken 2 in our case) and Os the noise in the measured background (cf. tigure 

4a). In tigure 4b the PDR of the most intense emission line of zinc (at 213.86 nm) is given as a 
function of the amount of air added to an argon plasma with a RF power supply of 2.0 kW. It is 
found that the introduetion of more than 0.21l·min·1 of air leadstoastrong decrease of the PDR. 

This corresponds to the experimental tindings that for Qarr>0.21 l·min'1 the intensity of the Zn 
line sharply drops, whereas the background noise Os remains more or less constant. Apparently, 

the excitation power of the plasma is severely disturbed if Qarr>0.2ll·min·1• 

From equation 1 it can be seen that if the PDR and the concentration c are known, the 

theoretical detection limit of Zn in air (or combustion gases) can be calculated. The 
concentration c can simply be deduced from the known mass flow of zinc and the known 

volume flow of air into the plasma. Results are given in tigure 4c and obtained using the PDR 
values of tigure 4b ). Figure 4c once more shows that the best detection lirnits would be achieved 
combustion gases are introduced with a rate of 0.21l·min·1• 

In tigure 4d the relationship between the applied RF power and the minimum value of the 

detection limit of zinc is shown for an argon ICP with analyte and 0.21 l·min'1 air injection. 

From the plot it can be seen that the detection limit depends rather strongly on the RF power and 
clearly deteriorates if less than 1.5 kW is applied. In that case the drop in the PDR will appear at 
air flow rates below 0.21l·min'1• 
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Figure 4. In a) it can be seen how the measured parameters in the peak intensity to 
dereetion limit ratio (PDR) are defined. In b) the PDR and in c) the deduced 
detection limit DL for an atomie Zinc line are given as junelions of the air flow 
Qair introduced into the argon /CP. In d) the minimum detection limit is shown 
as ajunetion ofthe HF-power when Q0;, is kept constant. 

The measurements show that air introduetion bas a dramatic impact on the excitation 
power of the argon ICP. Assuming that combustion gases have the same effect on the excitation 
power of the plasma as air, it is obvious that the cambustion gases can only constitute a little 
fraction of the total plasma gas (maximally 0.2ll·min·1 of combustion gases versus> 25 l·min-1 

of argon). As a result, concentrations of several trace elements can easily become too low for 
detection. 

lt is interesting to compare our experimental fmdings with the normal molecular load of 
the ICP by means of water inlet when it is used for liquid analysis. It is found that the plasma can 
endure a number of air molecules which is approximately equal to the number of water 
molecules that normally is introduced for liquid analysis, before getting noticeably disturbed. 
Por the detection of some elements in combustion gases however, a higher gas flow might be 
needed in order to ensure that sufficient atoms are present in the plasma. Moreover, due to the 
risk of condensation of the hot oombustion gases and the presence of particulates, which would 
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easily obstruct capillary gas handling systems, it is very difficult to control small gas flows. 

Apart from the flow capacity control problems, it can be expected that the composition of 
combustion gases strongly fluctuates with respect to the molecular species, particulates and acid 
compounds. Especially for plasmas that are sensitive for molecular injection, this might affect 
the excitation power as a function of time. All these factors suggest that a plasma is required 
which is less sensitive to molecular injection and in which significantly more than 0.2ll·min-1 of 
molecular gases can be introduced. 

3.3. The "Torche à Injection Axiale" (TJA) 

As discussed in section 3.2, the investigated argon ICP shows several shortcomings as 
excitation souree for combustion gases. In literature, several ICPs have been reported which, 
unlike the ICP we studied, have a very high resistance against molecular gases or even can be 
operated on pure molecular gases [10,11]. However, these plasmas usually require a high power 
input (>3 kW) and consequently a large and heavy setup. Because a compact and modular setup 
is desired for the measurements at the secondary cambustion chamber of A VR-Chemie, we have 
looked fora plasma souree in the category of microwave induced plasmas (MIPs). 

Microwave induced plasmas have already been used several times in analytica! chemistry 
[13]. Besides the well-known surfatron [14-16] and Beenakker cavity [17], several other field 
shaping applicators have been used as well [18,19]. However, due totheir Iimited operating 
powers ( < 400 W), these plasmas show a strong sensitivity to water introduction. For this reason 
their practical use is mainly restricted to applications in combination with gas chromatography 
and the ICP, combining a better H20 resistance and much better detection limits, is still far more 
popular for the analysis of aqueous samples. 

Recent developments in the field of microwave indoeed plasma technology however, have 
resulted in new compact plasma sourees which have overcome these power restrictions and can 
be operated at power levels up to several kilowatts. This is mainly due to the avoidanee of quartz 
materials and an increasing availability of waveguide sustained power supplies. Through 
waveguides much higher power levels can be transmitted than through coaxiallines. 

One of these new microwave indoeed plasma sourees is the so-called "TIA" (from 
''Torche à Injection Axiale") [20,21], producing needle-like plasmas which seem very suitable 
for atomie emission spectroscopy. Due to its design, the TIA is rather insensitive for impedance 
changes [22] (unlike the argon ICP discussed insection 3.1) and therefore fulfills the demand of 
a high resistance to molecular gases. Depending on the geometry of the TIA-nozzle even pure 
molecular gases can be used as plasma gas [21,23]. This is one of the main reasons why this 
plasma souree has been used for the measurements at A VR-Chemie. 

The TIA is based on the original design from MOISAN et al., who also studied the tuning 
and matching properties and characteristics of the torch when creating atmospheric helium or 
argon plasmas [20]. Remarkable is the large power range over which the TIA can be operated: 
from 150 W up to at least 5 kW. The plasma has a diameter oftypically 1-2 mm and a height of 
6 cm (at a microwave power of 1 kW and 5 l·min'1 of argon gas supply). Typical maximum 
electron densities and temperatures in an argon plasma at these conditions are 2·1021 m-3 and 
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2·1<f K respectively while the maximum heavy partiele temperature is approximately 5·Hf K 
[24,25]. 

The TIA and the accompanying waveguide structures are shown in tigure 5. Microwave 
radiation with a ftequency of 2.46 GHz is introduced into a rectangular waveguide structure 
(WR-340, inner dimensions 86.4x43.2 mm2

) by means of an antenna and propagates inside the 
waveguide in the dominant TEen mode. Inside the TIA-structure, this wave propagation mode is 
converted into the coaxial TEM mode. After impedance matching and tuning, which can be 
achieved with a movable short and three tuning screws inside the waveguide and several 
elements inside the TIA, the microwave energy can be transmitted and focused in the vicinity of 
the gap between the nozzle and the outer cover. A plasma breakdown can be created above the 

nozzle at sufficiently high power densities after supplying a (noble) gas flow. Depending on the 
matching, the plasma will dissipate almost all energy and hardly any EM energy will be 
reflected. Electromagnetic shielding is necessary to maintain the microwave energy leakage 
within allowed limits. When the system is mismatched, part of the power will be reflected 
towards the magnetron. Since reflected power easily causes damage to the magnetron tube, a 
circulator is inserted between the antenna and the tuning screws. This three-gate device directs 
incident power in the direction of the TIA and the reflected waves towards the auxiliary load. 
The arnount of reflected power, and thus the efficiency of the power transfer towards the plasma, 
is measured with a diode connected to the load of the absorber. The power supply (Muegge, 
MW-GIR2Ml30-2K) is limited to 2 kW. 

Figure 5. The microwave set-up with the TJA in central position. On the right the two 
different applied nozzles are depicted. 

Two different nozzle designs have been used to control the gas flow and field shaping 
properties [21 ,22], cf. tigure 5. When using a copper nozzle with a central hole for gas injection 
(CH-nozzle), only plasmascan be created if noble carrier gases are used, e.g. argonor helium. 
However, when the plasma is created on top of a nozzle with a central tungsten tip (CT-nozzle), 
purely molecular gases, like air or flue gases, can be used as well. A limitation of the CT -nozzle 
is that the maximum applied power is approximately 1 kW (when a total gas flow of about 4 
l·min·1 is used). At higher power levels the tungsten tip wiJlerode and emission lines of tungsten 
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can be observed in the spectrum. Because this element has many very strong emission Iines, 

analyzing the spectra becomes rather difficult. Other possible tip materials suffer from the 

disadvantage of a lower melting point. Typical diameters of the gas channels are 1.5-2 mm for 

the CH-nozzle and 0.5-1 mm for the CT -nozzle. 
In order to investigate the influence of molecules on the detection limit we applied the 

samemetbod as described insection 3.2 for the ICP. In figure 6 the intensity of a zincline from 

an argon plasma with Zo analyte and air additives (created with the CH-nozzle) is shown as a 

function of the amount of introduced air. If we assume that the air addition bas no influence on 

the noise in the speetral background (as), we can oompare the results with figure 4c, giving the 

PDR for the investigated argon ICP. It is obvious that in case of the TIA plasma much more air 

can be introduced as in the ICP, both in absolute as in relative sense (1.5 versus 0.2 1-mié and 
30 versus 0.8% respectively). 

A remarkable difference can be seen between TIA plasmas expanding into air and plasmas 
expanding into an argon environment ( controlled by a large vessel). For plasmasexpanding into 

an air environment we observed a steady decrease of the Zo emission as a function of the 

amount of air introduced with the argon carrier gas. However, for plasmas expanding into an 

argon environment, the emission signal remained more or less constant for low airflow rates and 
dropped sharply if the amount of added air exceeded 1.5 l·min-1

• This shows some resemblance 

with the case of the ICP expanding into air (cf. figure 4b), in which theemission intensity also 
showed a sharp drop. The resemblance is probably due to an effective shielding of the ICP from 

the air environment by the outer argon gas flow. However, the similarity is only relative, since, 

as stated before, much more air can be introduced into the TIA plasma. 

Figure 6. 
The intensity of a zinc line (introduced as 
aerosol) measured from an argon discharge 
created with the CA nozzle as a function of the 
additionally introduced amount of air 
(measured at 7 mm above the nozzle, P=l kW). 
lt should be noted that there is a large 
difference between plasmas expanding in the 
open air and plasmas expanding into an argon 
environment. 

3.4. The optica/ set-up 

4 
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The optica} setup that was used for spectroscopie measurements at the waste incinerator 

plant is given in figure 7. With a parabolic mirror the plasma is imaged onto the entrance slit of 
the compact crossed Czerny-Turner monochromator (Monospec 18, focal length 15.6 cm, 2400 

gr/mm grating blazed at 260 nm, produced by Thermo Jaren Ash). The use of the parabolk 
mirror ensures a large solid angle and avoids problems that the use of lenses would entail Oike a 
wavelength-dependent diffraction index). 
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The dispersed emission signalis focused onto an UV-enhanced CCD-camera (ST6-UV, 
manufactured by Santa Barbara Instrument Group ), used in the spectroscopie mode. In this mode 
the camera has an array of 750 pixels, each 11.5 Jlm x 6.53 mm in size. The resolution of the 
opties is approximately 0.016 nrnlpixel at 210 nm, ample to identify atomie lines and molecular 
bands. At this resolution thus approximately 12 nm is depicted simultaneously on the CCD, 
whereas at 400 nm around 16 nm is depicted simultaneously. As a result, only about 15 
measurements are necessary to scan the most relevant wavelength interval (200-400 nm). Apart 
from the compact size and the relatively low price, another major advantage of the used system 
is its robustness: re-calibration after transport is hardly ever required. 

Figure 7. 
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The optica/ system. The plasma is focused onto the entrance slit of the 

monochromator using a parabolic mirror. Both the grating inside the 
monochromator and the CCD-camera are computer-controlled. 

3.5. CombustWn gas sampling 

In principal, there are two different methods for analyzing oombustion gases with plasma
AES [9]. These methods are based on: 
1. Plasma implementation; the plasma is created inside the incinerator oven so that no further 

gas handling is required. 
2. Gas extraction; the gases are extracted from the oven and introduced into a plasma which is 

created outside the oven. Due to the slight under-pressure that is present in the oven 
(approxirnately -1 mbar) a pump will he required. 

The ftrst option has to be ruled out: The geometry of the oven does not allow the creation 
of a plasma jet inside the oven since the oven wall is approximately 1 m thick whereas the 
sampling oriftce has an inner diameter of only 2 cm. It is therefore irnpossible to introduce a 

plasma device into the oven. Moreover, due to the aggressive medium, the plasma device would 
he affected within a few hours. Apart from that, it is not to he expected that due to the viscosity 
of a plasma, incinerator gases easily diffuse into the hot plasma zone. Only with techniques in 
which plasmas are created within a very short time scale (within a few J1S or ns), such as LIBS, 
this problem can he avoided. However, as stated in section 1, LIBS suffers from calibration 
problems due to large plasma gradients and the presence of fly ash. Even if it would he possible 
to create a plasma inside the oven, a remaining problern is the plasma observation, since only 
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one smal! sampling orifice is available. Therefore we had to select the second option: the 
extraction of the combustion gases from the incinerator oven and introducing them into a 

plasma. 
As far as we know, in literature only gas samplers are reported for end-of-pipe 

measurements on exhaust gas flows of plants, i.e. the much cleaner and colder gases inside the 
stack. The most important in these designs is the iscrkinetic sampling [1], a feature that is not 
relevant in the highly turbulent secondary combustion chamber. However, what is relevant for 
the sampling of oombustion gases is that the medium is extremely aggressive. Because of the 

extreme high temperatures and acidity at A VR-Chemie, we had to find alternatives for the 
normal probes which are in use for end-of-pipe analysis. Two different gas sampling methods 
have been developed and tested: 
1. The first metbod is based on a dilution probe that consists of two parallel placed Ah03 tubes 

that can be inserted through an aperture in the incinerator oven wall. The principle of the 

dilution probeis basedon Bernooili's theorem (the "Venturi effect", which is also used in 
nebulizers), cf. figure 8: The incinerator gases are diluted within an incoming argon carrier 
gas flow [9] and a mixture of both gases is obtained at the outlet of the probe. The dilution 
process will decrease the partial pressure of the combustion gases so that condensation after 
cooling may be avoided. 

argon 
+ 

oombustion 

inslde after-burning chamber 

·~--------~~~------------------------
-v-- oombustion 

Figure 8. At the small orifice "1" an expansion in the argon flow is created. Since this 

creates an under-pressure, incinerator gases are sucked in from the vicinity of 
the gap. Subsequently, a mixture of argon with incinerator gases is directed 

towanis the plasma through orifice "2". 

2. The second metbod is based on the creation of a plasma at under-pressure. Due to the 
pressure gradient produced in this way, combustion gases will be extracted from the oven 

and introduced into the plasma without the need of a pump between oven and plasma [9]. 
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t !ncinerator 
\ gases 

Por the creation of plasmas at under
pressure, a chimney-like vessel bas been 

constructed (cf. tigure 9), which can be mounted 
on top of the waveguide section of the TJA and 
evacuated by a vacuum pump. Since the pressure 
inside the vessel (typically between 950 and 990 

mbar) is kept lower than the pressure inside the 
incinerator oven, cambustion gases can be 
automatically extracted from the incinerator oven 
and sucked trough the nozzle of the inner 
conductor of the TIA. The stainless steel or 
alumina sampling line between the incinerator 
oven and the central pipe of the TJA plasma is 
heated to approximately 150 oe in order to avoid 
condensation of the cambustion gases. If desired, 
the cambustion gases can be diluted with argon, 
just before entering the TJA. 
With a variabie pumping capacity the pressure, and 
consequently the gas flow, can be controlled. 

Figure 9. The plasma column used jor 
the creation ofplasmas at under-pressure. 

4. Expertmental results 

4.1. General results 

Both sampling methods discussed in section 3.5 have been extensively tested at the 
secondary oombustion chamber of A VR-Chernie. 

Before using the dilution probe at A VR-Chernie, it had been tested in the Iabaratory in a 
wood fumace in order to study the dillution ratio. After several days of testing no instahilities or 
visible damage to the probe could be observed. However, at A VR-Chernie, the probe suffered 
from several major disadvantages: 
1. The tip of the probe, being exposed to the aggressive medium inside the cambustion oven, 

was subject to a fast vitrification. 

2. Obstruction of the down-stream orifice of the probe by fly ash during operation even 
increased the rate of vitrification and changed the dilution ratio continuously 

3. As a result it was difficult to keep the total cambustion gas flow constant since the dilution 
ratio of the argon carrier gas with the cambustion gases was variable. 
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4. The expectation that condensation of the combustion gases would be avoided due to a 

decrease of the partlal pressure was incorrect and a wet aerosol was obtained at the outlet of 

the second Ah03 tube. Possibly part of the heavy metals present in the combustion gases got 
lost (due to sticking at the wall) in the channel between the incinerator oven and the plasma. 

The corrosion processes reduced the lifetime of the dilution probe significantly. Some 

probes were seriously damaged aftera few hours of use only. This is thus insharp contrast to 

the laboratory tests in a wood fumace. Apparently it is very difficult to simulate the aggressive 
conditions present at a waste incinerator plant (e.g. the presence of fly ashes, volatile acids 

and other pollutants). 

Much better results were obtained with plasmas created at under-pressure using the 
chimney-like column (cf. figure 9) and a heated interface between the incinerator wall and 
plasma source. This metbod offered the major advantages that condensation of combustion gases 

in the sampling line could indeed be avoided and that the gas flow was stabie in time and well 

adjustable. In the case of "hot" sampling, i.e. sampling with the use of heating ribbons, no 

condensation was observed and a representative sample could be obtained. Particulates present 
in the oombustion gases were introduced into the plasma without noticeable losses and 

effectively evaporated in the hot medium. In the case of "cold" sampling however, i.e. sampling 

without a heated interface, condensation precipitated inside the extraction line, affecting the 

characteristics of the system in time. Therefore all presented measurements were done with a 
heated sampling line. 

A limitation is that argon plasmas created at under-pressure with the use of the CH-nozzle 

(cf. section 3.3) showed instahilities if relatively large arnounts of combustion gases were 
introduced (>0.5l·min-1

, i.e. approximately 10%). The use of the CT-nozzle however, resulted in 

stabie plasmas over a large range of experirnental conditions (P = 300-1000 W, gas flow= 3-6 
l·min"1

) that could be created in pure cambustion as well. As discussed before insection 3.3, 
higher power levels cannot be employed using this nozzle, in order to avoid erosion of the 

tungsten tip. 

4.2. Observed elements 

As discussed in section 4.1, best results were obtained from plasmas created at under

pressure using a CT-nozzle and the plasma column. Despite the extreme measurement 

conditions and the aggressive medium, which had to be analyzed, the analysis system operated 

stabie for a long period (a few weeks), in which it had been used several hours per day. 

Presented results hence are obtained from this type of discharges. 

A part of a typical spectrum measured from a discharge in pure oombustion gases is given 
in figure 10. Many atomie lines and molecular bands can be dîstinguished in the shown speetral 

range between 340 and 425 nm. It should be noted that the CCD camera is over-exposed at 
several speetral ranges due to intense molecular or atomie radiation. 
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A part of a typical spectrum as measured from a discharge in pure cambustion 
gases (at an under-pressure of -JO mbar). The absorbed microwave power was 
600 Wand the measurement was done at app. JO mm above the CT-nozzle. It 
should be noted that molecular bands cover a considerable part of the shown 
speetral range. 

The elements that have been identified unambiguously and their con-esponding strongest 
emission Iines are given in tigure 11. The underlined wavelength represents the line that can best 
be used for monitoring, taking into account its strength and the absence of interference with 
other lines or bands. Several elements, such as oxygen, could not be detected due to the 
operating range of the monochromator (fv<600 nm). 

ld 394.40(1) &.Wil detected at A\fR.Chemle 
Ba ~ 493.41 (11) 
c liWli.m 247.86(1) 
Ca 393.37(11) &Will 
Cr ~ 427.48(1) 428.98(1) 
eut ~ 327.40(1) 510.55(1) 
Fe 248.33(1) 371.99(1) J3ll.3§.1ll 
Mg 2äWJl 516.73(1) 517.27(1) 
Mn .4!WliUll 403.31 (I) 403.45 (I) 
Na ~ 589.59(1) 
Pb 363.96(1) 368.35(1) a.m.w 
Si 250.69 (I) 251.61 (I) 252.41 (I) 
Tl 399.86 (I) §U21Il 453.48(1) 
wt 272.44(1) maa..m 407.44 (I) 
Zn 202.55(11) 206.20(11) 21ü!UJl 

Figure 11. An overview of the elements observed at AVR-Chemie, together with their 
strongest emission lines (in nm). Atomie lines are labeled with "/" and ionic with 
"IJ". Emission lines that can best be used for monitoring are underlined. ct 
probably originatingfrom erading nozzle) 
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The list of detected elements has been compared to the composition of fly ash that was 
collectedat the waste incinerator plant as well [9]. Although the fly ash, being analyzed by a 
laboratory sieve analysis, was collected during another period and at a different Iocation, it 
provided a global impression of the abundance of present elements. All elements detected by 
AES were found to be highly abundant in the fly ashes (> 2 mg/g). Halogens, like Br, Cl and F, 
were not detected by emission spectroscopy although they were found to be highly abundant in 
the fly ash as well. It is well known from ICP-AES that a helium plasma is required for the 
detection of these elements [1 0], since their radiative levels are hardly populated in an argon or 
air plasma. 

It should be noted that, although not yet determined, detection limits for elements 
present in combustion gases will be rather poor compared to the detection limits as achieved 
with ICP-AES for aerosol analysis. Argon ICP-AES normally features a high accuracy, very 
low detection and linearity over several orders of magnitude for aqueous aerosol analysis. This 
bas its origins in the voluminous argon plasma and a restricted sample injection, outside of the 
active zone of the plasma. In the case of the TIA, the carrier gas and analyte are mixed before 
entering the plasma and consequently, the analyte bas a strong impact on the plasma 
properties. Laboratory measurements have shown that in TIA plasmas detection limits of most 
heavy metals in aerosols are around 1 ppm level [26], substantially worse than most ICP-AES 
systems. Therefore, it can be expected that the detection limits of the combustion gas 
monitoring system, are rather poor and worse than those for ICPs reported by other authors 
who focused on the analysis of cleaned end-of-pipe gases. On the other hand, their systems do 
not benefit from a very compact and modular set-up and moreover, very likely are not suitable 
for the extreme conditions as can be expected when monitoring incinerator processes for 
process control, which is the purpose of our work (cf. section 1 and 2). 

Since only very short measurement times are necessary for the detection of the elements 
listed in figure 11 (or even allowed in order avoiding over-exposure of the CCD-camera), the 
system can be used very well for continuons gas monitoring of those elements. The 
measurement time is almost entirely determined by the data transfer from the camera to the 
computer (approximately 5 sper frame). The analysis of the spectra requires more time but can 
be performed afterwards since they are stored on a computer. However, if desirable, software 
can be developed that provides a full automatic (on-line) data-acquisition and analysis. 

4.3. Molecular interference 

In the measured spectra several molecular bands are dominantly present, as for example 
can be seen from figure 10. The vast majority of these bands originate from molecular 
association products that, are created in the plasma [23,27]. The observed molecular transitions 
are Iisted in table 1, including the wavelength ranges in which the most intense emission bands 
appear. Molecular transitions labeled as "intense" or "very intense" create such a strong speetral 
background that the corresponding wavelength ranges cannot be used for AES due to the over
exposure of the CCD camera. 
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Molecule Names~stem Transition Spectra (run} Relative strength 
CN Violet system B2:t~A2TI 335-360 very intense 

373-389 very intense 
410-422 very intense 
450-460 very weak 

NH 3360 Ásystem A3n~x3:t 326-338 intense 

N2 First positive system B3TI~A3:t 503-600 very weak* 
Second positive system C3TI~B3TI 290-298 intense* 

330-500 weak* 

N/ fmt negative system B2I+u~X2I+g 380-392 weak* 
420-428 very weak* 

NO ysystem A2r~x2n 190-280 weak 
OH 3064 Ángström system A2:t~x2n 260-297 very weak 

306-324 intense 

* Only present in air plasmas. After introduetion of incinerator gases these bands disappear, possibly due 
to the presence of water. 

Table 1. List of the observed molecules, including the wavelength ranges with their most 
intense emission bands. Some of these molecules can be observed in the spectrum 
shown in ft gure 10. 

In the spectrum of figure 10 it can be seen that the intensities of the shown Altines are a 
few orders of magnitude weaker than the Ca+ lines and the CN band. Atomie lines in different 
wavelength intervals with oomparabie weak intensities might easily be lost in the molecular 
bands given in table 1, even if they are indicated as being "weak" or "very weak". Therefore it is 
important to reduce the intensities of these bands to a minimum. It is observed that spectra from 
pure oombustion gas plasmas have a very high molecular background. This background can be 
reduced by the addition of a considerable amount of argon. Probably the argon metastables or 
ions effectively quench the diatomic species. Experimentally it is found that the best results are 
obtained if approximately 2 l·min-1 of cornbustion gases and 3 l·min"1 of argon are used. 
However, it should be noted that this mixture still contains much more molecular sample gases, 
than the amount that oould be introduced into the ICP without deleriorating the analyte signal 
(cf. section 3.2). 

4.4. Towards tpUUftitative measurements 

Tbe presented measurements are not yet quantitative and hitherto the measurement system 
can only be used to follow relative fluctuations in the gas composition in time. To enhance 
process oontrol, quantitative measurements would be desirable. A major possible error souree 
for quantitative measurements is related to the loss of particulates during the gas extraction. 
Heating of the joint between incinerator oven and plasma torch can minimize this loss. 
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However, even if the gases can be extracted without losses and if we assume that the particulates 

are totally evaporated inside the plasma, several other problems remain. 

In contrast to liquid analysis, where calibration is rather straightforward, calibration of 

combustion gas analysis is quite complex, mainly because gaseous standards containing all 

relevant elements are not yet available. Probably a gaseous standard, preferably air or argon, 

containing one element can be used. Por some elements these standards are commercially 

available. Knowledge of relevant excitation energies, excitation mechanisms, transition 

probabilities and the electron temperature can provide a relationship between the measured 
emission of the eaUbration standard and the concentration of the elements in the combustion 

gases. One step further is a completely standard-less calibration. Por such a standard-less 

calibration a thorough understanding of plasma properties will be required. Apart from practical 
probieros such as the difficulties of the "on~line" determining of parameters as electron density 

and temperature and the gas temperature, it will be di:fficult to take into account the matrix 

effects of the so-called easy ionizable elements. Especially the highly abundant element sodium 

(=20 mglg in fly ashes, cf. section 4.2) will largely influence the argon or air plasma. If 
combustion gases are introduced into an argon plasma, the plasma color becomes yellow due to 

the extremely intense sodium 3s2S-+3p2Po doublet at 589.0 and 589.6 nm. Since the excitation 

energy from the ground state towards the radiating level is only 2.1 eV, the electron energy 
distribution function can be severely affected. It is obvious that this influences the population .of 

excited states of other elements as well. As an example, it is observed that intensities of argon 

lines significantly decrease, or even vanish, if large amounts of sample gas with high sodium 

concentrations are introduced. Therefore, it can be expected that for accurate quantitative 

measurements, one should work with relatively low combustion gas flows compared to the 
argon carrier gas flow. 

S. Discussion 

It is shown that plasma-AES can be used for the on-line monitoring of several elements 
which are highly abundant in combustion gases. Main goal was to construct a compact 

measurement system capable to withstand extreme gas conditions as present above an oven of 

hazardous waste incinerator plant (high temperature, high acidity, the presence of fly asbes and 
volatile compounds), rather than to achieve low detection limits, which usually is the merit of 

other research groups. With the built analysis system several heavy metals, such as Zn, Fe and 

Pb, could easily be monitored continuously, so that the system is usabie for process controL 

After the extraction from the incinerator oven, the gases were dissociated and its constituents 
excited in a microwave-induced plasma produced by the "Torche à Injection Axiale" (TIA). 

Atomie emission spectroscopy fmally provided information about the present metals. The torch 
was used as excitation souree because plasmas created by the TIA could resist high 

concentrations of molecular gases and changing gas compositions. 

The best results were obtained with discharges created at under-pressure in a mixture of 

flue gases and argon. Plasmas created at under-pressure enabled the use of a very short heated 
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sampling line between incinerator and plasma. so partiele losses during the sampling will be 
minima]. The addition of argon reduced the intensity of molecular bands, which otherwise easily 
overgrow weak atomie lines, and bas the advantage that plasma parameters such as the electron 
density and temperature are less sensitive to changing concentrations of easy ionizable elements 
(e.g. Na). 

Hitherto, measurements provided relative results only. Por quantitative analysis, a 
calibration techoique bas to be found to overcome this gap. Due to the Jack of good calibration 
standards, the presence of dust particles and a high concentration of easy ionizable elements in 
combustion gases, it will not be easy to achleve an accurate calibration metbod and more insight 
in fundamental plasma processes wm be demanded. 
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SUMMARY - The behavior of molecules in different atmospheric microwave induced plasmas (M!Ps) 

has been studied by means of optica/ emission spectroscopy. This in order to obtain more insight in 

molecular processes in plasmas and to irwestigate the feasibility of emission spectroscopy for the 

analysis of molecular compoundsin gases, e.g. jlue gases. Various molecular species (i.e. N2, C02, H20, 

SF6 and S02) have been introditeed into discharges in argon or in molecular gases such as carbon 

dioxide or nitrogen. The plasmas were created and sustained by a guide-suifatron or a torch in the 

power range of 150 W to 2 kW. Only nitrogen sametimes yielded observable emissionfrom the non

dissociated molecule (first and second positive system). Using other molecular gases, only dissociation 

and association products were observed (i.e. atomie species and diatomic molecules such as CN, Cl> OH 

and NH). The intensities of these products have been studied as a function of the concentranon of 

introduced molecules, the position in the plasma and the composition of the plasma environment. Since 

in most cases the same diatomic association products are seen, observed associated molecules can only 

to some extent be related to the molecules originally present in the plasma gas. Therefore it wiU be 

difficult to use atmospheric microwave discharges for the analysis of gas mixtures under the studled 

experimental conditions. 

1. Introduetion 

For years inductively coupled plasmas (ICPs) [1,2] and microwave induced plasmas 
(MIPs) [3,4] have been used as excitation sourees for the determination of elements using 
atomie emission spectroscopy (ABS). 

One of the major restrictions of most types of MIPs is their limited evaporation and 
excitation power of analytes, being a result of a relatively low gas temperature and a short 
analyte residence time. Therefore, detection limits of elements are usually wotse than in case an 
ICP is used as excitation source. Another limitation of MIPs is the generally intense and broad 
emission of molecules. Detection limits are reduced even further if lines of the analyte interfere 
with those bands. These are some of the reasons why ICPs are used more frequently in the 
spectrochemical analysis of elements than MIPs. 

An interesting idea is to use this presence of molecular spectra, being a disadvantage in 
ABS, as a benefit This paper therefore deals with the analysis of molecular gases instead of 
atomie species. For molecular gas analysis other plasma conditions than for atomie emission 
spectroscopy will be required. In an ICP the heavy partiele temperature is rather high (typically 
7 ·1 ct K) and molecules are dissociated almost instantaneously [ 5]. MIPs on the other hand, have 
a substantially lower heavy partiele temperature and therefore it can be expected that molecular 
dissociation will be less effective in these plasmas. The rather strong molecular emission spectra 
also support this expectation. MIPs could therefore be useful for the analysis of molecular gases. 

The aim of this paper is to provide a better insight in the molecular processes involved in 
MIPs. Especially an unambiguous relationship between observed emission and introduced 
molecules would be of great importance, consirlering industrial applications as e.g. the on-line 
monitoring of h~ous molecules in flue gases. 
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Two field applicators, a torch called "Torche àlnjection Axiale" (TIA) [6) and a surface 
wave plasma launcher called "Guide-Surfatron" (GS) [7], have been used to obtain a widely 
varying range of plasma conditions (heavy partiele temperature Th"" 1-l 03 -4·1 03 K, electron 
temperature Te=1·104-2·Hr" K and electron density ne=Hf1 m"3

). 

Line intensities have been used to estimate several plasma parameters for atmospheric 
argon discharges produced by both field applicators: the electron density (from Hp broadening), 
the rotation temperature (using the 3064 Ängström system of the OH radical) and the excitation 
temperature (using atomie argon lines). 

In order to study the feasibility of both plasma sourees as excitation sourees for molecular 
analysis, several experiments based on optical emission spectroscopy (OES) have been carried 
out. The emission of both atomie and molecular species bas been studied after introducing 
different molecular species (i.e. Nz, C02, SF6, H20 and S02 or mixtures of these gases) into 
argon plasma discharges. Argon discharges produced by the T1A in which C02 and N2 are 
introduced have been studied most intensively. In these plasmas the molecular analyte gases 
have been introduced with varying concentrations and the emission has been studied at different 
positions in the plasma. Depending on the used nozzle configuration, discharges in purely 
molecular gases (i.e. nitrogen and carbon dioxide) could be created with the T1A as well. To 
study the interaction of the plasma with molecules from the surroundings in which the plasma is 
created, measurements have been performed on plasmas produced by the TlA expanding into air 

and carbon dioxide environments. The guide-surfatron bas been used to produce confined 
plasmas which have no interaction with the ambient air. 

2. Experiments and instrumentation 

In order to create a range of plasma conditions, two different plasma sourees have been 
used. With the "torche à injection axiale" (TIA) microwave induced plasmas are created which 
freely expand into the open air, whereas the guide-surfatron (GS) is used to create capillary 
plasmas inside a quartz tube. Both plasma sourees are shown in figure 1 and will be discussed 
separately. 

The T1A (from "torche à injection axiale", using the nomendature of the developers, 
MOISAN et al. [6]) produces an atmospheric flame-like argonor air plasma expanding into the 
open air. Basically, inside the T1A the propagation mode of the incident microwave radiation is 
converted from the reetangolar TEm into the coaxial TEM mode. Energy is dissipated just above 
the top of the inner conductor, where the plasma is created. The inner conductor is terminated by 
a nozzle through which the plasma gas is supplied. Due to its field and flow shaping 
characteristics, the nozzle design exerts a strong influence on the plasma shape. Three different 
nozzles have been used: 
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Figure 1. The torche à injection axiale (left) and the guide-surfatron (right). lt should he 
noticed that the TJA can he equipped with different nozz/es ( cf. figure 2) 

CH: a copper nozzle with gas injection through a central hole (CH) with an inner diameter 

of 1.8 mm, as proposed by MOISAN et al. in their frrst pubHeation about the TIA [6], 
cf. figure 2 (left), 

CT: a copper nozzle containing a central closed tip (CT) of tungsten with paraHel gas 

injection, as reported by RICARD et al. [8], cf. figure 2 (center). Since the plasma is 

created on top of this tip, a heat resistant metallike tungsten is necessary. 
HT: a copper nozzle with a central hollow tip (HT) of tantalum (0 I mm inner 

dimensions) and additional parallel gas injection. Gas flows through the inner 

channel (i.e. through the tip) and the outer channels (i.e. through the surrounding 
apertures) can be regulated separately, cf. figure 2 (right). The carrier gas and analyte 

are introduced through the inner tip whereas a shielding gas can be injected through 
the outer channel. This contiguration enables a good analyte penetration into the 

plasma and reduces entraiDment of ambient air. A disadvantage of the currently used 
design is that it suffers from strong erosion due to a physical contact of the plasma 

with the tantalum tip. Scale-up of the torch would enable water cooling and could 
increase the lifetime of the nozzle. 

The nozzles will be referred to as the CH, CT and HT nozzle. Due to the geometry and 
field shaping characteristics of the CT and HT nozzle, discharges in air or other molecular gases 

can be created. With the CH nozzle noble gases, e.g. argon or helium, have to be used as carrier 

gas. 
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Figure 2. The central hole (CH), closed tip (CT) and hollow tip (HT) nowe respectively. 
Due to the geometry and field shaping characteristics of the CT and HT nozzle, 
discharges in air or other molecular gases can be created. Plasma dimensions 
depend on the power input and applied gas flow through the nowe. 

The guide-swfatron (GS) [7,9,10], shown in tigure 1, creates atmospheric capillary argon 
surface wave discharges enclosed by a quartz tube with an inner diameter of typically 1.5 mm. 

Inside the guide-swfatron the propagation mode of the incident microwave radiation is 
converted from the rectangular TE01 into the coaxial TMo1 mode. Since the electromagnetic 
field of the microwaves propagates along the interface between the quartz tube and the plasma, 
plasmas can be extended over long distances. In contrast to plasmas created by the TIA, this 
plasma bas no interaction with the ambient air. The use of the fused silica tube limits the 
applicable HF power to approximately 600 W. 

In table 1 the major components of the system are listed. A waveguide structure (WR-340, 
inner dimensions 86.4x43.2 mm) is used for the energy transfer from the generator to the TIA or 
the guide-swfatron. All plasmas are created and sustained by 2.45 GHz microwaves. 

Component Model Manujacturer 

Magnetron Philips YJ 1442,2.45 GHz Philips 

HV power supply HTN 7000-6500 FUG 

Field Applicators Torche àlnjection Axiale Laboratory built 

Guide-Surfatron 
Monochromators Monospek 1000, 1200 grlmrn, 420 nm blaze-angle Jobin Yvon 

Monospec 18, 1200 gr/mm, 500 nm blaze-angle SMS 

CCDcamera ST6-UV SBIG 

Massflow controllers FC-260 series Tylan General 

Table 1. lnstrumental components. 
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The (simplified) setup in combination with the TIA is shown in figure 3. A triple stub
tuner, movable plungers and tuning elements inside the TIA or GS allow impedance matching 
and tuning. A circulator prevents the magnetron from being damaged by reflected microwave 
power. 

Gas flows are regulated with rnass-flow controllers. In case mixtures of gases are used, 
mixing is carried out inside a mixing chamber (not shown in figure 3), just before entering the 
central gas tube of the TIA or the quartz capillary inside the GS. 

The emission signal of the plasma is guided through an optical fiber and focused onto the 
entrance slit (10-13 J!ID) of either a 1 meter or a 15.6 cm monochromator (the Monospek 1000 
and Monospec 18 respectively). A computer-controlled CCD camera is used to measure the 
spectra. The camera has been used in the so-called spectroscopie mode, featuring an array of 
750xl pixels, each 11.5 J.Ul1 x 6.53 mm in size. 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram in which the TJA is used to create a freely expanding plasma. 
The emission signal of the plasma is guided through an optical fiber and focused 
onto the entrance slit of a monochromator. Spectra are acquired with a CCD 
camera. Basically the same setup is used for GS experiments. 

Table 2 shows some typical operating conditions for both plasma sources. The given 
plasma lengtbs are for pure argon plasmas. It should be realized that (especially for the GS) these 
lengtbs are strongly dependent on the composition of the gas mixture and the applied power. 

TJA Guide-suifatron 

Power input P Ci'l) 150-2000 150-600 
Carrier gas argon, air, Nz, C02 argon 
Max. concentration molecular gases (%) 100 15 
Gas flow (l·min"1

) 2-6 0.5-2 
Confinement open air quartz tube 
Plasma length Lp! (cm) 3-6 10-25 

Table 2. Typical operaring conditions of the two field applicators. 
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The electron density, the excitation temperature and the rotation temperature have been 

determined for argon plasmas (containing molecular impurities) under normal operating 

conditions. The electron density De is calculated from the broadening of Hp (at 486.132 nm), 

using data from CZERNlKOWSKI et al. [11]. The excitation temperature Texc is deduced from a 

Boltzmann-plot of several argon lines, using statistica! weights and transition probabilities from 

WIESEet al. [12]. Similar, the rotational temperature Trot is found from the rotational distribution 

of emission lines from the 3064 Ángström system of OH, using data from DIEKE et al. [ 13]. The 

OH emission is due to impurities of H20 in the argon gas. Texc is often regardedas a lower limit 

of the electron temperature Te, while Trot is regarded as an indication for the heavy partiele 

temperature Th. It should he noticed that the data are not Ahel-inverted and that MoussouNDA et 

aL [14] have shown that OH emission in a surfatron discharge mainly appears from the outer 
region of the plasma. For confmed plasmas created by the guide-surfatron Trot therefore might he 

a good indication for the heavy partiele temperature in the outer region of the plasma. Since 

plasmas produced by the TIA and the GS show very steep gradients in temperatures and electron 

densities, Trot should he measured with a very high spatial resolution in order to obtain reliable 
radially resolved results. Emission of N2+, which might provide information about Tro1 in the 

center of the plasma [14], was too weak for the determination of the rotational temperature. 

Since the speetral resolving power restricts the accuracy of the rotational temperature as 
obtained by the slope of Boltzmann plots, spectra have been simulated as well. Also in this case 

the wavelengtbs and transition probabilities have been taken from DIEKEet al. [16]. Simulations 

are found to be in good agreement with the Boltzmann plot metbod and reduced the possible 

error margins to within a few hundred Kelvin. As an example a measured and calculated 

spectrum are shown in tigure 4. 

Figure4. 

Examples of a measured ( above) and a 

calculated spectrum (below) of the OH radical 

( 3064 Àngström system of OH, A 2l7 -+X20). The 

measured spectrum is taken from an argon 
discharge produced by the GS (P=lOO W, 
[Ar]=0.25 l·min"1 

). The reasonable good 

agreement between both spectra should be 
noted. The rotational temperature used for the 

simuiared spectrum is T ror=llOO K. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Characteristics of argon plasmos created by the TJA and the GS 

In order to compare plasmas produced by the TIA and the guide-surfatron, Trot. Texc and 11e 

have been determined experimentally. Typical parameters found for argon plasmas created by 
the TIA are Trot=3·1tY K, Texc=5.5·1tY K and lle""1021 m·3. These values are obtainedjust above 

the CH nozzle using an argon flow [Ar]=3 l·min'1 and a power input P=320 W teading to a 

plasma witha lengthof Lp1=S cm. The obtained Texc=5.5·103 Kis significantly lower than the 
electron temperatures reported by JONKERS et al. [15,16], showing that plasmas produced by the 

TIA are far from Boltzmann- or Saba-equilibrium. The Thornson scattering experiments 

reported in [15,16] give electron temperatures between 1.7·104 and 2.5·104 K for argon plasmas 

produced by the TIA under oomparabie experimental conditions. Therefore Texc cannot be 
identified as the electron temperature [17]. 

Measurements performed on plasmas produced by the guide-surfatron reveal that for a 

"pure" argon plasma Texc=5.2·ltY K, Tro1=1.7-l03 K and ne=4-t<f0 m·3• It should be noted that 

both Tro~and 11e are lower than for the TIA plasma but that Texc is comparable. These are typical 
values close to the guide-surfatron gap (the energy transfer zone) and decrease slowly towards 

the end of the plasma column. The given valnes are obtained for a HF power input P= 150 W, an 
argon flux [Ar]=l l-min-1 and a quartz tube inner radius ri=l mm, leading toa plasma length 

LpJ""12cm. 

3.2. TJA spectrafor different molecular analyte gases 

To study the feasibility of the use of the TIA for detection of molecules, experiments with 
various molecular gases (i.e. N2, CO:z, H20 and SF6 and mixtures) have been performed. The 
emission spectra have been studied after the introduetion of these molecular gases into argon 

plasmas produced by TIA using the CH nozzJe. Figure 5 shows a typical spectrum of an argon 

plasma in which smal! amounts of C02 and N2 have been introduced (0.30 and 0.030 l·min'1 

respectively, compared to 4.0 1-min-1 of argon). It is remarkable that emission of the original 

analyte gases CÜ2 and N2 (which have dissociation energies of Erus=5.45 and 9.76 eV 
respectively) cannot be observed in the spectrum. Instead, ionic molecular nitrogen, atomie lines 
(Ar, C, N, 0 and H) and several association products (CN, C2, NH and OH) can be seen. In the 

far UV, beyond the shown wavelength range, the y system of NO is found to be fairly present as 
wel!. 

However, by far the most intense is emission of CN. It should be noted that the band head 
of the violet system of CN at 388.34 urn (82:E~A2n (0,0)) strongly exceeds the depicted 

intensity range in the graph. The strong emission from CN can still be observed if only CO:z is 

injected, suggesting a high inward diffusion rate of N2 from the ambient air into the plasma. This 

is in agreement with a previous paper of JONKERS et al. about the influence of ambient air [16]. 
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The OH radical arises from the dissociation of H20, which is always present at trace level as a 
contamination in argon or as water vapor in the ambient air. 

Excited diatomic association molecules are most likely created by 3-body association: 

A+B+S~AB·+s. (1) 

In this reaction the heavy particles A and B associate in the presence of a spectator S. 

CN CN CN 
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Figure 5. Emission spectrum between 300 and 965 nm of an argon plasma sustained by the 
TJA in which small amounts of COz and N2 are introduced, measured at 1 cm 
above the nozzle. The spectrum is dominared by emission of association products. 
The CCD camera is strongly over-exposed at those wavelengtbs where the band 
heads of the violet system of CN are present. lt should he noted that there is no 
emission from CO nor from the original analytes C02 and N2• 

Emission of CO or C02 bas never been observed after the introduetion of C02 into an 
argon TIA discharge, despite the wide range of experimental conditions ([Ar]=l-6 l·min·t, 
P=0.15-2.0 kW). Introduetion of N2 sometimes yields emission of the fust and second positive 
system of the N2 molecule, especially of the Av=O and Av=-1 transitions. The reproducibility of 
spectra showing the frrst and second positive system however, is rather limited and normally 
emission of the fust negative system of the molecular ion N2 + (B2:E+ u~X2l:g) is much more 
intense. Especially when no additional C02 is introduced, emission of this system is very 
dominant. This strong emission might indicate that deliberately introduced nitrogen or nitrogen 
introduced from the ambient air is involved in the charge transfer (Cn reaction: 

Ar"'" + N 2 (X)~ Ar+ N; (X). (2) 

The charge transfer given by Eqn 2 is quasi-resonant due to the comparable ionization energies 
for argon and molecular nitrogen (E;=15.76 and 15.58 eV respectively). The ground stateNt 
molecules created in this reaction can be excited towards the B21:"'" u state by electron impact, for 
which only 3.17 eV is needed: 
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(3) 

Radiative decay towards the molecular ion ground state will generate spectra of the so-called 
"flrst negative system" ofN/, cf. flgure 6. 

A possible destruction channel for molecular nitrogen ions is the dissociative 
recombination reaction (DR), given by: 

N; (X)+ e-~ N + N. (4) 

This reaction could provide the nitrogen atoms that are needed for association reactions as the 
production of CN and NH. At least one of the nitrogen atoms created in the dissociative 
recombination process is in the 2D0 or 2p0 level. Dissociation teading to the ground state limit of 
both nitrogen neutrals ('S0 and 4S~ is not expected to play any role [18,19]. The creation of 

excited nitrogen atoms due to dissociative recombination of N/ is supported by the observed 
strong emission lines of atomie nitrogen. 

The second positive system of N2 (C3ll~B30) which is sametimes observed is probably 
due to excitation transfer (ET) from argon metastables towards ground state molecular nitrogen 
and due to the association of the nitrogen atoms created by the dissociative recombination of 
N/, cf.tigure 6 [20]. 
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Figure 6. Energy diagrams of argon and the nitrogen molecule compared. Possible charge 
transfer (CT), excitation transfer (ET) and dissociative recombination (DR) 
processes are depicted in the figure. On the right the energy levels of the separated 
neutral nitrogen atoms are shown. The energies given along with the separated 
atoms represent the kinetic energy releases involved in the dissociative 
recombination of N2 +. 

\ 
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Measurements with the molecular species SF6 and H20 have been performed in order to 
investigate whether these molecules are dissociated as well (P=0.5-1.5 kW, [Ar]=2-4 l·min-1

). 

Introduetion of SF6 into argon discharges did not lead to emission spectra of molecules 
containing S or F atoms. Instead, several emission Jines of S I were clearly observable {most 
intense lines at 921.3, 922.8 and 923.8 nm), especially at high powers, indicating that this 
molecule is at least partly dissociated. Experiments with water injection only resulted in strong 
OH and atomie oxygen and hydragen emission. It is not clear whether the OH radical is a 
dissociation product of water or due to three-body association processes of atomie oxygen, 
hydragen and a spectator, cf. Eqn 1. 

In order to investigate the influence of the argon carrier gas, also measurements with 
purely molecular gases have been perfonned. This can be done using the CT or HT nozzle. It is 
found that stabie discharges in N2, C02 and air can be sustained when P>300 W and tbe gas 
flow exceeds 2 l·min-1 (to ensure a sufficient cooling of the tip). However, comparable to the 
argon plasmas produced with the CH nozzle, only emission from dissociation and association 
products can be seen, again with an exception for nitrogen. 

From a discharge in pure CÜ2 expanding into the ambient air (using the CT nozzle}, very 
intense emission of CN ean be observed. Furthermore, atomie carbon and oxygen lines (most 
intenselines at 247.9 and tbe triplet around 777 nm respeetively) and NO bands (210-270 nm) 
are present. Emission from the Swan System of C2 ean hardly be observed, despite the large 
amount of C atoms present in the discharge. 

When the HT nozzle is used, the sarne diatomic molecules ean be observed. The main 
differenee with the CT nozzle is that emission from CN bands can be decreased if argon is used 
as shielding gas and consequently contact with the arnbient air is reduced. Furthermore, the 
central sample injection ensures a good penetration of the analyte into the plasma. This nozzle 
therefore is probably most suitable for atomie emission spectroscopy, which however is not the 
topic of this study. For molecular gas analysis however, also the studied plasmas produced by 
the HT nozzle have their limitations due to dissociation and association processes. 

As a preliminary result we can state that from the four studied molecular gases (C02, N2, 
SF6 and H20), only nitrogen sametimes has yielded emission of the non-dissociated molecule. It 
is not likely however, that the detection of nitrogen will have practical applications with respect 
to molecular gas analysis. Moreover, due to the broad and sametimes strong emission bands, the 
frrst and second positive system might easily overgrow weaker bands of other molecules. This is 
oot a favorable perspective since N2 is present in many molecular gas samples, e.g. in flue gases. 

Although emission of CÜ2 itself cannot be observed, detection is maybe possible 
indirectly, e.g. via CN or Cf emission. Therefore experiments have been done in which the 
concentration of COz has been varied systematically (ef. section 3.3). 

a "f' refers to the atomie system. Ion lines ("U") are not observed for Ar, C, 0, Nor other atomie species. 
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3.3. TJA spectra for different C02 f/ows 

In this section the influence of a varying amount of carbon dioxide introduced into 
discharges produced by the TIA is discussed. In figure 7 the intensities of several atomie and 
molecular species are depicted as a function of the amount of C(h injected into an Ar/N2 plasma. 
Intensities have been scaled to unity for the measurement performed with the smallest arnount of 
C02 injection (2.3·10"2 l·min"1 versus 3.0 l·min"1 of argon and 0.05l·min"1 of nitrogen). It should 
be noted that the growth of 0 I is significantly less than the growth of C I or CN (band head 
B2I:~A2n (0,0)) and that N I and NH (band head A3n~x3n (1,1)) decrease if the C(h 
increases. The decrease of N I and NH, which is accompanied by an increasing rate of CN 
association, shows that the introduetion of C-atoms (via COz) forces a significant part of the 
present nitrogen atoms into a CN bond. The question is what happens with the two oxygen 
atoms created after the complete dissociation of a COz molecule. The figure shows an increase 
of the 0 I emission. The fact that this increase is rather small can be explained by an increasing 
rate of NO association. Another reason for the only moderate increase of 0 I emission might be 
the high excitation level of the observed oxygen line (12.08 eV). The excitation energy of the 
observed carbon line on the other hand, is only 9.00 eV. Introduetion of molecules wiJl affect the 
electron energy distribution function (EEDF) and reduce the number of fast electroos and 
consequently the population rate of levels with high excitation energy by electron impact. 

One can observe that the increase of all species is (far) less than proportional. This might 
also be related the Ioss of fast electrons. The excitation power of the plasma decreases due to 
energy losses involved in dissociation processes. It therefore can be concluded that a1so the 
indirect detection of C02, i.e. by monitoring dissociation or association products, will be 
difficult as well. 
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Figure 7. The intensity of several atomie and molecular species as a function of the amount 
of COz added to the argonlnitrogen mixture ({Ar]=3.0 l·min'1, [N2]=0.05 l·min·J, 
P=320 W). Measurements are peifonned at 1 cm above the no:ale. 
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3.4. TJA spectra at different heights in the plasma 

The emission of dissociation and association products has been studied at different 
positions in the plasma. In tigure 8 the intensities of several emission lines from an argon 
discharge in whlch a constant amount of carbon dioxide is introduced, are given as a function of 
the height above the nozzle. Maximal intensities are scaled to unity. In the active zone 
(approximately the fust 10 mm above the nozzle), it can beseen that alllines show a comparable 
behavior. Since C I and CN is readily observed just above the nozzle, dissociation of C02 
apparently is an almost instantaneous process. The maximum emission of CN is found just 2 
mm further downstteam than the maximum of the C I emission and corresponds to the 
maximum of NI emission. 

In the recombination zone of the plasma (i.e. further downstream) we observe a relatively 
fast decay of C I and Ar I emission whereas CN and N emission drop much slower. It is likely 
that in the recombination zone of the plasma nitrogen plays an increasing role due to the 

tumulent mixing wilhf air~,, ;;;:;• 
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Figure 8. Normalized intensities of several species as a fimction of the height above the 
nozile (AN) in an argon carbon dioxide discharge ([Ar]=2.0 l·min'1, [C02]=0.30 
l·min·1, P=l.O kW). ft should be noted that for the first 15 mm AN, intensities of 

dissociation and association products show a similar response as argon, 
suggesting an almast instantaneous dissociation of the carbon dioxide. 
Measurements have been integrated over the total plasma diameter. 

3.5. Plasmas expanding in gases other than air 

The results presented so far are all obtained from TIA plasmas expanding into the 
surrounding air. To investigate the role of the plasma environment, also measurements have 
been performed on plasmas expanding into other ambient gases. The surrounding gas in whlch 
the plasma is created has been controlled by making use of a column-Iike quartz vessel (i.d. 0 
12 cm, height 70 cm). Thls vessel is attached to the waveguide structure and surrounds the upper 
part of the TIA including the plasma. A gas inlet close to the bottorn of the vessel can be used to 
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supply the ambient gas. Exhaust plasma and ambient gases can escape through an aperture of 0 
1 cm on top of the vessel. Due to the absence of a pump and the relatively small exhaust 

aperture, a strong interaction of the plasma with the ambient gas inside the vessel is ensured. If a 
pure argon plasma expands into a mixture of carbon dioxide and air (ratio 1: 1 ), spectra are 

strongly dontinated by CN entission, similar to a pure CÜl plasma expanding into open air, cf. 

section 3.2. However, if the air (and thus the nitrogen) is removed from the vessel and the argon 

plasma expands into a pure CÜl environment, the C2 Swan system becomes very intense and 
CN entission drops to a negligible level, cf. tigure 9. From this it can be concluded that CN 

association is preferred above c2 association and that c2 association is only dominant if no 

nitrogen atorns are present in the discharge. 

CN Violet system 

r-~1 

I 
I 

___j) 
0 r-------

C02 / air surrounding 

C2 SWan system 

V 

Wavelength (nm) 

3.6. Plasmas produced by the guide-surfatron 

Figure 9. 
Spectra of argon plasmas created 
with a CH nozzle, expanding into 
different ambient gases (P=l.O kW, 
[Ar]=5.0 l·min'1 

]). 

The upper spectrum is from an 
argon plasma expanding into a 
mixture of air and carbon dioxide 
whereas the lower spectrum is from 
an argon plasma expanding into a 
pure carbon dioxide environment. In 
the upper spectrum CN emission is 
dominant whereas in the lower 
spectrum apparently c2 emission is 
dominant. Measurements are 
peiformed at 1 cm above the nozzle. 

Finally the guide-surfatron has been studied with respect to its possible use for the analysis 
of molecules. The main difference between the previously studied TJA plasmas and the plasmas 

produced by the guide-surfatron is that the latter plasmas are confined in a quartz tube and thus 
have no interaction with the ambient gas. 

The effect of molecular gas introduetion is much more dramatic for the confined GS 

plasmas than for TJA plasmas. The injection of some H20 e.g., by primarily flushing the argon 

gas over a water surface, increases Tro1 from 1.7·103 to 3.2·103 K close to the launching gap and 

decreases the plasma length from 12 cm to about 3 cm. The injection of a few percent C02, N2 
or S02 easily leads to melting of the plasma tube. 
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Similar to plasmas created by the TIA, the injection of CG.! and N2 results in the emission 
of the violet system of CN (major band head at 388.3 nm). However, if only CG.! is added, the 
dominant molecular emission bands in the spectrum arise from the C2 radical (Swan system, 
A3flg-+X3flu (0,0) with the major band head at 516.52 nm). This is in contrast to the free 
expanding torch plasma, in which the CN radiation is always dominant after C02 injection, but 
is comparable with the results from a pure argon TIA plasma expanding into a C02 
environment. So again it appears that the association of CN is dominant over the association of 
C2 if N atoms are present in the discharge. 

Due to the absence of a catbode and the plasma confinement in a fused silica tube, 
experimentscan be performed with aggressive gases, e.g. sulfur dioxide. Injection of 0.04l·min'1 

of Sû:! <Bms=5.66 eV) into an argon discharge (3.0 l·min·1
, P=260 W) results in emission of S I 

and 0 I lines, showing that this molecule is dissociated (at least partly) as well. However, 
emission bands from molecules containing sulfur atoms, are not found in the speetral range of 
300-1000 nm. 

Together with previous results this strongly indicates that the different kind of molecules 
which can be observed by emission spectroscopy in the studied microwave indoeed plasmas at 
atmospheric pressure is very limited. Especially for larger molecules, only diatomic association 
molecules or atomie dissociation products will be visible in emission. 

Although plasmas created in a capillary column are better shielded than plasmas created 
by the TIA, the sarne kind of association products is observed after the introduetion of molecular 
gases. However, the intensities of molecular bands in argon plasmas created by the OS are 
relatively low due to the absence of interaction with ambient air. Therefore a capillary plasma is 
to be preferred for the detection of impurities containing other elements than present in the 
carrier gas (e.g. Hor OH emission for the determination of the concentration of HzO in Ar). In 
this case it is required that there are no other molecules present which contain these elements, 
since this would lead to the formation of similar dissociation and association products. This 
demand however, will scarcely be fulfilled in practice and for the analysis of complex gas 
mixtures, both the TIA and the guide-surfatron seem to be unsuited, at least for the studied 
power range and gases. 

Probably at low pressure association of molecules will be less since three·body association 
strongly depends on collision rates and therefore on the pressure. It therefore is very likely that at 
reduced pressure three-body association can be reduced. Moreover, dissociation of molecules 
due to heavy-heavy collisions will decrease. This will be investigated in the next chapter [21]. 

4. Condusloos 

Atmospheric microwave indoeed plasmas produced by the TIA and a guide-surfatron have 
been studied with respect to their possible use as excitation sourees for the analysis of molecular 
gases. For this purpose several molecular species have been introduced into various plasmas and 
the resulting emission bas been studied. 
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The only introduced molecule mat under some conditions could be observed wim optical 
emission spectroscopy is nitrogen (emission of me first and second positive system). It is not 
likely however, mat detection of nitrogen will have practical applications. Furdler, atomie 
fragments and association products as C2, CN, NH, OH and NO are present in me spectrum. CN 
emission is dominant if CÜl is introduced into a plasma containing nitrogen atoms or molecules 
while C2 emission is dominant if dlese species are absent, e.g. in an Ar/CÜl discharge in a 
capillary tube. 

From me results it can be concluded mat me studied atmospheric pressure plasmas are 
very difficult to use as excitation souree for me analysis of molecular gas mixtures under me 
used experimental conditions (argon or molecular carrier gas and an applied power ranging from 
150-2000 W). Since most molecules contain elements like N, C, H and 0, in general me same 
diatomic molecules will be created in the plasma. Only in case a few different molecular species 
are present might it be possible that unambiguous information can be deduced from dissociation 
or association products, although it is found that matrix effects and non~linearities play an 
important role in plasmas in wbich molecular gases are introduced. Preferably a discharge in a 
capillary tube should be used in order to avoid interaction wim molecules from me ambient gas. 
A disadvantage is mat plasmas produced by me GS are very sensitive to molecular gas injection. 

Probably, at low pressure dissociation will be less since three~body collisions leading to 
me association of diatomic molecules will drop to a very low level. This will increase me 
possibility in finding a regime where excitation of non~dissociated molecules will appear more 
frequently. Experimental results will be presented in a next paper. 
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SUMMARY • The emission of various low pressure microwave induced plasmas created and sustained 
by a suifatron or by a Beenakker cavity has been studied ajter the introduetion of molecular species (i.e. 

Nt. C02, SF6 and S02). Only nitrogen yielded observable emission jrom the non·dissociated molecule 
(first and second positive system). Using other gases, solely emission of dissociation and association 

products has been observed (i.e. atomie species, CN, C2, CO, OH and NH). Studies of these intensities 

have been peiformed as junelions of gas composition, pressure and position in the plasma and have 
provided insight in molecular processes such as dissociation and association. lt is found that parameters 

such as pressure and gas composition play a very important role with respect to these processes. Since 

no unambiguous relationship between the observed emission of dissociation or association products and 

the injected molecules has been found, it is established that it wilt be difficult to use microwave plasmas 
at reduced pressure as analytica[ excitation sourees formolecular gas analysis. 

1. Introduetion 

Durlog the last decades Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) has been widely used for 
the analysis of elements in aqueous, solid and gaseous samples [l-4]. In a previous paper [5], the 

idea was proposed to use emission spectroscopy for the analysis of molecular compounds in 
gases as well. Although lnductively Coupled Plasmas (ICPs) have been used more frequently as 

excitation sourees in OES, two different Microwave lnduced Plasmas (MIPs) were investigated 

in [5] (cf. chapter 4). The reason is that MIPs generally have a lower heavy partiele temperature 

than ICPs and therefore it can be assumed that dissociation of molecules is less in MIPs than in 

ICPs. Hence it can be expected that the original molecules, which have to be detected, are less 

affected by the plasma. However, in the previous study it was found that in the atmospheric 
microwave discharges produced by the ''Torche à Injection Axiale" (TIA) [6] and the "guide

surfatron" (GS) [7], molecules are largely dissociated and that mainly diatomic association 
product are observable. It was concluded that association due to three partiele collisions might 

be an important channel for the creation of excited diatomic molecules: 

A+B+X ~AB*+X, (1) 

with A, B and spectator X being heavy particles, The process given by Eqn 1 could explain the 
very dominant radiation of association productsas CN, NO and N'lr. However, since only a few 

different association products were created, it was found that it is difficult, if not impossible, to 
use emission of these new molecules as a "fmgerprint" of the original molecules. As an 

example, an increased emission of NO and CN might be related to an increase of the amount of 

CO in the plasma gas, but also to an increase of the amount of C02 or some large organic 
molecules. 

It was suggested in the previous study (5] that the low-pressure regime might be more 

suitable for molecular analysis, because of the negligible role of three partiele processes ( cf. Eqn 

1 ). Moreover, at low pressure the heavy partiele temperature is lower and therefore the 

• Hydrogen atoms are always present in the discharge due to H20 impurities in the carrier gas. 
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dissociation of original molecules less. Another advantage is that due to the absence of air 

entrainment from the environment, which was clearly prêsent in plasmas created by the TJA that 

expanded into open air [6], emission of the strongly radiating association products CN, NO and 

NH will be reduced if the number of nitrogen atoms and molecules present in the discharge gas 

is limited. 

An additional advantage of low-pressure MIPs compared to atmospheric discharges are 

the Iower power requirements. Since low power microwave generators are rather compact and 

power levels up to 500 W can be transporled through coaxiallines, a very compact and modular 

setup can be used. This facilitates the use of the setup in possible industrial applications, e.g. flue 

gas analysis. 

The airn of this paper is to obtain a deeper insight in the molecular processes occurring in 

the reduced pressure microwave discharges and to study the feasibility of molecular gas analysis 

with these plasmas. Two plasma applicators, i.e. the surfatron [8] and the Beenakker cavity [9], 

have been used to create a widely varying range of plasma conditions (pressure p=O.l-20 mbar, 

ne=1016-I019 rn·3, heavy partiele temperature Th=O.S·l&-1.4·103 K and electron temperature 

Te=l.5-104-4·10" K). 
Spectroscopie measurements have mainly been performed on surfatron plasmas. 

Discharges have been obtained in different carrier gases (argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide) in 

which several different molecular gases (i.e. N2, COz, SF6 and SOz) have been deliberately 

introduced. The emission bas been studied as a function of the gas composition, the pressure and 

the position in the plasma. Some of the measurements have been repeated for plasmas produced 

by the Beenakker cavity in order to verify if the results are plasma souree independent 

2. Experfments and instrumentation 

The emission of several low-pressure discharges bas been studied after deliberate 

molecular gas injection. The plasma sourees used for our experiments, the surfatron and the 

Beenakker cavity, will be shortly discussed firstb: 

• The surfatron [8) bas been widely used to create surface wave discharges in both noble and 

molecular gases in the pressure range ofp=l0-5-1 bar [10]. The plasma is usually confmed by 

a quartz tube with an irmer radius ri=0.7-6.0 mm. The surfatron launches EM waves which 

propagate in the TM (rn=O) mode along the interface between the plasma and the quartz tube. 

Due to the characteristic traveling surface wave propagation, long plasma columns can be 

created. Typical plasma lengtbs at reduced pressure are I.."=S-100 cm for power inputs 

Pr30-250 W, depending on the carrier gas. In our experiments we created discharges in 

argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide. Operational settings are typically Pm=l00-150 W, [gas 

b Drawings of the surfatron and Beenakker cavity can be found in chapter 1 ("Genera! introduction") of 

this thesis. 
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flow]=0.10-0.15l·min·1 and p==0.5-20 mbar, resulting in plasmas with a length in the range of 
Lp""25-50 cm (using argon as plasma gas and a discharge tube with 3 mm inner radius). 

• The Beenakker cavity [9] bas already extensively shown its potential as excitation souree in 
spectrochemical analysis. Especially the combination of gas chromatography and a 
Beenakker cavity plasma bas been used successfully in the past. The Beenakker cavity is a 
resonator operating in the TMo10 mode. The plasma is enclosed by a quartz tube with an 
approximate inner radius between 1.0 and 4.0 mm. The main difference between the 
Beenakker cavity and the surfatron is the energy-coupling mode into the plasma. Instead of 
exciting a surface wave whose intensity smoothly decreases along the plasma column, all 
energy is locally coupled into the plasma inside the resonant cavityc. Due to the local energy 
input, plasmas do not extend far from the cavity and have a relatively high energy density. In 
our case we used the Beenakker cavity to create discharges in argon, nitrogen or carbon 
dioxide in the pressure range of p=l-20 mbar. Typical plasma lengtbs are Lp""5-10 cm for 
power inputs of Pin=50-250 W. 

The major components used for the experiments, including the optica! setup, which was 
already elaborately described in [5], are listed in Table 1. With the opties used, measurements in 
the wavelength range 200-1000 run could be performed. 

Components Model 

Microwave generator Microtron 200 Mark II, 2.45 GHz 
Field Applicators Surfatron 

Beenakker cavity 
Monochromator Monospek 1000, 1200 gr/mm, 

420 run blaze-angle 
CCD camera ST6-UV, 750 X 242 pixels, 

each 11.5 X 27 J.ll11 
Mass flow controllers FC-260 series 

Table 1. lnstrumental components. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. General obsenations from discharges at reduced pressure 

Manufacturer 

Electro-Medical Supplies (EMS) 
Laboratory built 
Laboratory built 
Jobin Yvon (JY) 

Santa Barbara Instrument Group 
(SBIG) 
Tylan General 

The introduetion of molecular species into argon plasmas created by the surfatron bas two 
clearly observational effects: 
1. The length of the plasma columns strongly reduces; e.g. from 50 cm to 20 cm after 

introduetion of a few per cent of carbon dioxide (at -2 mbar). 

c From an electromagnetic point of view, these discharges pertain to different groups according to the 
widely accepted classifications of HF discharges by MOISAN et al. [ll] and MAREc et al. [12]. 
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2. The temperature of the quartz wall increases, which points towards an increased gas 
temperature and the presence of wall association processes. 

Theoretically it can be expected that the introductiÖh of molecules into an initially pure Ar 
discharge will change the plasma in the following ways: 
• The energy transfer from the electroos to the heavy particles will improve due to electron 

induced vibrational excitation of molecular species. 
• Processes like charge transfer foliowed by dissociative recombination will reduce the electron 

density whereas the molecular or atomie products created by this dissociative recombination 
often are released with high kinetic energy. 

Consequences of these intemal plasma changes are an increase of the heavy partiele temperature 
(and thus of the wall temperature) and a rednetion of the electron density. Because it is well 
known that for surface wave discharges at low pressure a nearly linear relationship exists 
between the maximum electron density and the length of the plasma column [11], also the 
observed decrease in the plasma length can easily be understood. 

After the introduetion of molecules, the emission spectra of the plasmas are dominated by 
molecular bands. In general these bands arejustas in the case of atmospheric pressure MIPs [5] 
originating from diatomic association products. Table 2 lists the various molecular species that 
have been observed. It should be noted that the choice of the plasma gas and the plasma 
operating conditions impose which molecules are observed (see Table 3). The Iisted molecules 
are largely similar to those observed in atmospheric microwave discharges produced by the TIA 
(Torche à Injection Axiale) and the Guide-surfatron using similar gas mixtures [5]. The main 
differences are the often much stronger emission of the fust and second positive system of 
nitrogen (B3ll-?AJ:~: and C3ll-?B3ll, respectively} and the presence of emissîon of the 
Angström, the fourth positive and the third positive system of CO (B1I-?A1ll, A1ll-?X1I 
and bl:t-?a3ll, respectively), observed under some conditions when C02 is used as discharge 
gas. Emission of CO, which is a dissociation product of CÛ2, bas not been observed under any 
experimental condition at atmospheric pressure [5]. Instead, only association produels Iike C2, 
NO and CN were observed. Experiments using other molecular species (SÛ2, SF6) have given 
similar results: emission bands of three-atomic or larger molecules are not observed under any 
condition. 

Measurements on plasmas produced by the Beenakker cavity have been carried out as 
well. Despîte the different microwave energy coupling modes (and power densities), the 
resemblance of the spectra obtained from the plasmas produced by the surfatron and the 
Beenakker cavity is remarkable. Usually, the same association and dissociation productscan be 
seen if the experimental conditions such as pressure and gas composition are comparable. This 
indicates that the shape of the EM-field pattem bas only a limited influence on the molecular 
species created inside the plasma. The only exception was found for the emission of CO in low
pressure CÛ2 plasmas, which is more readily observed from surfatron than from Beenakker 
cavity discharges. Probably due to the higher gas temperature in Beenakker discharges, CO is 
dissociated at a lower pressure in a Beenakker cavity than in a surfatron discharge (using the 
samepower input), cf. section 3.5. 
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The difference between surfatron and Beenakker cavity with respect to the energy 
coupling modes, as discussed in section 2, implies that the length of the plasmas produced by the 
Beenakker cavity is Iess affected by molecular gas injection. As a result, the use of the surfatron 
provides the most clearly perceptive results in the study of the influence of molecular gases on 
low-pressure microwave discharges. For this reason, the surfatron has been used as excitation 
souree for most of the presented measurements. 

molecule 

NH 
OH 
Cz 
N2 

Nt 
NO 
CN 
co 

Table 2. 

plasma 
gas es 
observed 
molecules 

observed system transition (major) band heads (nm) 

3360 Ásystem A3ll~X3l: 336.0, 337.0 
3064 Ásystem A2l:+~x2n 306.4, 306.7, 307.8, 308.9 
Swan system A3llg~X3llu 512.9, 516.5 
fust positive system B3ll~A3l: 891.2, 654.5, 646.9, 580.4 
second positive system c3n~B3n 337.1, 357.7, 375.5, 380.5 
frrst negative system B2I+u~X2l:+g 391.4, 427.8, 
ysystem A2I+~x2n 226.9, 237.0, 247.9, 259.6 
violet system B2I:~A2ll 359.0, 388.3, 421.6 
Ásystem B1I:~A1ll 451.1, 483.5, 519.8, 561.0 
fourth positive system A1n~x1:L 219.7, 222.2, 226.2, 246.3 

third E.2sitive s~stem b3l:~a3n 266.5, 283.3, 297.7 

List of the observed molecular bands, the corresponding transitions and the 
wavelengths at which the major band heads are found. 

OH(-), 

NH (·}, 
CN (·}, 

NO(-) 

OH(++), 

NH (+), 

NO(+), 

CN(-) 

Ar/Nz 

Nz+ (+), 

NO(+), 

OH(-), 

NH(-), 

CN (·) 

Ar/CO:~ 

Nz(++), Cz(++), 

NO(+), CN (+), 

OH(·) NO(+), 

OH(·), 

NH(-) 

p>20moor: 
seeAr/C02 
p<20 mbar: 
CO(+), 

OH(··), 

NOH 

Ar/S02 or 
Ar/SF6 
OH(-), 

NH (-), 

CN (·), 

NO(-) 

tin argon, molecular gases like C(h, H:P and N2 are present as pollutants at trace level 
*situation for a surfatron discharge; for a Beenakker cavity discharge the transition from C2 to CO emission is 
observed at a lower pressure. 

Table 3. Observed molecules from discharges in different gases. In mixtures, argon is the 
carrier gas and constitutes more than 90% of the plasma gas. The intensities of the 
observed molecules may vary from very weak ( --) to very strong ( ++ ). 
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3.2. Association mechanisms for diotomic molecules 

As discussed in section 1, at low pressure the rate of three-body association is negligible. 
However, there are still other routes for the creation of the observed diatomic molecules, namely 

by: 
1. two-body volume association, for which it is required that at least one of the participating 

heavy particles is a molecule in order to satisfy momenturn and energy conservation, and 
2. association reactions at the wall, in which both participating heavy particles can be atomie: 

A+ B ( +wall) ~AB ( +wall~ (2) 

lt should be noted that the wall acts as a substitute for spectator X given in Eqn I in satisfying 
momenturn and energy conservation. The energy released by the association process will be 

absorbed by the wall so that the molecule is created in the electtonic ground state. 

As an example, the creation of NO will be discussed. This molecule is easily observed (y system, 
A2I:+~x2n, Eexc=5.47 eV) if oxygen and nitrogen are present in the discharge and, as we will 
see, can be produced in the electtonic ground state by two-body volume association as well as by 
wall association. The observed NO emission is a consequence of excitation of the created 
ground state NO towards the A2.t+ level by electron impactor excitation transfer from molecular 

nitrogen metastables. 

The creation of NO is possible via a slightly endothermic volume two-body reaction 
between molecular nitrogen and oxygen [13]: 

N2(v 1)+02(V 2)~2NO, (3) 

for which a total vibrational energy of approximately 2 eV is needed. 
Other examples of volume two-body reactions are those between atomie oxygen and molecular 

nitrogen: 

(4) 

and between atomie nitrogen and molecular oxygen: 

N+02~N0+0. (5) 

These reacrions can be rather abundant ifthe amount of atomie nitrogen and oxygen is high [13]. 
This is the case when an argon carrier gas is used. because charge transfer between argon ions 
and molecular nitrogen and oxygen will create molecular ions that are easily subject to 
dissociative recombination. 

An example of a wall process is the creation of NO out of single N and 0 atoms at the 
wall of the discharge tube: 

N + 0 ( +wall) ~NO ( +wall). (6) 

Eqn 3-5 suggest that probably only at very low pressores (i.e. in a "collision free" plasma) 
NO association due to molecular volume processes is negligible. In this case the mean free path 
is large, so that free radicals will easily reach the quartz wall and as a consequence wall 
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association will become more important (Eqn 6). As a result, it seems virtually inevitable that 

association products are present in the discharge. Section 3.3 will focus on such an association 

product: the readily observed c2 molecule. 

3.3. Origin of the Swan system emission ofthe Cz nulical 

When a small amount of COz (< 5%) is introduced into an argon surfatron discharge, 
strong emission bands from the C2 radical (Av::O branch of the Swan system), atomie oxygen 

and carbon lines can be observed, whereas emission of COz and its fragments CO or co+ is 

absent in the studied pressure range (0.5-20 mbar). The typical green C2 emission, which is also 

observed from discharges operated in pure co2 at a relatively high pressure (cf. section 3.5), is 

generated by the radiative decay of the A3Tig level. Due to the low energy threshold <Eexc=2.40 
e V), ground state C2 molecules can easily repeatedly be excited towards this level, either by 

electron impact: 

(7) 

or by collisions with vibrationally excited CO: 

C2 +CO(v)~c; +CO, (8) 

with v~lO. 

At reduced pressure it can be expected that the rate of the 3-body reaction: 

C+C+X~c; +X, (9) 

is rather low and far inadequate to explain the strong C2 Swan system emission. We must 

therefore investigate the role of two-body volume processes and wall reactions. 

The association of C2 is not straightforward, since no two-body volume association 
processes can be found which energetically allow the creation of C2 out of two molecular 

species. 
As an example, areaction such as: 

(10) 

is not likely to occur since, being highly endothermic, it requires an energy input of 
approximately 10.9 eV. 

Since no pure molecular two-body reaction can be found creating C2, it is likely that this 
molecule is created in a reaction in which at least one of tbe participating heavy particles is a 
carbon atom. 

A reaction in which carbon atoms are involved and which produces emission of the C2 
Swan system was postulated by KUNIZ et al. [14]: 

(11) 
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in wbich the ground state C20 molecule can be provided by collisions between a ground state 
and an electronically excited CO molecule [15]: 

CO*+CO ~C20+0. (12) 

It should be noted that in Eqn 11 the Cz radical is directly created in the excited A3llg state. 

Apart from volume processes in the plasma, C2 also can be created out of single carbon 
atoms in a two-particle reaction at the cold quartz tube: 

c + c ( +wall) ~ c2 ( +wall). (13) 

Both Eqn 11 and 13 point out that the presence of atomie carbon is required for the 
association of C2, therefore it is useful to study how C atoms are created in the plasma. The 
dissociation of C02 into CO and 0 requires only 5.45 e V, whereas the dissociation of CO into C 
and 0 requires 11.09 eV. Therefore it is likely that electron impact will dissociale a relative large 
part of the introduced COz into CO and 0. Due to its high dissociation energy it can be expected 
that CO will hardly be destroyed by electrons. We therefore have to look for other channels 
leading to the production of C atoms. 

Probably, the metastable 4s levels of argon <Eexc=ll.55 and 11.72 eV) play a dominant 
role. The intemal energy of the argon metastables is sufficiently high to quench the CO 
molecules and create atomie carbon: 

Arm + CO ~ Ar+ C + 0. (14) 

However, other production channels are reported for wbich a much lower threshold energy 
is required [16]: 

CO(v 1) + CO(v 2) ~ C02 + c, 

in wbich v1 and Vz represent the principal vibrational quanturn numbers, and 

CO(a31t)+CO~C02 +C. 

(15) 

(16) 

In Eqn 15 a total vibrational energy of approximately 5.7 eV is required, wbich is fulfilled as for 
instanee v1=0 and v2=26, or when v1=11 and vz:;l2. The intemal energy metastable a37t state in 
Eqn 16 is 6.01 eV, and thus large enough to produce carbon dioxide and atomie C as well. 
These metastable CO molecules can either be provided by collisions between two vibrationally 
excited CO molecules: 

CO(v)+CO(v)~CO(a37t)+CO, (17) 

or, wbich at reduced pressure is more likely, by electron excitation from the ground state. 

In figure 1 the intensities of an Ar (l)d Iine (935.4 nm, 4p[3/2t~4s'[3/2]0, Eexc=13.15 eV), 
an 0 (I) line (926.3 nm, 2p2('Sl)3d~2p33p, Eexc=12.08 eV) and the most intense band head of 
the CzSwan system (516.5 nm, A3llg~X3llu, ~v=O (0,0), Eexc=2.40 eV) are given as functions 
of the distance to the surfatron launching gap. Intensities decrease away from the launching gap, 

d "I" refers to the atomie state. Ernission lines of singly ionized elements ("II") are not observed. 
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as can be expected with the decreasing power flux and electron density fle. It should be noted that 
the intensity drop of Cz is about twice as fast as that observed for 0 {I) and Ar {1). Assuming that 

the intensities of the atomie species are proportional to lle, which decreases approximately 
linearly with the distance to the launching gap [11], this suggests that the Cz emission is not only 
due to electron impact of ground state C2 (Eqn 7) but probably also due to collisions of ground 
state C2 with vibrationally excited CO (Eqn 8) or due to the volume association process given by 
Eqn 11-12, in which Cz is directly created in the excited A3llg state. Also the involvement of 
metastable argon atoms in the dissociation of CO could explain the enhanced dependency of the 
Cz emission on the electron density. 
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3.4. Matrix effects 

I 

Figure 1. 
Scaled intensities ofan oxygen line, an 
argon line and a C2 band head as a 
function of the axial position in the 
plasma column. The intensities 
decrease further away from the 
launching gap. This decrease is 
significantly larger for the Cz radical 
than for the atomie lines. Experimental 
settings are [Ar/=0.20 l·min'1, 

[COz/=0.025 l·min'1, P;n=75 W, p=2.6 
7 mbarand Lp1=7 cm. 

The presence of certain atoms or molecules in the plasma can effect the intensity of the 
radialion of other species. This so-called matrix effect is of great importance in emission 
spectroscopy since it limits the accuracy of quantitative measurements, especially when the 
concentration of the disturbing atoms or molecules is variabie or not well-known. 

Measurements have been performed on surfatron discharges in order to study matrix effects in 
low-pressure plasmas as a result of molecular species. 

In figure 2 the intensities of Cz and CN are shown as a function of the amount of Nz added 
to an Ar/COz mixture. The intensity of C2 shows a continuous decrease while CN shows an 
explosive growth for low nitrogen concentrations, . but remains almost constant for higher 
nitrogen concentrations. The decrease of Cz is supposed to be mainly caused by the increasing 
association of CN and shows that the emission of association products is very sensitive to the 
matrix. The fast stabilization and even decrease of CN is probably due to the energy losses 
involved in the dissociation processes. This is in agreement with the decreasing plasma length as 
the concentration of N2 increases. 
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The example shown in figure 2 indicates that in molecular emission spectroscopy matrix 

effects are very strong, especially when the emission of association products is studied. This 

implies that the use of the emission of association products as quantitative "fingerprints" for the 
molecul~ species originally present in the plasma gas is bound to be largely inaccurate. 
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3.5. lnfluence of the pressure 

At atmospheric pressure it was found that charge transfer between molecular nitrogen and 
argon ions is an important mechanism [ 17] in argon plasmas in whlch nitrogen is introduced: 

(18) 

The charge transfer reaction is quasi-resonant due to the comparable ionization energies 
for argon and molecular nitrogen <&=15.76 and 15.58 eV respectively). The presence of thls 
mechanism was supported by the observation of the first negative system of Nz+ and several 
atomie nitrogen lines (the latter being a result of the excitation of the atoms created by the 
dissociative recombination of Nz~, whereas emission of Nz(B) and Nz(C) is rather weak or not 
present at all at atmospheric pressure. 

At reduced pressure (1-10 mbar), however, rather strong emission of the ftrst and second 
positive system of N2 (B3ll~A:;:: and èn~B3ll, respectively) can be observed from argon 
discharges in whlch nitrogen is introduced, whlle the first negative system of N2 + and atomie 
nitrogen lines are relatively weak or absent. It can therefore be concluded that dissociation of 
diatomic molecules is indeed less important at reduced pressure. 

From low-pressure discharges in pure nitrogen, emission of the first and second positive 
system of Nz is very intense, while emission of the frrst negative system of N2 + is not present in 
the pressure range 0.5-10 mbar. Pure nitrogen discharges at atmospheric pressure were 
characterized by a rather weak emission of N2 and a relatively strong emission of N2+ [5]. The 
increasing dominanee of N2 emission over Nt emission with decreasing pressure can easily be 
understood if we consider Nt as the only ion species and only take direct electron excitation 
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from the (ion) ground state into account. As an example we compare the intensity ratio of the 

frrst positive system ofNz+ <Eexc=3.2 eV) and the secoud positive system ofNz <Eexc=ll.l eV): 

N+ ( 3.2) 
+ n. 2 exp -- ( ) N2(B) kT. n. (7.9) 

--oe 11 1 = - exp - , 
Nz(C) n N exp(--· ) Nz kT. 

e 2 kT 
e 

(19) 

with De being the electron density, N2 and Nz + being the densities of the ground state molecules 

and Te the electron temperature. With decreasing pressure the electron temperature will increase 
so that the exponent in Eqn 19 will decrease and consequently the emission of Nz will prevaiJ 

over that ofNz+. It should be noted that at very low pressure, excitation towards Nz+(B) from the 

N2 ground state could become dominant [17] so that Eqn 19 does not hold anymore. However, 

the high electron temperature required for this direct excitation was not present under our 

experimental conditions. 
The simple consideration given by Eqn 19 does not take into account the role of the 

metastable A3I: level <Eexc=6.24 eV) which bas a radiative Iifetime of typically 1-3 s. Due to this 

long radiative lifetime and the low collision frequency at reduced pressure, nitrogen metaslables 

play a significant role and can act as intermediates for excitation towards the radiative B 

(E"xc=7.42 eV) and C levels by electron impact. Pooling reaelions between nitrogen metastables 

can provide Nz(B) or Nz(C) as well [17]: 

N 2(A,v)+ N 2(A,v) -7 N 2(C,B)+N2(X). (20) 

Both the role of metastables and pooling reactions willlead toa further enhancement of Nz(B) 
and Nz(C) emission in the low pressure regime. 

Another remarkable dependenee on the pressure can be seen from discharges in which 

COz is used as carrier gas. 
In pure C(}z discharges the Swan system of Cz can only be seen at higher pressures. At 

lower pressures, bands of the Angström, the third positive and the fourth positive system of CO 
(B1I:-7A1fl) can be observed while emission of C2 bas vanished completely, cf. figure 3. The 

actual transition pressure from CO to Cz emission, which can easily be observed by a color 
change of the plasma, depends on tube diameter, power input and power coupling mode. If Cz 
emission is observed, it is also accompanied by C (I) and 0 (I) emission. These atomie lines 
have largely disappeared at pressures where only CO emission exists. 

In COz discharges in a Beenakker cavity the transition from Cz to CO emission is observed 
at a lower pressure (app. 5 mbar) than in a surfatron discharge (>20 mbar). This is related to the 

higher heavy partiele temperature in Beenakker cavity discharges under similar experimental 
settings (power, tube diameter, pressure). 

Since at lower pressures, no C2 or C (I) can be observed, it can be concluded that no 

atomie carbon is created either ( otherwise wall association foliowed by electron excitation 
would provide Cz emission, cf. Eqn 13,7) and that consequently the dissociation of C02 is only 

partial. Apparently, the collision frequency between highly vibrationally excited CO molecules 
or between ground state CO and CO(a3n) is negligible (see Eqn 15-17), and CO is only 

electronically excited by electron impact At the transition from CO to Cz emission, the creation 
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of atomie carbon becomes significant. If atomie carbon is present in the discharge, the 
production of C2(A) will dominate over the excitation of CO(X) towards CO(B 11:) since for the 
latter reaction an excitation energy of 10.8 eV is required. 

The experiments described above show that pressure is an important parameter affecting 
the molecular processes occurring in plasmas. As a result, in any foreseen application of plasmas 
for molecular analysis, the pressure should be kept rigorously constant. 

520 525 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 3. Emission spectra of Beenakker cavity discharges in COz at different pressures. At 
low pressure ( <5 mbar) only emission from CO is observed whereas at higher 
pressures (>5 mbar) only c2 is observed. 

3.6. Reduced-pressure surfu.tron discharges for mokcular gas analysis 

As already concluded in the previous sections, mainly emission of eliatomie dissociation 
and association products and of atomie lines are observed after introduetion of molecular gases, 
a result that is similar to the results which have been previously reported for atmospheric MIPs 
[5]. Since of all stuclied molecular gases only Nz yields emission, any envisaged analytical 
application (except for N2) bas to be based on the detection of emissions of association or 
dissociation products. 

Experiments in which S{}z is deliberately introduced into argon plasmas created by the 
surfatron have shown that no (new) molecular emission bands are observed. Only emission from 
atomie species S (I) and 0 (I) cao be seen. The most intense sulfur lines are found at 921.3, 
922.8 and 923.8 nm (4p5P~s5S, Eexc=7.87 eV), while for oxygen the triplet around 777 nm 
(3p5P~3s5S, Eexc=l0.74 eV) and the line at 844.64 nm (3p3P~3s3S, Eexc=10.99 eV) are by far 
the most intense. 
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The intensity of the oxygen triplet has been studied after the deliberate introduetion of SO:l 
as well as after the introduetion of co2. In figure 4 the normalized intensities are given as 
functions of the amount of S02 or CO:l introduced into argon discharges. If all other parameters 
are kept constant, the behavior is practically the same, probably due to the similar dissociation 
energies of SO:l and C02 {5.66 and 5.45 eV respectively). It is clear that in this case 0 {I) 

emission cannot be used as a "fingerprint" of the molecular gas. 
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Unlike the case of all other gases, it bas not been possible to create a discharge in pure 
SF6, even at a pressure of 1 mbar. Probably due to the high electron affmity of SF6, at least 50% 
of argon bas to added before a breakdown can be achieved. Under these conditions, no bands of 
molecules containing S or F atoms have been observed, although rather strong emission lines of 
S {I) indicate that the SF6 is at least partly dissociated. 

The introduetion of N2 into the CO:l plasma leads to a decreasing intensity of C2 or CO. 
Moreover, emission of the fJrSt and second positive system of nitrogen quickly outweighs the 

emission of the former molecules, to the point that they cannot he detected anymore. Figure 5 
shows the second positive system of nitrogen. The spectrum between 300 and 500 nm is 
dominated by molecular N2 bands. Since the emission of the second positive system is rather 
strong, possible weak bands of other molecules cannot be observed. The frrst positive system 
ranges from 550 nm to 1000 nm and is often even more intense. The fust and second positive 
systems are very intense over a wide pressure range (p<20 mbar) if nitrogen is used as carrier 
gas. These bands are also present in spectra from discharges in Ar/N2 and Ar/CO:l/N2 mixtures, 
but only in case the pressure is lower than 10 mbar. 

The vast majority of gases which are of potential interest for molecular analysis, e.g. 
industrial flue gases, contain high concentrations of nitrogen. Therefore it can be expected that 
large probieros with intenering molecular bands will be encountered during measurements. 
Moreover, since the kind of observed association products can only to a limited extend be 
related to the original molecules, it seems very difficult to use emission spectroscopy for 
molecular gas analysis. The combination of gas chromatography with emission spectroscopy 
would probably be a feasible altemative, because the molecules are then sequentially introduced 
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into the plasma. Major drawbacks however, are the loss of the on-line character of the analysis 
and the sensitivity of gas chromatography to dust. 
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Figure 5. A typical spectrum of the second positive system of nitrogen. The first positive 
system ranges from 550 to 1000 nm. As a result, a large part of the spectrum is 
covered with molecular bands when N2 emission is present. 

4. Conclusions 

Low-pressure microwave induced plasmas created by the surfatron and the Beenakker 
cavity have been studied by means of optical emission spectroscopy. The aim of the study was to 
obtain a deeper insight in molecular processes in the plasma and to investigate the feasibility of 
low-pressure plasmas as molecular gas analyzers. For these purposes, different molecular gases 
(i.e. N2, C0:2, S02, and SF6) were deliberately introduced into several surfatron and Beenakker 
cavity discharges and the resulting emission was studied. 

As in the case of atmospheric microwave induced plasmas [5], spectra are usually 
dominated by the emission of association products such as C2 and CN, dependent on the gas 
composition and pressure. At pressores ranging from 0.1 to 20 mbar, nitrogen is the only non
dissociated molecule that bas been observed. Introduetion of the other gases resulted in the 
observation of the emission of dissociation and association products only. 

It was found that the pressure is an important plasma parameter goveming molecular 
processes. From a discharge in pure C02 e.g., only atomie carbon and C2 emission was observed 
at pressores above approximately 5-10 mbar (depending on experimental settings), suggesting 
that the carbon dioxide was (at least partly) dissociated into separate atoms. At a Iower pressure, 
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however, only CO emission was observed, indicating that carbon dioxide is dissociated into CO 
and 0 solely. 

Several mechanisms have been discussed in order to explain the measured spectra. It was 

concluded that, also for lower pressure regimes, it seems virtually inevitable to have emission of 
association products. If the pressure in the discharge tube is reduced to avoid volume association 

mechanisms due to molecular two-body collisions, the mean free path in plasma increases and 

(atomie) radicals reach the tube wall more easily where wall association will provide new 

diatomic species. 
The relationship between the observed association and dissociation products and the gas 

composition was only weak, and moreover, emission of nitrogen was rather intense and 

extended over a large wavelength range, so that it was concluded that it will be very difficult to 
use optical emission spectroscopy for molecular gas analysis, except for the case that the 

detection of nitrogen is the objective. Since the results were similar for both plasma sources, 

they may probably be generalized to alllow-pressure microwave discharges. 
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ABsTRACT - Atmospheric microwave induced argon plasmas with and without analyte injection have 

been exposed to power interruption experiments in order to study transport processes and to reveal 

dominant excitation balances. From the time-dependent behavior of line intenstties due to electron 

cooling and quenching during the power interruption, it is found that electron toss channels like 

dijfusion, conveelion and the dissociolive recombination of molecular ions are much larger than for 

inductively coupled plasmas. Jt is found that in the ionizing part of the plasma electron dominared 

mechanisms are responsible for the popu/ation of radiative levels. Significant changes in the responses 

to power interruption are observed when small amounts of molecular campounds are injected (>0.5 %), 

probably due to a decrease of the electron density. Purthermare it is found that in the recombination 

zone downstream in the plasma an electron-independent excitation mechanism, probably thermal 

excitation, is responsible for the popuiation of radiative levels of analytes with relatively low excitation 

energies. From the downstream propagation of a disturbance created in the tonizing part of the plasma 

the local axial gas velocity has been determined. In the analyte excitation zone of the plasma typical 

veloeities are around 25 ms·1, whereas in the recombining zone veloeities of /2 to 18 ms'1 are obtained. 

1. Introduetion 

Atomie emission spectroscopy (AES) is nowadays widely used in analytical chemistry 
for the analysis of analytes, i.e. aqueous or gaseous samples containing unknown elements 
that have to be determined [1,2]. Aqueous analytes are nebulized in a carrier gas for this 
purpose and then evaporated in a plasma, usually being an argon plasma. When the elements 
are excited towards radiative levels, the emission can be used for the analysis of the analyte, 
both qualitative and quantitative. Apart from the well-known argon Inductively Coupled 
Plasma (lCP), more and more other plasmas are being used as spectrochemical excitation 
sourees [1,3-5). This study focuses on two atmospheric microwave-indoeed plasma sources: 
the TIA (from Torche à Injection Axiale) and the MPT (Microwave Plasma Torch). Due to 
their different design features, the much higher operational frequency (2.45 GHz) and the 
much smaller radial plasma dimensions, argon plasmas produced by the studied plasma 
torches have characteristics different from ICPs and research is needed in order to study their 
feasibility as excitation sources. 

When plasmas are used as excitation sources, it is obvious that insight in the populating 
processes of excited radiative levels is of major importance. This paper presents a 
spectroscopie study that can provide information on these excitation processes. The metbod 
that bas been used is based on the study of the time dependent behavior of atomie line or 
molecular band intensities during short interruptions in the power generated by the microwave 
power supply. These measurements will be referred to as so-called "power interruption (PI) 
experiments" [6-13]. Apart from insight in excitation balances, the PI experimentscan reveal 
important aspects of transport phenomena such as diffusion processes, heat conduction and 
convection. 

The introduetion of aerosols or molecular gases into argon discharges might severely 
influence the transport phenomena and excitation mechanisms with as consequences that basic 
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plasma parameters such as electron density and electron and heavy partiele temperature are 

effected [1,14-20]. Moreover, the introduetion of easy lonizable elements might lead to matrix 

effects or non-linearities between concentrations of elements and emission intensities [1,2,20]. 

Therefore, not only pure argon discharges have been studied by power interruption experiments, 

but a1so argon plasmas in which deliberately impurities have been injected, such as aerosols or 

molecular gases. As will be presented in section 4, the measurements have indeed shown 

striking differences between pure argon plasmas and argon plasmas with analyte or molecular 

gas injection. 

In the next section the studied plasma sourees and the instrumentation used for the power 

interruption measurements will be discussed. In section 3 the different effects of power 

interruptions on plasma properties will be discussed. Several excitation balances that can govem 
the populations of radiative levels will be presented, and moreover, it will be argued that 

depending on the goveming populating balance, different responses of line intensities after a 

sudden power interruption can be expected. This will be illustrated by some typical power 

interruption responses as measured from an ICP in the past [12,13]. Experimental results will be 

presented in section 4. Several experimental results will be compared to results previously 

obtained from a 100 MHzargon ICP [12,13,21-23]. Conclusions will be given insection 5. 

2. Experimental set-up 

2.1 The plasma sourees 

The atmospheric argon microwave-induced discharges that have been investigated are 

created by two different plasma sources: 

• A plasma torch referred to in literature as the "TIA" (from "Torche à Injection Axiale", 
using the terminology of MOISAN et al., the developers of the torch [24-25]). This wave

guide fed torch produces needle-like plasmas (plasma radius rp=0.5 mm) which expand into 

the open air [24-30]. Depending on the nozzle geometry discharges in various noble or 

molecular gases can be created. More detailed information on this topic can be found in a 

previous paper [30]. In this paper however, we restriet ourselves to plasmas with argon as 
carrier gas. Typical plasma parameters for such argon discharges are an electron density 

lle""3·1lY1 m·3, an electron temperature Te=2.2·104 K and a heavy partiele temperature 
Tb""2·1W-4-ltr K [26-28] at a power input of P=l.O kW and an argon gas consumption of 
[Ar]=31-min-1

• 

• A plasma torch referred to in literature as the "MPT" ("Microwave Plasma Torch", 

developed by JIN et al. [31,32] and recently improved by BILGIC et al. [33]). The main 

differences of this plasma torch compared to the TIA are its low power and gas 

consumption and its separate central gas channel through which analytes can be introduced 

(comparable with the ICP). Due to the low power requirements, a coaxial feed line is used 

to power the torch. The flame-like plasma has a diameter rp=2 mm and is characterized by 
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ne=l·l021 m·l, Te=2.0·104 K and Tb=3·103 Kat a power input of P=300 Wandatotal argon 
gas flow of [Ar]= 0.5l·min'1 [32]. 

Both plasma sourees have been used previously for analytical spectrometry. The MPT 
features detection limits that are almost comparable to those typically achieved with ICPs [30-
39]. Major advantages of the MPT compared to the ICP are the very low power and gas 
consumption and the compactness of the setup. Detection limits in plasmas produced by the 
TJA are worse, but since the TJA creates robust plasmas, it was successful for the on-line 
analysis of combustion gases [40,41]. 

Most of the presented experimental data in this paper is obtained from plasmas 
produced by the TJA. Some of the general findings of the power interruption experiments 
presented in section 4 will be compared to results previously obtained with a 100 MHz 
inductively coupled plasma [12,13]. This ICP is much more voluminous than the described 
microwave plasmas and bas a radius rp of approximately 1 cm and a height of 4 cm. Typical 
ICP parameters are given by ne=HY1 m·3

, Te=l-104 K and Tb=5·103-7·1& K (using a power 
input P=l kW and a total argon flow [Ar]= 20 l·min'1) [12,13,21-23]. 

2.2Instrumentationfor the power interruption experiments 

The setup used for power interruption experiments is shown in figure 1. The plasma 
radiation is focused onto the entrance slit of a I-meter monochromator where an emission line 
is selected. The current peaks generated by the photo multiplier tube (PMT) due to photons of 
the selected wavelengthare converted into short TTL pulses (15 ns) in order to enable pboton 
counting. By converting only those peaks whose intensities exceed a minimum threshold, dark 

current pulses of the PMT are filtered out. The TTL pulses are counted by a multi-channel 
scaler (MCS) which has 4096 channels with a minimum integration time of 2 IJ.S per channel 
(cf. table 1). When the highest time resolution is used, the MCS thus can monitor 
approximately 8.2 ms continuously. A computer with a pulse generator is used to synchronize 
the power interruptions of the microwave generator (with TTL signals) and the data 
acquisition by the multi-channel scaler (MCS). Measurements are started typically 70 I.LS 
before the power interruption. 

optical fiber 

monochromatoj 
photo-

multiplier 
........... ··-

~~ discriminator + I 
+ \ TIL OOil1(erter ) 

plasma f 

( pow~~ supply 

MCS -----tf 4096 channels 
---.-,-. __ / i. 2 JlS reso/ution 

=t 
PC+ rn. Î 

pulse generator 

Figure 1. 
Set-up used for PI experiments. 
A computer is used to 
synchronize the interruptions of 
the microwave generator and 

the data acquisition by the 
multi-channel scaler (MCS). 

The photo multiplier pulses are 
converted into 1TL signals in 
order to enable photon counting 
( cf. table 1 ). 
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In order to be able to count a significant number of photons in 2 J.l.S, broad entrance and 
exit slits are used for the monochromator (2()()...250 J.Ull). Moreover, measurements typically 
have been averaged 5000 times in order to reduce the .. noise level. The repetition frequency of 
an onloff cycle of the generator is typically set to 100HZ. 

Components Model Manu[.acturer 
Magnetron+ power supplyt MW-GIR2M130-2K, Muegge (Germany) 

f=2.46 GHz, Pmax=2 kW 
Plasma sourees Torche àlnjection Axiale (TIA) Laboratory built 

Microwave Plasma Torch (MPT) Laboratory built 
Gas mass flow controllers FC-260 series Tylan General 
Monochromator HRlOOO, 1200 gr/mm, Jobin Yvon 

300-550 nm blazed 
Photo multiplier tube R928, Side-on (Peltier cooled) Hamamatsu 
Discriminator + TTL converter EG&G 
Multi-channel scaler Ortec ACE-MCS, 24 bits, EG&G 

4096 channels, 2 JlS resolution 
TTL pulse generator Metrabyte CTM05/ A Laboratory built, based 

on a Keithley Metrabyte 
counter timer PC board 

Modified by Muegge in order to enable a fast decay of the output power (<2 IJ.S) during the 
interruption experiments. 

Table 1. 

3. Theory 

Instrumental components used for the spectroscopie measurements and the 
power interruption experiments. 

3.1 Different effects of power interruptions 

The balance between power input and transport processes in steady state largely 
determines plasma parameters like the electron density ne, the electron temperature Te and the 
heavy partiele temperature Th. When the power is interrupted the plasma will be exposed to 
transport processes only and as a result these parameters will change. A consequence of 
changing plasma parameters is that the plasma radiation will be affected as well. In the presented 
power interruption experiments these changes in the emission, which thus can provide 
information on the transport processes and excitation balances, are studied. 

The first power relaxation experiments have been performed on arcs by GUREVICH and 
PODMOSHENSKU in 1963 [6]. Later experiments on arcs were done by been KAFROUNIet al. in 
1979 [7]. Power modulations on ICPs were reported by PARISI and HIEFrJE [8] and by ÜUSEK 

and BRADLEY [9]. They modulated the plasma power with a sinusoidal or a quasi-rectangular 
wave. Famsworth [10] was the first one (in 1985) who completely switched off the ICP 
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generator (for 200 J!S). All these studies were focused on transport properties and therefore they 

measured the spatially delay of macroscopie disturbances, what we will refer to as the delayed 

response (cf. section 3.3). The workof BLYDDER and MILLER [11] and FEY et al. [12,13] also 

focused on the so-called instantaneous responses to power interruptions in ICPs. They were able 

to determine the ratio between Te and T h• and moreover, they obtained a lot of in formation on 
dominant excitation balances. Some of the results of f'EY et al. will be given in section 3.3 in 

order to be able to oompare results from the microwave induced plasmas studied in this paper to 

those obtained from ICPs. 
In most Iabaratory plasmas, such as the microwave induced plasmas studied in this paper, 

the EM energy is mainly absorbed by free electrons, which on their turn heat the heavy particles. 

The cold surroundings finally cool these heavy particles. Schematically this energy transport can 

be depicted as 

{EM field} --; { electroos} --; {heavy particles} --; { surroundings}. 

Since the energy transfer from the electroos towards the heavy particles is a relatively 

inefficient process (due to the large difference in mass) and the cooling by the surroundings is 
rather efficient, Tb will remain substantially lower than Te. As an example, for typical argon 

plasmas produced by the Torche à Injection Axiale, one of the plasma sourees studied in this 
paper (cf. section 2.1), Te is approximately 2.2·104 K [26], whereas Tb does not exceed 4·103 K 
[28]. 

A consequence of the energy transport balance is that after a power interruption, electroos 
will be influenced fust. Within a very short time(< l J!S) they willlargely thermalize with heavy 
particles and will therefore be significantly cooled down [12,13,22]. 

On different time scales, electroos will be quenched due to convection, diffusion and 
recombination processes and heavy particles will be cooled by the surroundings. Measurements 
performed on ICPs have shown that the electron density decay time due to recombination and 

ditfusion is approximately 150 JlS [12]. Por the MIPs discussed in this paper however, the decay 
time is expected to be significandy smaller due to the much smaller radial dimensions of the 

plasmas. By measuring the decay time of the plasma radiation after a power removal, more 
insight in the ditfusion and convection processes can be obtained (cf. section 4.1). 

Both electron cooling and electron queuehing will induce changes in the plasma radiation 

that will be referred to as the instantaneous response to power interruption, since these changes 
occur within a few hundreds of IJS after the Pl. This in contrast to the so-called delayed response, 
which typically starts after 1 rns (cf. section 3.3). 

As will be discussed in section 4, electron queuehing can provide information on transport 

processes as ditfusion and convection, whereas electron cooling can give insight in excitation 
processes. In section 3.2 various excitation mechanisms will be given, which depend differendy 

on Te and Tb. By studying the time dependent behavior of atomie line or molecular band head 

intensities during power interruptions information can be obtained about the excitation 
mechanisms dominantly goveming the atomie state distribution function (ASDF). 
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3.2 Excitation balances 

There are several ways in which electronically excited species can be created as a result 
of interactions withother particles [12,13]. In this sediion we will concentrale on the creation 

of atomie species A or molecular speciesAX in the (radiative) electtonic p-state (denoted as 
"Ap" and "AXp" respectively). Consirlering power interruption experiments, especially the 

influence of Te on the production mechanisms of excited species is important, cf. section 
3.2.3. Therefore, we distinguish between excitation mechanisms in which free electroos are 
involved and mechanisms that are cornpletely governed by heavy partiele interactions. In 
general the electron-induced balances show a strong dependenee on T e• whereas heavy partiele 

controlled mechanisms show (alrnost) no dependenee on Te. The most dominant excitation 
mechanisms in both categoties will be discussed separately. 

3.2.1 Electron govemed excitation balances 

One of the most important population channels of Ap is the excitation from a lower state 
i by electron collisions. Together withits inverse process this can be depicted as: 

(1) 

This will be referred to as the Boltzmann balance of excitation (to the right) and de-excitation 
(to the left). The energy that is required in the excitation process is equal to the difference 
betweenEp and :&. the excitation energiesof the p-and i-level from the ground state. Since 
the kinetic energy of electroos is directly related to the electron temperature, this balance 
clearly is electron temperature dependent If the Boltzmann balance is in equilibrium, the 
density np of a heavy partiele in the p-state is related to that of the density in the i-state n; by: 

n! _ n~ { EP- Ei) (2) ---ex ----
gP gi kT. 

where gp and g; are the statistical weights of the levels in question and k the Boltzmann 

constant. For several analytes, e.g. Na and Zn, by far the most intense emission is coming 
from radiative levels that have rather low excitation energies with respect to the ground state 
and only direct excitation from the ground state needs to be considered. In this case Eqn 1 can 
be written as: 

(3) 

and Eqn 2 becomes: 

n! n1 ( EP ) 
g:-=~exp -kT. (4) 

A second important electron-controlled process is three-particle recombination. 
Especially highly excited (argon) levels that are close to the ion ground state are often 
populated by three-body recombination. Tagether with the corresponding inverse process of 
ionization this can be depicted as: 
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(5) 

with At being a (ground state) ion and lp the ionization energy from level p. This balance will 
be referred to as a Saha balance. If this balance is in equilibrium, and under the assumption 
that only neutral and singly ionized species are present (so that ne=ni with Di being the ion 
density), the density of a levelp will be given by: 

p - e exp p n
5 

nz ( h2 r (I ) g;- 2g. 2ttm.kT. kT. 
(6) 

with g+ being the statistica! weight of the ion ground state, n. the electron density, me the mass of 
an electron and h Planck's constant. Obviously, also this balance is electron temperature 
dependent As an example, the Thomson rate coefficient [39] is given, showing the strong 
dependenee of 3-body recombination rate on Te: 

(7) 

A third process in which electroos play a direct role is the dissociative recombination 
(DR) of molecular i ons, which often results in at least one electronically excited particle: 

(8) 

It is well known that certain excited states of some elements can be rather effectively 
populated by DR. In general cross-sections for DR (weakly) decrease with increasing electron 
temperature. 

3.2.2 Heavy partiele govemed excitation balances 

Several excitation balances can be distinguished which are ruled by heavy particles 
interactions. Although these balances have a varying dependenee on the heavy partiele 
temperature Th, they have in common that they are (almost) independent ofTe. 

Similar to the electron-ruled Boltzmann balance given in Eqn 1, particles can also be 
excited due to inelastic collisions with other (ground state) heavy particles. This so-called 
Thermal excitation by heavy partiele X and the reverse process of de-excitation can be 
depicted as: 

(9) 

lt should be noted that the intemal energy difference between Ai and Ap should be overcome 
by changes in the kinetic energy of particles A and X, simHar as for electroos in excitation 
processes ruled by the Boltzmann balance. If we consider excitation from A~o thermal 
excitation will especially be important for high Th and low Ep (i.e. < a few eV) and can be 
found in plasma regions with a low degree of ionization. 

Another well-known excitation balance is the so-called excitation transfer (ET) balance: 

AP +X1 (+Eq -EP) ~A1 +Xq. (10) 
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In practice this balance can only be relevant if the excitation energies of Ap and Xq are 
comparable. In case excitation transfer is the dominant popuiaring mechanism of Ap, and the 

plasma is relatively close to equilibrium, the relevant densities will be related according to: 

nA nx nA nx jEq -EP} 
gA: gx: =gA: gx: ex\ kTh 

in which all symbols have their usual meaning. 
Comparable totheET balanceis the so-called charge transfer (CT) balance, given by: 

A; +X1 (+Eq -EP) ~A1 +X;. 

Obviously this balance can only be meaningful if the concerned p-state is an ion level. 
Smilar to Eqn 9, the relevant densities would be related as: 

nA. n n nx+ {E -E J • x, - A, • ex q P 

gA~ gx, gA, gx; kTh 

in case CT is the only relevant mechanism. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

When molecular species are considered, there are several additional routes to populate 
excited levels. Except by the mechanisms discussed before, molecules can directly be created 
in an electronically excited state as well. Excited molecules can be created in 3-body volume 
association processes [42]: 

A+X+ B ~ AXP+B(+.!lli), (14) 

but also due to chemica! reactions. A well-known example is the cherniluminescence radiation 
ofNQz, which can be directly created in an excited state [43]. 

Moreover, sirnilar to Eqn 8, the dissociation of molecular complexes (possibly formed 
in chernical reactions) can directly create elementsin excited states. Since dissociation can be 
induced both by heavy particles and electrons it is rather difficult to predict the influence ofTe 
on this mechanism. 

3.2.3 The responses to PI-induced electron cooling 

As discussed insection 3.2.2 processes Iike thermal excitation, excitation transfer and 
charge transfer are (almost) independent of Te. Therefore, emission of levels that are 
populated by these mechanisms show (almost) no instantaneous response due to electron 

cooling. Only on a larger time scale changes will be observed due to heavy partiele cooling. 
However, if we compare the responses of levels that are populated by the electron-ruled 

Boltzmann balance and Saba balance, a remarkable difference can be observed. 
First we will discuss the response of levels govemed by the Boltzmann balance. If we 

consider direct excitation from the ground state (cf. Eqn 3) and the presence of Boltzmann 
equilibrium, the density of levelpafter the electron cooling will be given by (cf. Eqn 4): 

n!* = ~exp[- EP • } 
gp gl kT. 

(15) 
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in which the parameters marked with an asterisk represent the situation after the cooling. 
lntroducing y=TJfe• and dividing the density befare the temperature drop with the density 
immediately after the temperature drop, it can be derived that: 

B' ( ) • 
ln~=- y-l E +In~ (16) 

B kT p ' np e n, 

in case of Boltzmann equilibrium. Since '}'> l and n1 • ""'l~o it can be seen that the density of 
excited state p will decrease due to the electron cooling. As a result, emission from level p 

will decrease as welt. 
Using the same procedure, it can be shown that for levels govemed by the Saba balance, 

the relationship for densities after and befare cooling is given by: 

ns· ( 1) 3 .z 
ln-p-=_1:._1 +-ln'~~+ln~ (17) 

ns kT P 2 I 2 
p e n. 

If we assume that ne • =ne. we obtain np s• >np s. Opposite to levels that are populated by the 

Boltzmann balance, levels populated by 3-particle recombination therefore will show an 
increase of the emission as a result of electron cooling. 

Similar, it is to be expected that intensities of excited species created by dissociative 
recombination processes will increase as well, since the cross-sections for OR increase when 

Te drops. However, this trend basnotbeen found in this study due to the absence of radiative 
levels that are dominantly populated by DR. 

It should be noted that in general several mechanisms contribute to the population of a 
certain level. For instance, a temporary increase of the emission after the power remaval due to 
3-body recombination by no means indicates that the Saha-balance is the only population 
balance. Such a response we will therefore be referred to as "Saha-like" since the upward jump 
of the line intensity as a response to electron cooling, shows that the Saha-balance is 
significantly contributing to the population concemed level (immediately) after the power 
removal. ldentically we wiJl call an instantaneous decrease in intensity after PI a Boltzmann
like response. 

3.3 TypicaliCP responses exploined 

As mentioned in section l, results will be compared to results that have been obtained 
from an ICP in the past [12,13]. Some typical power interruption responses of an ICP are 
given in figure 2. The Saha-like upward jump after power remaval (at t=O) of highly ex.cited 
levels of argon (cf. figure 2a) can be attributed to Eqn 17. After this response due to electron 
cooling a gradual decay of the intensity can be observed, which is caused by ditfusion and 
recombination of electrons. Typical decay times as a result of electron quenching are 

'tq(ICP)=150 J.I.S. When the power is switched on again (in this case after 80 J.I.S), a sudden drop 
in the emission can be observed due to electron heating. This intensity drop can also be 
explained by Eqn 17, using y<l. 
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The Mg analyte on the other hand, shows a Boltzmann-like response to power 
interruptions (cf. figure 2c). Theemission drop due to electron cooling (at "power-off') and 
the upward jump due to electron heating (at "power-on") are in agreement with Eqn 16. It 
should be noted that after electron cooling the emission remains almost constant during the 
power-off period, cf. figure 2c. In contrast to levels that are govemed by the Saha-balance, 
populations of levels that are governed by the Boltzmann balance are only weakly dependent 
on the electron density. Moreover, since after the PI-induced cooling the electroos have a 
temperature of Te*=Th, the more or less constantemission of Mg indicates that Th remains 
constant during the time interval in which the power is switched off (approximately 80 J.I.S). 
Apparendy, transport processes are rather slow in an ICP and typical time scales are 
significandy larger than 80 J.lS. 

Ar 

(b) 

Boltzmann-like Mg 

ion 
I 

(c) 

0 100 200 2 4 
Time (JJ.S) Time (ms) 

Figure 2 The instantaneous (a,c) and delayed (b,d) responses of two lines to power 

interruption as measured from an /CP. Graphs a and b show the response of an 

Ar 6-4p line at 549.6 nm whereas graphs c and d show the response of a Mg 

3p3s~3s3s line at 285.2 nm. The dijjerences between a Saha·like (a) and a 
Boltvnann-like response ( c) can clearly be distinguished. In ft gure 2a the time of 

the increase in fine intensity due to electron cooling is two orders of magnitude 

smaller than the time constant rejlecting the emission decay due to electron 

quenching ('te-l IJS and 'tq""/50 IJS respectively). This implies that electron 
cooling and quenching can easily be distinguished from each other. As we will see 
in section 4.1 this is not the case for plasmas produced by the TJA and MPT. 
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Apart from the instantaneous responses, on a ·Jarger time scale osciJiations in the 
intensities can be observed (cf. figure 2b, 2d). These so-called delayed responses typically 
start a few ms after the power is switched on again and are believed to be caused by local 
disturbances in the plasma-generating zone in the vicinity of the induction coil. Since they 
travel downstteam the plasma, the time of arrival of the delayed response varies in axial 
direction. By measuring the time of arrival at different axial positions in the plasma, the local 
drift velocity can be determined. Typical experimentally found values are 10-12 ms·1

, which 
agree quite well with veloeities obtained by studying the propagation of smalt gas pulses [13]. 

4. Experimental results 

4.1 General findings from the power interruption measurements 

The ftrst series of power interruption experiments are performed on pure argon discharges 
created by the TIA. An example of a typical response of an argon line ( 4p--+4s) is given in figure 
3 on the left. It gives the response to PI at a height of 2 mm above the nozzle (AN). When the 
power is switched off, a steep Saha-like upward jump can be distinguished, immediately 
foliowed by a decay of the emission due to electron diffusion, recombination andlor convection 
losses. Thus, the Saha-like upward jump due to electron cooling as described by Eqn 17 is just 
as in ICPs [12] clearly present in the pure Ar-TIA. 

The decay time of the argon radiation is in the order of 2-5 J.I.S, which is much faster than 
typical decay times in ICPs ('tq(ICP)-=150 J.I.S). This is largely due to the significantly smaller 
radial dimensions of the TIA. As a result, diffusion, recombination and convection losses are 
much larger in the TIA. It should be noted that in contrast to the ICP, the time scales for 
electron cooling and electron queuehing are comparable and that a separate study of both 
effects is hardly possible. Moreover, it should be realized that the decay time of the 
microwave generator (i.e. the time elapsed between "power off" and reaching 10% of the 
original power) is 1-21.ls and will contribute to the measured emission decay time 'tq(TIA). In 
order to perform measurements with a higher accuracy and possibly obtain more information 
on differences in the time scales of electron cooling and quenching, therefore a MCS with a 
better time resolution (currently 2 J.I.S) and the generator withafaster decay should be used. 

A sharp increase of the argon line intensity can be observed at the re-ignition of the 
power. This Boltzmann-like electron heating jump is totally different from the Saha-like 
downward heatingjump that was observed for argon lines in the ICP (cf. figure 2a). As can be 
seen from figure 3a, theemission intensity, and thus the electron density in TIA plasmas drops 
towards a very low level during the "power ofr' state, and therefore the ·plasma has to be 
ignited again when the power level is restored. This process is dominated by electron 
excitation and therefore Boltzmann-Iike. In the experiments performed on the ICP however, 
argon line emission was still rather strong when the power was switched on again. 

The oscillations that can be observed in figure 3a when the power is restored are probably 
caused by intemal impedance changes of the plasma and are not yet fully understood. These 
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oscillations should not be confused with the delayed responses that will be discussed in section 
4.5. 

In a pure argon plasma, all argon lines show a Saha-like response to power interruption. 
However, when an aerosol is introduced into the argon plasma with a cross-flow nebulizer [l], 
the Saha-like response bas completely disappeared and the response bas become Boltzmann-Jike 
(cf. tigure 3 on the right). Obviously, the introduetion of an aqueous analyte induces measurable 
changes in the excitation mechanisms. More power interruption measurements on argon 
discharges with analyte injection will be presented in the next sections. 

argon wllh aerosol 

0 
100 0 100 

time(ps) tim&(JLS) 

Figure 3. Typical emission intensities of an argon line during power interruption 
experiments (763.51 nm, 4p-+ 4s) measured at 2 mm above the nowe (AN) in 
the ionizing part of the TJA. On the left the response from a pure argon 
discharge, on the right from a plasma with aerosol injection. 

As ah'eady noted, the fast emission decay times in the TIA suggest high electron diffusion, 
recombination or convection losses rates (at least just above the nozzle in the ionizing part of the 
plasma, where the responses given in tigure 2 are measured). 

lf diffusion will be the main loss channel for electrons, the time scale 't in which the 
plasma decays can be approximated by: 

(18) 

with A being the plasma gradient length and Da the diffusion rate. Plasmas produced by the TIA 
have a hollow profile and as a consequence, the gradient length is rather small. Experimentally it 
is found that the gradient length is in the order of A=l·l04 m [28]. Using Da=l-10"3 m2s"1 [26], 
we obtain 't=l·l0·5 s, which is somewhat larger than the decay time that can be obtained from 
tigure 3. Therefore it can be expected that convection or recombination play an important role as 
well. This is in agreement with the work of JONKERS et al. [26,28], who suggest that the 
dissociative recombination of N2+, being created by charge transfer of N2 with Ar+, is an 
effective electron loss channel for plasmas created by the TIA. 
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4.2 Transport properties derived from responses of different species 

In analytica! chemistry, usually plasmas are used in which aqueous aerosols are injected. 

As discussed in the previous section, the injection of water changes the response of argon 
lines from partly Saha-like to completely Boltzmann-like. lt is interesting to investigate the 
responses of other species, especially analytes, as well. Studies have been performed on argon 
discharges produced by the TIA in which aerosols containing zinc and sodium were injected. 
The responses of the 8 lines listed in table 2 have been measured at three different heights in 
the plasma (cf. figure 4): 
1. In the ionizing part just above or at 2 mm above nozzle (AN), where it is known from the 

experiments of JONKERS et al. [26,28] that for pure argon plasmas n. and Te are high 
(3·HY1 m'3 and 2.2·104 K), whereas Th is rather low (<103 K). 

2. In the central part of the plasma at 10 mm AN, which is found to be optimum excitation 
zone for most analytes [32,39]. Por pure argon plasmas it was found that Te"'L8·104 K, 
Th""-4·103 K and ne=1cY0 m-3

). 

3. In the recombining part at 20 mm AN, where the electron density is very low (below our 
detection limit of the Hp emission line broadening method, approximately 1018 m'3), 

whereas the heavy partiele temperature exceeds 4·1 03 K. 
Results are given in figure 5. 

central gas 
channel 

-----·· 20 mm AN, recomblning zone 

'<·- 10 mm AN, analyte excitation zone 

-<·- 012 mm AN, ionizlng zone 

carrier gas 

element wavelength [nm] 

Ar 811.53 

0 777.44 

H 656.28 

N 746.83 

Nt 391.44 

OH 306.36 

Zn 213.86 

Na 589.00 

Figure4. 
The three different axial positions at 
which the measurements presenred in 
figure 5 have been obtained (0 or2 mm 
AN, JO mm AN and 20 mm AN). As can 
be seen, the measurements have been 
peifonned in different plasma zones. 

transition energx [eVJ 

4p~4s 13.08 ~ 11.55 

3p~3s 10.74~ 9.14 

3d~2p 12.09 ~ 10.20 

3p~3s 11.99 ~ 10.34 

B2l:u X21: + g 3.17 ~o 

A2l:+~x2rr 4.46~0 

4p~4s 5.80~0 

3E~3s 2.10 ~0 

Table 2. Observed lines during PI measurements with water or aqueous analyte introduction. 
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Figure5. Responses of emission lines from argon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, the OH 
radical, N2 +, zinc and sodium, measured at three different heights in the TJA (just 
or 2 mm AN, JO mm AN and 20 mm AN). A zinc- and sodium-containing aerosol 
has been introduced into the argon plasma during all measurements. lt should be 
noted that the intensities of different elements cannot be compared mutually. 

From figure 5 it can be seen that power interruption has the strongest influences in the 
ionizing part of tbe plasma, resulting in the shortest decay times and relatively strongest drops 
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in the emission. These decay times significandy increase in the analyte excitation zone and 
increase even further in the recombining part of the plasma. It should be noticed that for all 
measurements (except for the zinc measurements) the power was switched on again at t=90 
f.lS. This explains the upward Boltzmann-like jump after 90 f.lS for the measurements just 
above the nozzle. At the more downstteam positions however, the re-ignition hardly has any 
instantaneous influence. 

Some striking differences can be observed between elements with relatively high 
excitation energies {Ar, 0, N, H) and elements with lower excitation energies (OH, Zn, Na). 
From the steady state emission (i.e. t<60 f.lS) it can beseen that the population of levels with 
high excitation energies rapidly decreases outside of the ionizing zone. For levels with low 
excitation energies (including N2 +) this sharp decrease in intensity as function of the axial 
position is not present. Since Hfl emission line broadening measurements have shown that 
even in pure argon plasmas electron densities are below 1018 m·3 at 20 mm AN, this suggests 
that these species are downstteam excited by an electron-independent excitation mechanism. 
Moreover, if the responses are compared at all axial positions separately, at all heights highly 
excited levels show a relatively strong PI response. Apparently, these levels are mainly 
popuialed by electron-dominaled processes. Levels with low excitation energies show hardly 
any or even no response to power interruptions in the central plasma part and in the 
recombining zone. This indicates once more that these levels are being populated by heavy 
particles dominated mechanisms. 

The decay time of the heavy partiele temperature 'tTh when the power is interrupted can 
be estimated numerically from the conduction and conveelion losses. 

The decay time due to conduction ('teond) can be estimated from: 

À.V2T =-Càrh =-~n kàrh 
h dt 2 1 dt' 

with À being the heat conductivity coefficient and C the heat capacity. 
From Eqn 19 it can be derived that: 

with A the characteristic plasma radius. 

(19) 

{20) 

When considering the situation at 10 mm AN, typical values are given by A=2.5-10'3 m, À.=l 
Wm'1K"1 and nt=2·Io24 m'3 (calculated from the equation of statefora pressure of p=l-105 Pa 
and a gas temperature of 4·IoJ K [28]), so that a conduction time constant of 'tcond""3·10-4 s is 
found. 

The conveelion term is given by: 

(21) 

with v being the axial velocity, so that: 

V ·(~n k'I v) =--~n k àrh 
2 1

h 2 1 ot' 
(22) 
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and the convection time constant ('tconv) can be estimated by: 

3A, t ,., __ 
oonv 5v· (23) 

At 10 mm AN the axial velocity is typically given by v=l5-20 ms·1
• The characteristic Iength 

Az is more difficult to determine, but if we assume that Az is in the order of a few mm, we find 

that tconv=2·l04 s, which is of the same order as the heavy partiele decay time due to 
conduction. 

The heavy partiele temperature decay time 'tTh will be a combination of these decay 

times and will approximately be given by: tTh=2·1 04 s. 

If we assume that in the central part and in the recombining zone of the plasma the 

upper levels of the measured Zn and Na transitions are populated by thermal excitation, cf. 

Eqn. 9, theemission decay timescan be related to the decay time constant of Th· 

In the case that thermal excitation prevails and the corresponding balances equilibrate 

(cf. Eqn 9), the density of excited species n * can be written as: 

n • = g • n
1 
exj- áE } (24) 

gl Yl kTb 

so that: 

. 
with C = ln(!L.n 1) being constant. 

gl 

In n· 

Differentiation with respect to time gives: 

d(ln n*) _ AB d(Th) áE dln(Th) 

dt - kT; dt kTh ih 

(25) 

(26) 

so that the following approximate relationship between the heavy partiele cooling time and the 

emission decay time can be established: 

{27) 

Ifwe again consider theemission at 10 mm AN (and thus kTh..0.4 eV, see below Eqn 20), we 

find 'tNa•==38 J.lS and 'tZn•=l4 J.I.S, using áE=2.l eV for Na and AE=5.8 eV for Zn. 
Since both approximated decay times are in reasonable agreement with the 

measurements, as can be seen from tigure 5, thermal excitation indeed seems a possible 

mechanism for low excited levels in the analyte excitation zone and recombining part of the 

plasma. 

Apart from thermal excitation there are a few other mechanisms which are rather 

insensitive to power interruptions that may contribute to the rather intense analyte emission 
the recombining zone of the plasma. Charge transfer will not have a significant influence 
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since the electron density (and thus the ion density) is very low in the recombining zone. The 
excitation transfer balance (cf. Eqn 10) is a better candidate. Due to the low electron density in 
this zone only metastable levels are possibly highly populated. The most likely metastable 
species present in the afterglow are Ar(4s), having an intemal energy of 11.55 or 11.71 eV, 
N2(A) at 6.18 eV, NeP) at 2.38 and NeD) at 3.57 eV. The metastable nitrogen atoms or 
molecules can result ftom air entrainment, which recently has been demonstraled to be 
important for argon plasmas created by the TlA [28,30]. The radiative lifetimes of the given 
metastable levels are typically 1 s and once created in the active zone of the plasma they can 
be transported downstteam provided that they are not being quenched by collisions with 
electroos or heavy particles. However, due to the presence of active quenching species (like 
atomie oxygen) and the short mean free path of heavy particles in atrnospheric microwave 
discharges the penetration depth of at least argon metastables probably will be negligible. 
Moreover, since excitation transfer from metastables cannot explain the different decay times 
for the various elements during PI, also the influence of atomie and molecular nitrogen seems 
limited. In addition, the agreement of the measurements with the relationship between the 
heavy partiele temperature decay time given by Eqn 27 and the emission decay times of Na 
and Zn strongly suggests that a heavy partiele temperature govemed balance as thermal 
excitation is the dominant process 

Another process that may contribute to the strong analyte emission is excitation by 
vibrationally excited molecules. It is likely that in the recombining plasma zone the so-called 
vibrational temperature (that can be determined from the population distribution of vibrational 
states) equals the gas temperature due to the high pressure. Therefore thermal excitation and 
excitation by vibrationally excited molecules cannot be distinguished by the power 
interruption experiments and additional research would be necessary to study the contribution 
of vibrationally excited molecules. 

4.3lnfluence of molecular gas additives 

As was discussed insection 4.1, in case of aerosol injection, even just above the nozzle 
responses of all studied lines were Boltzmann-Iike. A typical aerosol injection rate used for 
the TlA is 5 ml·hr'1 of liquid, which corresponds to a molecular gas flow of approximately 0.1 
l·min'1• It is interesting to investigate plasmas with a smaller molecular Ioad, in order to study 
the transition from a Saha-like to a Boltzmann-like response. Therefore power interruption 
measurements have been performed on mixtures of argon with small carbon dioxide additives. 
No analyte or aerosol has been introduced during these measurements. 

In figure 6 the ratio of the maximum height of the Saha-Iike upward jump versus the 
steady-state emission is depicted for various emission lines as a function of the additional co2 
flow (ranging from 0- 0.05 l·min-1

) as measured at 4 mm AN. It should be noted that if this 
ratio becomes unity this corresponds to the situation that the Saha-like behavior has 
disappeared (cf. the sketches in the figure). Emission ftom levels with a relatively low 
excitation and high ionization energy (e.g. levels of C and CN) show no or hardly any Saha
like upward jump. Apparently these levels are mainly ruled by the Boltzmann balance. 
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Species with high excitation energies and which are relatively close to the ionization potential 

(e.g. levels Ar and 0) only show a significant Saha-jump when no additional C02 is added. 

After the addition of COz the height of the Saha-jump rapidly decreases and even if only 0.5% 

of the plasma gas is carbon dioxide, the Saha-Iike jump has already vanished completely and 

the response to power interruption becomes fully Boltzmann-like. Since the rate of 

recombination processes (and thus the height of the Saha-like jump) depends on ne, this might 

indicate that the electron density is significantly lower with molecular gas injection. A 
possible extra loss channel for electroos is dissociative recombination of molecular ions 

created by charge transfer with argon ions. 
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Figure 6. The relative height of the Saha-jump for an argon, an oxygen and a carbon fine 
and a CN band head as a function of the amount of C02 added to the argon 
discharge. It should be noted that if this height equals unity the response to 
power interruption is Boltzmann-like. 

4.4 The TJA and the MPT compared 

There are two major differences between the two plasma sourees under study, TIA and 

the M.PT: 
• The M.PT contains two separate gas channels: similar to the ICP analytes are introduced 

through the central channel whereas pure argon is supplied through the outer channel. The 
TIA only bas one channel and the argon and analyte are mixed before entering the plasma. 

• The M.PT typically consumes only 0.51·min·1 of argon whereas the TJA typically consumes 

3 l·min·1
• At these latter high gas flows the plasma usually is turbulent, which indoces a 

strong inward flux of ambient air [28] 
It is interesting to study whether power interruption experiments on plasmas produced 

by hoth torches lead to significantly different observations. It can be expected that the above 

differences lead to lower diffusion, conduction and conveerion rates in the M.PT than in the 

TIA. 
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In figure 7 typical instantaneous hydrogen responses are given from a MPf argon 

discharge with a small water load injection. As can be seen, the response changes from Saha

like close to the nozzle to Boltzmann-like further downstrearn. 

Typical l/e emission decay times are comparable to times found for the TIA and are 
largely determined by the resolution of the MCS (2 IJS) and the decay time of the generator. 

However, since this decay time is also partly determined by diffusion and other electron loss 

processes and no significant differences in the decay times between the TIA and the MPf are 
measured, this suggests that both plasmas are comparable with respect to these loss processes. 

This can be understood from considerations with respect totheskin depth o, given by: 

(28) 

with llo and IJ<- the relative and vacuum magnetic permeability, ro the angular frequency and a 
the conductivity. Typical parameters are given by f.!r'l and a=::l04 n·1m'1 (for argon 

discharges with Jle""3·lo21 m'3 and Te=2.2·104 K [44]). Because both plasmas are operated at 

the sarne frequency (2.45 GHz), the skin deptbs are comparable and given by 0=0.1 mm. This 

small skin depth is one of the main reasons for the smalt plasma diameter and strong gradients 
in both plasmas and largely determines the fast electron density queuehing after Pl. 

0 7$ 100 

time (p.s) 

4.5 Determination of the axio.l flow velocity 

125 

Figure 7. 
The decay of hydrogen emission at 
different heights in the MPT. A 
smalt water load was supplied to 
the plasma in order to enhance Hr, 
emission. ft can be observed that 
the response to electron cooling 
changes from Saha-like close to the 
nozzle to Boltzmann-like further 

150 
downstream. 

Apart from the instantaneous responses discussed in the previous sections due to 
electron cooling and quenching, often a delayed response can be distinguished that very likely 

is caused by strong local disturbances in the ionizing part of the plasma during power 

interruptions. These disturbances are transported downstrearn the plasma with the (local) 
average axial gas velocity and cause deviations in the plasma emission. As discussed in 

section 3.3, the time arrival of the delayed response therefore can be used todetermine the gas 

velocity. An example of some responses of Na emission measured at different axial positions 

of the TIA is given in figure 8. On the right the deduced gas veloeities from these and 

additional responses are given. It should be noted that in the ionizing plasma part it is hardly 
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possible to detennine the velocity since bere the "delayed" and instantaneous responses 
coincide. 

The axial gas veloeities have been determined from the delayed responses of other 
elements (Zn, H and 0) and the OH radical as wen. In the recombining zone veloeities between 
12 and 18 ms·1 are found, which is in reasonable agreement with the values given in tigure 8. In 
the ionizing zone, the veloeities seem substantially higher, although usually the delayed 
responses cannot be resolved from the instantaneous responses with satisfactory precision in tbis 
region. An exception bas to be made for Ha ernission, from which veloeities are deduced of 
approximately 29 ms·1 at 5 mm AN and 26 ms·1 at 7 mm AN . 

12 

2:50 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 

. 
\ 

10 12 ,. • 18 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Axlal posllion (mm AN) 

Figure 8. On the left the delayed responses of a sodium analyte line at jive different axial 
positions of a plasma produced by the TJA. The times of arrival of these 
responses can be used to calculate the local average flow velocities. Deduced 
veloeities (jrom the shown examples on the left and some additional responses) 
are given in the ft gure on the right. ft should be noted that in the ionizing part 
of the plasma this methad cannot be used since the instantaneous and delayed 
responses overlap, whereas far downstream (>22 mm AN) large error margins 
are induced by spreading and weakening of the shape of the responses. 

The delayed responses from argon are too weak for velocity determinations, but it can be 
expected that they correspond to the values as found for other elements. The experiment& were 
done with an argon flow of 3 l·min·1 and a nozzle diameter of 1.8 mm so that the initial flow 
velocity was 20 ms·1

, which is more than the typical axial gas veloeities found downstream, 
but lower than the axial veloeities in the ionizing zone. Tbe large velocity difference between 
the ionizing and recombining part is probably due to an increasing (ontward) radial gas flow. 
This ontward flux can also explain the strong increase of the plasma diameter from typicaJly 1 
mm in the ionizing zone to approximately I cm in the recombining zone. 

It should be mentioned that, unlike for the ICP, in the studied microwave discharges a 
delayed response is not always observed [20]. Moreover, sametimes the shape of the delayed 
responses bas changed during the propagation to such an extent that it was not possîble to obtain 
any useful information from them. So far, we have no conclusive explanation for these 
phenomena. 
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5. Conclusions 

Atmospheric microwaves induced argon plasmas with and without analyte injection 
produced by the TJA (Torche à Injection Axiale) and the MPT (Microwave Plasma Torch) have 

been exposed to so-called power interruption experiments. By studying the intensities of 

emission lines during a short temporary power removal, information has ·been obtained on 
transport properties and excitation mechanisms of radiative levels. 

In the ionizing part of the plasmas, intensities of highly excited (argon) levels dropped 

very fast towards a negligible level (typically in 3-6 J!S), which is in sharp contrast to earlier 

measurements performed on an ICP ('t'=l50 J!S). This shows that diffusion and convection losses 

are much larger in the investigated microwave discharges, probably mainly due to the smaller 

plasma dimensions and the larger gradients. Despite the differences in dimensions and 

operational settings between the TJA and the MPT no major differences between these two 

plasma sourees have been observed during power interruption experiments. 
From calculations of the conduction and conveelion losses in the plasma, a decay time of 

the heavy partiele temperature Th in the order of 2·1 04 s is estimated. From a simpte model a 

relationship has been established between this decay time and the emission decay time of 

radiative levels that are populated by thermal excitation. Since the measured emission decay 
times of Na and Zn in the recombining zone are in reasonable agreement with the decay times 

predicted by the model, it is likely that thermal excitation is the dominant analyte excitation 

processin those plasma regions with intense analyte emission and low electron density. 
lt is found that after the introduetion of small amounts of molecular gases into argon 

discharges (i.e. more than 0.5% of co2 compared to the argon carrier gas) the instantaneous 

responses of line intensities due to electron cooling are Boltzmann-like for all species, even for 

the argon lines. In argon discharges without molecular gas or aerosol introduetion on the other 
hand, the responses to electron cooling of emission lines with high excitation energies are clearly 

Saha-like. This suggests that the presence of molecular species reduces the electron density in 
steady state operation. 

Dwing the (short) power interruptions the plasma is severely disturbed in the ionizing part 
of the plasma. This disturbance travels downstteam the plasma with the axial gas velocity and 

causes a delayed response of the emission intensity in the central and recombining zone. From 

the time of arrival of this delayed response the local axial velocity can be determined. Typical 
results are 12-18 rns'1 in the recombining zone and higher valnes (-25 ms'1) more upstream. 
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ABsTRACT - Diode laser absorption experiments have been peiformed on aJmospheric microwave 

induced argon plasmas produced by the "Torche à lnjection Axiale" in order to study the 4IP2 

metastah/es densities. lt isfound that the density is maximal in the active plasma zone (-1.5·1018 m'3) 

and rapidly decreases in the recombining plasma zone. In strongly ionizing atmospheric plasmas the 

4s population can be used to estimate the electron temperature. The obtained value (1.3 eV) is 

considerably lower than the temperature found with Thomson scattering in a previous study (-2.0 

eV). The very strong scattering of the laser spot on the plasma in the expansion zone just above the 

nozzle suggest that in this region the plasma is filamentary. Above this zone lateral Jneasurements 

have been Abel-inverted. Hollow profiles, like those that were determined for the electron density in 

previous studies, have not been observed for the 4s distribution. ft is found that the plasma zone with 

high 4s density is extended further downstream with increasing gas flow whereas the introduetion of 

typically a few percent of C02 al ready results in a significant quenching of the metastables. The width 

of the absorption profile varles from typically 10 GHz in the active zone, where Van der Waals 

broodening is dominant to 4 GHz in the recombining zone, where Doppier becomes significant. The 

position ofthe central absorptionfrequency isfound to bedependenton among others the position in 

the plasma. lf this shift is attributed to the Stark effect it is obtained that the maximum electron 

density is within 2-4·1021 m·3• Since this latter value is rather high, it must be concluded that the Van 

der Waals effect induces a shift as well. The width and shift have been used to study trends in plasma 

properties (i.e. gas temperature and electron density) as a function of various parameters (i.e. 

position in the plasma, gas flow and gas composition). Observed tendendes are in agreement with 

findings in previous studies. 

1. Introduetion 

In the past five years, several studies on atmospheric microwave induced argon and 
helium plasmas produced by the "TIA" (from "Torche à Injection Axiale" [1,2]) have been 
reported by JONKERS et al. [3,4], RODEROet al. [5,6] and TIMMERMANS et al. [7,8]. Topics 
they describe include transport properties and chemical processes such as excitation, 
dissociation and association mechanisms [8]. Apart from that, studies on plasma parameters 
such as electron temperature [3], electron density [3,5] and gas temperature [4], were reported 
as well. These plasma parameters and properties form the basis of the discussion on the 
potential of theseplasmasas excitation sourees in analytical chemistry [7]. Compared to the 
widely investigated argon ICP (lnductively Coupled Plasma), TIA plasmas are characterized 
by their large deviations from LTE (Local Thermal Equilibrium). Large discrepancies between 
the electron temperature Te and heavy partiele temperature Thwere found. In the active zone 
of an argon discharge for instance, typkal values are given by Te=22·103 K and Th""2·1lf K. 
Severe deviations from the Saha-Boltzmann relation for the population of excited states were 
found as well. The Atomie State Distribution Function (ASDF) points towards a highly 
ionizing system in the active zone, where the plasma has a (bollow) cone-like shape with steep 
gradient lengtbs for the electron density and temperature ( -10·4 m), which among others is 
related to the short skin depth (also -10·4 m) of the microwave radiation (2.45 GHz) which is 
used to sustain the discharge. As a consequence, diffusion and convection play an important 
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role in the plasma kinetics and moreover, mixing with (cold) ambient air is readily observed 
[4,7]. 

Apart from the fact that these sharp gradients create a strongly non-equilibrium shape of 
the ASDF, as already shown in [3], it might be possible that the Electron Energy Distribution 
Function (EEDF) is distorted as welland bas a non-Maxwellian shape. In order to reveal non

equilibrium properties of the EEDF more information on the ASDF is needed. Moreover, this 
information can improve the general perception of the plasma. 

In this study we focus on the ASDF of argon discharges produced by the TIA. The 
density n1 of argon 3p1S0 ground state atoms can easily be calculated from the equation of 
state (p=ntkTh). provided that Th is known and that the total pressure pis determined by the 
partial pressure of argon ground state neutrals. With optical emission spectroscopy (OES) only 
4p~4s, 4d~p. 5p~4s, 5d~p. 6s~p and 6d~4p transitions can be measured and 
consequently only concentrations of the upper levels of these transitions can be determined if 
the line intensities are measured in an absolute way. However, using OES no information can 
be obtained about the population of the four 4s levels, being the lowest excited states of argon. 
The 4s3Pz and 4s3Po states are metastable whereas the 4s3Pt and 4s1P, states are resonant so 
that the plasma is optically thick for emission from the radiative decay of these levels. 
Moreover, the concemed radiation is in the far VUV (106.7 and 104.8 nm respectively) and 
cannot be detected with equipment commonly used for OES [9]. 
Spatially resolved information on the 4s population would be of great importance. Argon 4s 
atoms constitute a large reservoir of energy so that these levels can be responsible for the 
excitation and ionization of analytes in spectrochemical aualysis (Penning-ionization) [10] 
and the excitation of molecular states. Moreover, the population of the 4s state is a decisive 
intermediate step for the stepwise excitation and ionization of argon, and thus largely 
influences the plasma kinetics [11,12]. 

In this paper we have studied the population of the metaslabie 4s3p2 level (excitation 
energy Eexc=l1.55 eV) with laser absorption experiments. For this purpose a tunable laser 
diode is modulated around the central wavelengthof the 4s3P2~p3D3 transition ÀQ=811.531 
nm. The 4s3P2 and 4p3D3 states will be referred to as "4s" and "4p" throughout the remaioder 

of this paper. Densities of the 4s state are determined with a spatial resolution of 
approximately 10·4 m, which is sufficient to reveal whether the 4s distribution bas a (hollow) 
cone-like structure close to the nozzle, as is the case for the electron density ne. In previous 
papers it was found that the deliberate addition of molecular gases through the central argon 
gas channel leads to a significant decrease of the argon emission. In this work it is stuclied 
whether deliberate molecular gases injection (COz) quenches the 4s population as well. 
Furthermore, the influences of the microwave power and the total argon gas flow on the 4s 
density are investigated. From calculations it can be found that the plasma jet becomes 
turbulent at a flow of approximately 2 l·min·1• Using optical emission spectroscopy however, 
no anomalous changes in the ernission of higher excited levels could be observed when the 
flow changed from laminar to turbulent [13]. Here we will investigate whether the transition 
from laminar to turbulent flow affects the 4s density. 

From the broadening of the 4s3Pz~p3D3 absorption profile information can be 
obtained on the partiele interactions and the heavy partiele temperature [14-16]. Therefore, in 
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many cases the shape and the width of the measured absorption profiles have been analyzed as 
well. In contrast to the resonant 4s3Pt and 4s1Pt levels, the studied 4s level bas no optica) 
coupling toanother level with a significant population (i.e. the ground state), so that resonance 
broadening is notpresent [15]. Van der Waals and Stark broadening are the only significant 
collisional broadening mechanisms for the studied transition, whereas the Doppier broadening 
is related to the thermal motion of the argon atorns (and thus to Tb). The measured absorption 
profile will have a maximum at a frequency that slightly differs from Vo. In principle, this shift 
can be used todetermine the electron density 11e [9,15]. 

In the next section the theoretical principles of the absorption experiments will be given 
and estimations will be made for the contributions of the different broadening mechanisms of 
the absorption profile. In section 3 the plasma souree and the set·up for the laser absorption 
experiments will be discussed. Experimental results and their significanee for the general 
perception of argon plasmas produced by the TIA will be presented in section 4. Finally, in 
section 5 the conclusions will be given. 

2. Theory 

2.1. The principlesof absorption measurements 

The intensity change of a bearn of radiation (e.g. produced by a laser), propagating 
through a plasma, i.e. a both absorbing and emitting medium, can be represented by the 
differential equation [ 17]: 

dlv(s) = -lC(V,s)Iv(s) + Ms), 
ds 

(1) 

with lv(s) the speetral intensity of the bearn (in W·m·2·sf1·Hz'\ jy(s) the plasma emission 
coefficient (in W·m·3·sr"1·Hz'1) and lC(v,s) the absorption coefficient (in m·1

) for frequency vat 
location S

8
• The plasma emission coefficient represents the intensity increase of the radiation · 

due to spontaneons emission. From Eqn 1 it can be derived that for a bearn with an initial 
intensity lv(a) at frequency v before penetrating into the plasma at location a, the intensity lv(b) 
after leaving the plasma at location b can be written as: 

Iv(b) = Iv(a}e-t..,(v) +Sv(1- exp-t..,(v)~ (2) 

with Sv the plasma souree term of (in W·m·2·sr"1·Hz-1
) and 'tab(v) the optica! depth, i.e. the 

absorption coefficient lC(v,s) integrated over the "lin~of-sight" through the plasma: 

b 

'tab (v) = J K(V ,s )ds. (3) 

• It should be noted that lv(s) and jy(s) depend on v as wel! and should therefore be written as lv(v,s) 
and jv(v,s). However, in order to simplify the notation, this parameter is usually omitted in the 
remaioder of this paper. 
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Under well-considered experimental conditions, e.g. by positioning the detector at a large 

distance from the plasma or, as we did, by using a pinhole between plasmaand detector, the 
contribution of jy(v,s) on the measured intensity can be ignored. In this case the second term at 
the right of Eqn 2 can be neglected so that it can be reèuced to: 

lv(b)=lv(a)e-'"'(vl. (4) 

In order to be able to interpret the absorption measurements, ît is necessary to obtain an 
expression linking the absorption coefficient K(v,s) to the densîty of the considered absorbing 
level. This relationsbip will be derived by consirlering the radialion processes of: 
• spontaneons emission: Ar(p)--7Ar(q)+hvpq, 

• absorption: Ar(q)+hvpq --7Ar(p), 

• and stimulated emission: Ar(p) + hv pq --7 Ar( q) + hv pq + hv pq , 

with the conesponding transition probabilities Apq. Bqp and Bpq respectively. In these 
processes p and q represent electtonic argon levels at energies Ep and Eq from the ground 

state, h is Planck's constant and Vpq the emitted or absorbed photon, with hvpq= Ep-Eq=Epq 

We first consider Thermodynamic Equilibrium (TE), in which Detailed Balancing (DB) 
is present, wbich means that the number of forward processes equals that of the conesponding 
backward processes. For the radiative transitions between levelspand q this means that [18]: 

(5) 

with np and ~ the densities of the corresponding states and Pv(v,T) the speetral energy density 
(in W·m-3·Hz- ), wbich in TE is given by Planck's radialion law [14]: 

81thv3 

Pv (V, T)=---:-bv--

c3(etT -1) 

with k is Boltzmann' s constant and T the temperature. 

(6) 

From Eqn 5 and 6 and using the Boltzmann distribution, wbich is also present under TE 
conditions: 

(7) 

and Epq=Ep-Eq=hvpq, the so-called "Einstein Relations" can be derived: 

g c3 
Bpq =~Bqp=--3-Apq. gp 87thvpq 

(8) 

Although the presented denvation is based on the assumption of the presence of TE, it can be 
shown that Eqn 8 is valid for non-TE conditions as well [18]. 

The absorption coefficient K(v,s) in the plasma is determined by the probabilities for 
absorption and stimulated emission: 
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(9) 

with t1>v being the Iine shape function, giving the dependenee of the absorption coefficient on 
the frequency v. The frequency integral of the line shape function equals unity, Jt~>vdv=l. 
When Bpq and Bqp areexpressedas functions of Apq (cf. Eqn 8), it is obtained that: 

( ) - c
2 

gP [ nP(s)gq} KV,S ---2--Apqnq(s) 1---- v• 
81tVpq gq nq(s)gP 

(10) 

For the argon transition between the metastable 4s and the 4p level, the absorption 
coefficient is thus given by: 

( ) - c
2 

g4P [ n4p(s)g4s} K v,s - --2--A4P4.n4.(s) 1 · v· 
81tV 4p4s g4s n4s (s)g4p 

(11) 

with v4p4s being the central transition frequency (3.6942· 10
14 s"1

), A4p4s the transition 
probability for spontaneons emission (0.331·108 s·1 [19]), ll4s the density of the metastable 4s 
state, ll4p the density of the 4p level and ~. and g4p the corresponding statistica} weights (5 and 
7 respectively). In the presented absorption experiments, the laser frequency is tuned around 
the V4p4s frequency. In general, the laser irradiation will change the ratio n4p/ll48, so that via the 
changing factor between brackets in Eqn 11 , the absorption coefficient will change as well 
(i.e. for high laser powers this leads to saturation). In order to avoid this intrusive behavior of 
the laser irradiation, the intensity of the laser beam bas been strongly attenuated by filters. 
Now, since in strongly ionizing argon discharges in which the electron temperature is not too 

high the metastable 4s density is much higher than the 4p density, and thus ll4s~p»ll4p~s. Eqn 
11 can be reduced to: 

(12) 

If we integrate both sides of this equation over the line profile we find after some 
rearrangementthat 

(13) 

Thus the 4s density at a location 's' can be obtained by a frequency integration of the 
local absorption coefficient. However, K(v,s) is nota direct observable parameter. It must be 
deduced from the transmission T(v): 

T(v)= lv(b), 
lv(a) 

(14) 

with Iv(a) the measured intensity before penetrating into the plasmaand Iv(b) the measured 
intensity after passing through the plasma. 
Taking the logarithm of T(v), cf. Eqn 4, we obtain the optical depth 'tab( V) : 

'tab(v)=-ln(T). (15) 
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Now Eqn 3 shows that 'tab(v) is an additive and that the relation between K(v,s) and 'tab(v) 
is similar to that between the intensity and the emission coefficient for an optically open 
transition, which implies that the local values of K(v,s) can be obtained via an Abel inversion 
of the 'tab(v) values, provided that the plasma is rotation symmetrie. So in order to obtain the 
I4s(r) for the various radial positions the following procedure should be followed: 
1. tune the laser to an appropriate frequency v~. 
2. measure fora series of lateral positions the transmission T(VJ)=IJ,(vJ)fla(VJ) of the plasma, 
3. determine forthese lateral positions the optical depth 'tab(vJ)=-In(T(vi)), 
4. perform the Abel inversion so that for v 1 the radial distribution K(v1,r) is obtained, 
5. repeat steps 1 to 4 for other frequencies, say V2, V3, ...... Vn, 
6. construct for each radial position the absorption profile K(v,r) 
Integration of this profile will give the local density n4.(r) whereas the width will give insight 
in other local plasma properties (cf. section 2.2). 

The procedure given above, by which an vast amount of data must be handled, will only 
be successful for rotation symmetrical plasmas that are very stable. Moreover, even for this 
category it is difficult to obtain information for central plasma regions if the plasma bas a 
bollow structure [20]. Realizing that a large part of the TIA bas a hollow filarnentary, 
sometimes turbulent structure, it is not to be expected that it is useful to perform Abel 
inversions of the logarithm of the transmission for many separate frequencies. Therefore we 
applied the following approximations: 
• The Abel inversion was applied to the area of the optical depth profile. Apart from that 

also the height of tbe optical depth (at central frequency Vc) was Abel inverted, so that the 
local value of the width of the absorption profile K(V,r), which is no additive quantity 
itself, can be obtained from the local area and the local height of K(v,r), assuming that the 
profile has a Lorentzian shape. 

• The logarithm of the transmission was not taken. Instead we applied the approximation 
that 

t.b(v )=-ln(T)=l-T, (16) 

which is valid forT values close to unity. 
The error created by the second approximation is limited since the minimum value 

values for the transmission are around 0.85 (and in most cases much closer to unity). The first 
approximation bas more impact on the accuracy of the results. However, it bas been found 
that this technique gives reliable information of the cone-tip region were the plasma radial 
distribution is more or less Gaussian. Moreover, it is to be expected that the results of this 
metbod are sufficiently accurate to get insight in the absolute value of the 4s level occupation 
and the trends in the behavior of this quantity as a function of the axial position, the power, 
gas flow and the presence of molecules. 
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2.2. Broadening mechanisms 

Because resonance broadening can be neglected for the studied 4s~4p transition (cf. 
section 1), the remaining broadening mechanismsb that mainly determine the shape of the 
absorption profile <Pv are Stark, Doppier and Van der Waals broadening: 
• Stark broadening, which is due to the interaction between bound and free electrons, 

results in a Lorentzian absorption profile with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
that (in Hz) is approximated by [9,14,15]: 

.!\vs =2·10-22 n.w v;
2 

[t+5.5·10-6 anJ(t-6.8-10-3n.h_-l )J (17) 

with a being the dimensionless ion broadening parameter (approximately 0.026 for 
Te=2·104 K [14]) and w the electron impact parameter (approximately 7·10-12 m for 
Te=2·104 K [14]). Since the term between brackets is close to unity, the Stark broadening 
depends almost linearly on the electron density and hardly on the electron temperature. 
For typical conditions inside a TJA argon discharge (ne,.,3·1 «f1 m·3 and T r2·1 04 K) it can 
be calculated that the Stark broadening is .!\vs,.,l.9 GHz. 

• Doppier broadening, which is due the thermal motion of the atoms, results in a Gaussian 
shaped absorption profile with a full width at half maximum (in Hz) given by [15]: 

A 8(ln2)kTh 
u.Vp=Vo 2' 

mArc 
(18) 

with Th the heavy partiele temperature and mAr the mass of an argon atom. For Th=2·103 

Kit is found that ávo'"'l.9 GHz, approximately equal to the Stark broadening. 
• Van der W aais or pressure broadening, which results from the interaction between 

neutral heavy particles, leads to a Lorentzian profile of the absorption coefficient. In 
literature different estimations for the FWHM due to Van der Waals broadening can be 
found. DE REGT et al. [20] used an expression in which the FWHM (in Hz) is linear 
proportional to the neutral density [21]: 

v2 
.!\vv = y-o-n., 

c 
(19) 

with na the neutral density and y the Van der Waals broadening coefficient. Using 
y=S·I0-36 m/m-3 they were able to explain the wide absorption profiles at the edges of an 
argon ICP. In our case this expression would yield a broadening ÁVr8.2 GHz using 
na=3.6·1024 m·3 (obtained from the equation of state for Tb=2·103 K and atrnospheric 
pressure). BAER et al. [22] used an expression with a different temperature dependenee 
to estimate the FWHM (in GHz) of the Van der Waals broadening in atrnospheric
pressure flow fields consisting of argon and atomie oxygen: 

h In the expressions for the full width at half maximum, all parameters are in SI units, unless indicated 
otherwise. 
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with lAr and Xo the mole fractions of argon and atomie oxygen in the flow field. Using 
x,v=l and xo=O this would yield a broadening of bNv=3.7 GHz for 2·103 K, which is 
significantly less than predicted by Eqn 19. 

Combining these three broadening mechanisms shows that it can be expected that in our 
case (n"..,3·1 cY1

, T h""2·1 03 K) the FWHM of the total absorption profile is maximally between 
8 and 12 GHz, dependent on which expression for the Van der Waals broadening is used. The 
total width is largely determined by this Van der W aais braadenint. In principle, Doppier and 
Van der Waals broadening can be used todetermine the heavy partiele temperature Tb (Eqn 19 
would yield the neutral density n11, which however is related to Tb by the equation of state), 
whereas Stark broadening can be used for the determination of ne. 

3. Expertmental set-up 

3.1. The microwave-induced argon plasma torch 

The presented diode laser absorption measurements have been performed on 
atmospheric argon microwave-induced discharges created by a wave-guide fed plasma torch 

referred to in literature as the "TIA" (from "Torche à lnjection Axiale", using the terminology 
of MOISAN et al., the developers of the torch [1,2]). This torch produces needle-like plasmas 
(with a maximum plasma radius rp=0.7 mm) expanding into the open air. In previous papers 
of JONKERS et al.[3,4] and TIMMERMANS et al. [7,8 ], studies on electron temperatures, 
electron densities, gas temperatures, excitation mechanisms, transport properties and 

molecular processes in argon plasmas produced by the TIA have been reported. Some typical 
plasma parameters are given by an electron density fle""3·10z1 m·3, an electron temperature 

Te""22·103 K and a heavy partiele temperature Th=2·Io3-4·103 Kat a power input P=l.O kW 
and an argon gas consumption of [Ar]= 3 l·min'1 [3,4]. From previous studies it is known that 
the plasma bas a hollow cone-like shape in the ionizing part close to the nozzle, with steep 
gradient lengtbs for the electron density and temperature ( -10-4m). 

3.2. Diode laser absorption measurements 

In figure 1 the experimental set-up is depicted. The diode laser beam is directed through 
the plasma and its intensity is measured with a radiation-sensitive detector. The plasma is 
located on a platform that can be translated in vertical and horizontal direction with high 
accuracy (resolution in horizontal direction -5·10-5 m), perpendicular to the laser beam. The 
used diode laser (2010 Extemal Cavity Diode Laser, manufactured by Environmental Optical 

c The laser bas a width of approximately 4 MHz, which is much smaller than the measured width 
(typically 8 GHz), and therefore can be ignored. 
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Sensors Incorporated) can be tuned between 800 and 820 run and is thus suitable for studies 
on the 4s3P2~4p3D3 transition in argon (811.531 run). Tbe laser wavelength was modulated 
using a sawtooth wavefarm Piezo voltage generated by a frequency generator. This Piezo 
voltage was typically varled between +5 and -5 V with a 5 Hz duty cycle. A laboratory-built 
pboton-sensitive detector (sensitive for pbotons in the wavelength range 400-1000 nm), 
generating a DC voltage output with an amplitude that is linearly proportional to the pboton 
flux, is used to measure the transmission (and thus the absorption as well). A reference signal 
from the frequency generator is used to synchronize the Piezo modulation (and thus the laser 
frequency) and the detector output reading, both being monitored on a digital oscilloscope 
(Tektronix TDS 3014). Measurements are typically averaged 16 times before being stored. 

The cross-section of the laser beam has an elliptical sbape with a height of 2.5 mm and a 
width of 0.7 mm, whicb obviously is too wide toperfarm spatially resolved measurements on 
the TIA (which bas characteristic gradient lengtbs for the electron density and temperature of 
approximately 0.1 mm). This is overcome by focussing the laser bearn with a lens (f=160 
mm), cf. tigure 1. The plasma is positioned in the focal plane, where the laser spot bas a 
radius of 60 llffi in horizontal direction, wbich is sufficiently narrow to reveal the presence of 
a bollow profile in the metastable densities. In order to avoid saturation effects due to a 
changing ratio of 14/14s (cf. Eqn 11), the laser beam has been strongly attenuated with filters 
(approximately by a factor of Hf). Absorption measurements with different driver output 
currents hàve been performed in order to verify that now saturation effects were absent. All 
absorption profiles were found to be identical in size and shape so that saturation effects can 
safely be neglected. Measurements presenled in this paper are obtained using driver output 
currents in the range of 30-50 mA, which correspond to diode laser powers of approximately 
7-10 mW. Since the laser beam is strongly scatteredon the filamentary plasma, the detector 
(having a photon-sensitive area of 4x4 mm2) bas to be placed in the vicinity of the plasma. A 
pinhole (with a diameter of approximately 2 mm) is used to sbield the detector from the 
plasma. With this pinbole, the background detector voltage due to plasma light is negligible 
and as a result, measurements do not have to be corrected for the plasma radiation. 

pinhole 

plasma 

lens 1=160 mm 
+ fitter 

(attenuator) 

Figure 1. The experimentalset-up used for the diode laser measurements. The plasma is 
located in the focal plane of the lens in order to improve the radial resolution of 
the measurements. A sawtooth waveform produced by the frequency generator is 
both used to modulate the frequency of the laser and to trigger the detector signal 
acquisition. 
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3.3. Frequency calWration 

Measurements provide the detector signal (in V) versus the sweep time elapsed in the 
sawtooth wavefarm Piezo voltage (in s), cf. tigure 2. However, the relationship between 
Piezo voltage and laser wavelength À. (or frequency v) is not linear and hence has to be 
calibrated. The dispersion relation has been obtained with the interference pattem created by a 
transparent glass plate placed perpendicularly between the laser diode and the detector. 
Dependent on the diode laser wavelength, constructive or destruclive interference is observed 
and, as a result, a sinusoidal signal is measured, cf. figure 2. The frequency difference between 
two maxima (or two minima) is given by Çv=c/2nd, with n the refractive index and d the 
thickness of the glass plate. Using a plate with n=1.511 (at 810 nm} and d=l4.55 mm, it is 
obtained that Çv =6.818 GHz. 
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The laser frequency is a non-linear 
function of the Piezo voltage so that the 
spacing between the maxima in tigure 2 
is not constant. Using fitting procedures 
including all minima and maxima present 
in the calibration measurements, this non
linearity has been accounted for. In the 
example given in tigure 2, twelve 
extrema are present on the rising slope of 
the Piezo voltage, so that the laser is 
tuned over a frequency range of more 
than 40 GHz during the modulation. 

Figure 2. Typical example of a eaUbration measurement. The jringes in the detector signal 
are induced by inteiference in a transparent plate (with known thickness and 
refractive index). 

It should be noted that this calibration procedure provides relative frequencies only, i.e. 
no information on the absolute wavelength (or frequency) is obtained. 

4 Experimental results 

4.1. Introduetion 

Absorption is readily observed in the active part of argon plasmas. The line-of-sight 
value is typically in the order of 5-12%, using normal operational conditions (power input P=l 
kW and argon flow [Ar]=4 l·min·1

, no molecular gas additives). A typical example of a 
measured transmission profile T(v) is given in tigure 3. The measured Voigt profile is rather 
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well approximated by a Lorentzian fit so that, like estimated in section 2.2, the addition of 
Stark and pressure broadening is dominant over Doppier broadening. The deviations from the 
Lorentz fit at the edges of the graph are main1y induced by correcting for the dependenee of 
the laser output power on the frequency. 
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Figure 3 
A typical example of a measured 
transmission profile T(v ), obtained at 4 

mm AN (above rwzzle), P=l kW, [Ar]=3 
l·min'1• The frequency scale is calibrated 

from the interference pattem created by a 
transparent plate ( cf. section 3.3 ). The 
obtained relative frequency values are 
sufficient to determine the area, height and 
width of the transmission profile. 

The transmission profile has been used to determine the absolute value of the 4s level 
occupation. The trends in the behavior of this quantity have been studied as a function of the 
axial position, the power, gas flow and the presence of molecules. It is observed that apart 
from the area of the absorption profile, its shape and central frequency Vc vary as wellas a 
function of the position in the plasma and experimental conditions. These changes give 
information on changes in plasma parameters and therefore have been studied as well. 

4.2. Frequency shift 

The central frequency Vc of the transmission profile T(v) is not constant. Significant 
shifts (in the order of 1 GHz) are observed when comparing different lateral or axial positions. 
The introduetion of molecular gases induces a shift in the central frequency as well. This shift 
can be (partly) attributed to the Stark effect, which apart from a profile broadening (cf. Eqn 
17) leads to a shift, so that the observed central frequency v c of the absorption coefficient is no 
Jonger the sarne as the theoretica! central absorption frequency Vo of the undisturbed atom. 
This Stark shift övs is given by [14]: 

ÖVs = v. -v0 = 2·10-22 n. w v~
2 [! ± 6.3·10-6 an)(1-6.8·10-3n.h. -î )J (21) 

with dlw the dimensionless relative electron impact shift, being approximately 1.0 for the 
studied transition at Te=2 eV. The Stark shift can be used todetermine the electron density, cf. 
Eqn 21. Since in our case dlw is much larger than the other term between brackets in the 
expression for the Stark shift, Svs is in good approximation Iinear proportional to ne. 

In figure 4 the shifts in the central position of the optical depth are depicted as a function 
of the lateral position of an argon discharge at 4 and 8 mm AN (above nozzle), using P=800 
Wand [Ar]=3 l·min-1

. We assumed Vc to be equal to Vo at the edges of the plasma. A large 
uncertainty is induced by this approximation since the absorption profile is rather weak in this 
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region so that the detennination of its maximum is difficult. The electron density that is found 
when the shift is totally attributed to the Stark effect is also given in figure 4. The small 
gradient lengtbs at the edge of the plasma should be noted. They are comparable with those 
found with Thomson scattering [3]. Moreover, the (non-Abel inverted) data indicate that ne 
bas a hollow profile at 4 mm AN, whereas the distribution is Gaussian-like at 8mm AN, again 
in agreement with Thomson scattering experiments . 
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Figure4. 

The central frequency shift Sv of 
the optica/ depth measured at two 
different heights in the plasma 

and the corresponding electron 
density if this shift is attributed to 
the Stark effect solely ([Ar]=3 
l·min·1, P=800 W) . 

In figure 5 the shift of the measured central peak frequency in the transmission is given 
as a function of the height for two different gas flows. The profile that just could be detected 
in the recombining zone bas now been taken as reference since it can be expected that in this 
region Stark effects can be neglected. In this case the total shift is approximately 3 GHz, 
which would yield an electron density of 4.5·1021 m·3 in the active plasma zone. This value is 
higher than those obtained from H~ broadening and Thomson scattering experiments. 

() e 8 • g M re w 
helght AN (mm) 

6.0 

Figure 5. 
The central frequency shift Sv of 
the optica/ depth and the 
corresponding electron density at 
various axial heights in the plasma 
for two different argon gas flows 
(2.0 and 5.0 l·min·1 respectively, 

P=l kW) 

It should be noted that when the active zone is approached sideways, a frequency shift 
Sv""l GHz is observed (cf. figure 4), whereas approaching the active zone along the plasma 
axis in upstream direction gives Sv=3 GHz (cf. figure 5). This means that the measured shift 
cannot be attributed to the Stark effect solely. The observed shift is most likely a combination 
of Stark shift and Van der Waals shift [22]. When approaching the ionizing plasma zone in 
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upstream direction along the plasma axis the contribution of the Van der Waals shift will 
increase due to the lower gas temperature and thus higher neutral density close to the nozzle, 
compared to the recombining zone. However, when approaching sideways, the Van der Waals 
contribution will decrease due to the higher gas temperature in the plasma center, compared to 
the plasma surroundings. This mechanism is supported by the fact that the electron density as 
found with Thomson scattering (-3·HY1 m'3) is intermediary the two maximum densities 
given in figures 4 and 5. 

More study will be needed for a better interpretation of the measured shift in absorption 
profile. Moreover, for a more accurate deterrnination of ov a reference signal should be used, 
e.g. obtained from the transmission profile in a Iow-pressure argon lamp [23]. A consequence 
of the shift in Vc is that a line-of-sight measurement is a sommation of absorption profiles with 
different central peak positions. This implies that the width of the optica! depth profile is 
larger than in virtue of the broadening mechanisms discussed in section 2.2. This complicates 
the Abel inversion and line shape analysis. 

4.3. Abel inversion 

In order to obtain the radial distribution of the 4s densities, the areas of the lateral 
optical deptbs have been Abel inverted. As an example, in tigure 6a an 6b the areas of the 
optical depth profiles measured from an argon discharge at 4 and 8 mm AN respectively 
([Ar]=4 l·min·', P=l kW) are given as a function of tbe lateral position x (with respect to 

plasma axis x=O). In order to include all data points in the Abel inversion, data for negative 
lateral positions are mirrored (i.e. x~abs(x)). A polynomial function with a derivative that is 
close to zero at the plasma axis bas been fitted through the data points {strictly speaking the 
derivative should equal zero at the plasma axis). These polynomial fits and their Abel inverted 
profiles are gi ven in tigure 6c and 6d. It should be realized that in our case the fit that has been 
Abel inverted might be rather inaccurate due to the limited number of data points in the 
profile and the diameter of the laser beam ( -0.12 mm), which is of the same order of typical 
gradient lengths. Moreover, as discussed in the previous section, line-of-sight measurements 
are a convolution of shifted profiles, which introduces additional errors. 

Thomson scattering (TS) experiments by JONKERS et al. [3] have shown that the 
electron density bas a pronounced hollow profile close to the nozzle. Unfortunately we were 
not able to investigate the 4s distribution in this plasma region (0-3 mm AN) since the 
accuracy of the measurements was too poor as a result of scattering of the laser beam on the 
unstable plasma filaments. The electron density distribution as found by TS still bas a slightly 
hollow profile at 4 mm AN, the lowest measurable position for radially resolved absorption 
measurements. The radial 4s density distribution on the other hand, bas no hollow structure, 
cf. fig.6. However, due to problems with Abel inversion on such small-scale, often turbulent, 
plasmas with steep gradients it is not to be expected that such fine details can be resolved. 
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Figure 6. Example of Abel inverted 4s distribution profiles measured at two different axial 

heights. Figure 6a) and 6b) show the areas ofthe lateral optical depth profiles at 
4 and 8 respectively ([Ar]=4.0 l·min·', P=l kW). Through the set of data points 
obtained in a lateral scan a polynomial has been fitted that is Abel inverted. These 
polynomials and the corresponding Abel inverted profiles are depicted in 6c) and 
4d). The Abel inverted profiles are linear proportionaf to the local4s density (cf 
the right y-axis ). 

4.4. The argon ASDF 

To get an estimation of the 4s density we assumed a uniform 4s distribution in radial 
direction. The 4s density can than easily be derived from the absorption profile and the 
absorption length that (in an approximate way) has been obtained from the Abel inversion 
procedure. 1n figure 7 a typical 4s density is included in the argon ASDF. This density 
(114.=1.5·1018 m'3) is obtained at 4mm AN using an area of the optical depth of 1.5 GHz and an 
absorption length of 0.8 mm. The ground state density is determined frorn the equation of 
state, using Tb=2·103 K. The 4p, 5d, 6s and 6d densities are found from absolute line 
intensities [24]. 
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Figure 7. 
The ASDF of argon. The 3p ground state 
density has been determined from the 

equation of state, the 4s density follows 
from the absorption measurements and the 
4p, 5d, 6s and 6d densities are taken from 
JONKERS et al. [24] and are determined 
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In argon TIA discharges it can be expected that the plasma is strongly ionizing and that 

the 4s population therefore is coupled to that of the ground state via the relation: 

~=rl, ~ex{- ÄE )· (22) 
g4s gl kT. 

with r!. a coefficient that can be calculated from a collisional radiative model (CRM) and 
&:=11.71 eV, the excitation energy of the 4s level. FromEqn 22 it can beseen that the 4s 

density can be used to determine the electron temperature. The r!, coefficient is more or less 

independent of the electron density and slightly depends on the electron temperature. For 

typical TIA conditions CRM calculations showed that r!,=S-104
. Using this value, it is found 

that the electron temperature Te""l.3 eV. This temperature is significantly smaller as obtained 
by Thomson scattering (typically 2.0 eV), but is in good agreement with the temperature of 

1.1 eV that has been found by VAN DER MULLEN et al. [25] from solving the partiele balance. 

In the active zone of atrnospheric smali-scale plasmas with small electron density gradient 
lengths, ambipolar ditfusion (of which SCHOTIKY already recognized the importance in 1924 
[26]), is a much more important electron loss channel than electron recombination processes. 

Consequently VAN DER MULLEN et al. neglected these processes and supposed that ionization 

was balanced by outward diffusion. 

4.5. Profile broadening 

It is found that the width of the optical depth 'tab(v) strongly varles as a function of 

position and gas composition (cf. section 4.8). As an example, the FWHM of the optical depth 
as measured along the plasma axis is given in tigure 8 ([Ar]=5.0 l·min-1

, P=l kW). As 

discussed in section 2.2, mainly three broadening mechanisms will contribute to the total 

broadening ofthe absorption coefficient K(v,s). The Stark broadening Avs will be maximal in 
the region with the highest values for the electron density, i.e. approximately between 0 and 8 

mm AN. Using De""3·Hf1 m·3 it is obtained that Avs=l.9 GHz, cf. Eqn 17. Further downstream 

a fast decrease of Avs can be expected. Doppier broadening Avo will be especially important 
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in regions with a high gas temperature. Rayleigh scattering measurements have shown that the 
plasma bas a low gas temperature close to the nozzle. (less than 1·1 tr K). This temperature 
increases towards a maximum value of typically 4·1 tr K at approximately 20 mm above 
nozzle (AN) and decreases further downstream [4]. This implies that Llvo=l.3 GHzclose to 
the nozzle and increases towards Avo=2.7 GHz at 20 mm AN, cf. Eqn 18. 

10 
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0 2 10 12 14 16 
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Figure8. 
The FWHM of the optical depth 'taMV) 

as measured along the plasma axis 
([Ar]=5.0 l·min·1, P=l kW). 

Van der W aais broadening will be the dominant broadening mechanism in large parts of 
the plasma. According to Eqn 19 and Eqn 20, this broadening decreases with increasing gas 
temperature (or decreasing neutral density), so that it can be expected that the width of the 
absorption profile steadily decreases between 0 and 20 mm AN. This diminution is indeed 
observed between 0 and 14 mm AN, cf. figure 8 (above 14 mm AN the absorption became too 
weak for an accurate width determination). It should be noted that in figure 8 the width of 
'tab(V) insteadof K(v,s) is plotted. Consequently, an error is induced by the shift in the central 
frequencies of absorption coefficient profiles along a line--of-sight, cf. section 4.2. After 
correcting for the approximate Doppier and Stark con tribution to the overall width, the Van 
der Waals broadening is typically 6 GHz at 2 mm AN, much smaller than predicted by Eqn 
19, giving a Van der Waals broadening of 16 GHz (using Th=l·103 K [4] and the broadening 
coefficient "(=5·10-36 m/m·3 as found by DE REGT et al. for an argon ICP). Since the ICP bas a 
much higher gas temperature we must conclude that this broadening coefficient is valid for a 
small temperature range only. Using a broadening of 6 GHz, Eqn 19 would yield "(=2·10-36 

m/m-3 in our case. However, using Eqn 20, like BAER et al. did, a Van der Waals broadening 
of 6.0 GHz is found, which is in good agreement with our measurements. Also further 
downstream (where the broadening decreases due to a decrease of the neutral density} this 
equation provides reasonable estimations for the broadening. 

4.6. lnjluence ofthe gasflow 

Axial measurements have been performed for a larninar gas flow (2.0 l·min-1
) and a 

turbulent gas flow (5.0 l·min-1
). Por [Ar]=2.0 l·min·t, absorption is visible between 0 and 10 
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mm AN, wbereas for 5.0 l·min'1 this length bas been elongated till 16 mm AN, cf.tigure 9, in 
wbich the line-of-sight integrated 4s density or column density (m'2) is given. This figure 

shows a large resemblance with the line-of-sight integrated intensity of emission lines form 
the TIA (among others argon 4p~4s) [13] by TIMMERMANS et al. who found that the line 
emission generating plasma zone extends with increasing argon flow (cf. chapter 2). 
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Figure 9. 
The column density of the 4s level for two 
different argon jlows (2.0 and 5.0 l·min'1} 

as a junction of the height. 

4. 7. Influence of the power input 

Within the normal range of applied power levels (600-1200 W) no anomalous changes 
in the 4s density have been observed. Since within this power range the plasma dimensions 
are relatively unaffected, it can be expected that with increasing power density especially fie 

wi11 increase and that Te will be relatively constant. Since in the ionizing plasma region n4s is 
(almost) independent of Ile and exponentially dependent on Te. cf. Eqn 22, it can be 
understood that the power only bas a limited influence. However, if the power is strongly 
reduced {to typically 100 W, approximately the minimum power to sustain the discharge), the 
plasma shrinks significantly in size and only one filament remains. In this case the absorption 
profile bas beoome very wide (up to 20 GHz, i.e. much wider than observed in any other 
experiment discussed in this study), which points towards a very low gas temperature (and 
thus large Van der Waals broadening). Since tbe depth of the line-of-sight transmission is 
typically 8-10% this means that the column 4s density is comparable to normal conditions. 
However, since the absorption path is much sborter, this means that the 4s density bas 

significantly increased. 
As discussed by VAN DER MULLEN et al. [25], in the active zone of atrnospheric smali

scale plasmas electrons are dominantly lost by ambipolar diffusion and losses due to 
recombination processes can he neglected (cf. section 4.4). Due the structure of argon, which 
bas a rather large energy gap between the ground state and the ftrst excited level ( -12 e V) and 
a much smaller energy gap between this first excited level and the ionization level ( -4 e V) the 
ionization rate is for TIA argon plasrnas in good approximation equal to the rate coefficient 
K(1,2) (in m3s-1

) for excitation from the ground state to the first excited (4s) state. Substituting 
K(1,2) for the ionization coefficient in the partiele balance gives [25]: 

n.n1K(l,2)= n~. , (23) 
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so that 

K(l,2)= 
0

•2 , (24) 
n1A 

with Da the ambipolar diffusion coefficient (m2s"1
), A the radial gradient length (m) and: 

K(l,2)oe T[' exp(-~2 
) (25) 

If we compare a filamentary low-power TIA plasma to a plasma sustained at a higher 
power level, it can be expected that the relative decrease of A2 is (much) larger than the 
relative increase of n~. so that K(l,2) will increase, cf. Eqn 24. From Eqn 25 it follows that 

this must imply that Te has increased as well, which will also contribute to an increase of D48, 

cf. Eqn22. 

4.8. Quenching by moleculllr gas atlditives (C02) 

Experiments with C02 have been done in on:Jer to investigate the quenching of 
metastables. lt is found that a COz addition of approximately 4% leads to an almost total 
disappearance of the absorption profile. Another result is that the plasma diameter is reduced 
as well. The radial absorption length at 4 mm AN is approximately 1.2 mm in pure argon 
discharges (cf. tigure 10), andreduces to approximately 0.9 mm when 0.4% of co2 is added. 
This is a relatively small change compared to the change in the optical depth (-a factor 3), so 
that it can be concluded that C02 effectively quenches the 4s density. This is also supported 

by measurements of the optical depth in plasmas without and with C02 injection (20 seem in 
4.0 l·min"1 argon) at different axial positions. In case of C02 injection, only between 0 and 10 
mm AN absorption can be observed, whereas for pure argon discharges this is between 0 and 
18mmAN. 
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Figure JO. The line-ofsight integration of the 4s density (jigure a) and the FWHM of the 
optica/ depth (jigure b) as a function of co2 added to an argon discharge 
([Ar]=4.0 l·min"1

, P= 1.0 kW, measured at 4.0 mm AN). 
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In figure lOa the column density of the 4s level is given as a function of CÛ2 added to 
the discharge. It should he noted that after the introduetion of 15 seem (i.e. less than 0.4% of 
the total gas flow), the column density is reduced by a factor of 3. 

From figure 1 Ob it can he seen that the introduetion of molecular gases also considerably 
reduces the width of the absorption profile. De-convolutions of the measured Voigt profiles 
show that the width of the Lorentz broadening (being a tesult of the Stark and Van der Waals 
effect) decreases. This means that the electron density decreases and the gas temperature 
increases cf. Eqn 17 and Eqn 19. This is in agreement with previous studies, e.g. power 
interruption experiments [27], in which also was found that the electron density in argon 

discharges was significantly reduced after a few percent of molecular gas. Optical emission 
spectroscopy performed on atmospheric surface wave sustained argon discharges had shown 
that the introduetion of C02Ied toa higher gas temperature [8] (cf. chapter 4). 

For C02 flows above 100 seem the profile of the optica! depth is clearly Gaussian. If we 
contribute this width to the Doppier effect, it can he used to determine the gas temperature, cf. 
Eqn 18: 

T _ mArc Av 0 2 ( )2 
h - 8(ln 2)k ---;; ' 

(26) 

which yields Th=7·1lf K for Av0 =3 GHz (cf. figure lOb). It should be realized that this is a 
rough approach only and that it provides an upper limit for the gas temperature, since Stark 
and Van der Waals broadening are totally neglected. However, de-convolution of the 

measured Voigt profiles show that with increasing C02 flow the Gauss width increases (apart 
from the sharply decreasing Lorentz width), which again demonstrates that Th increases. 

5. Conclusions 

Diode laser absorption has been used to determine the density of the metastable 4s3P2 
level of argon discharges produced by the Torche à Injection Axiale. It is found that in the 
ionizing part this density is given by I4s=l.5·1018 m-3

• Further downstteam in the recombining 
plasma zone this density rapidly decreases. In strongly ionizing atmospheric plasmas the 4s 
population is coupled to the 3p1S0 ground state density via an expression that is dependent on 

the electron temperature Te, so that n4s can he used to estimate Te. The obtained value (-1.3 
e V) is lower than the temperature found with Thomson scattering in a previous study (-2.0 
e V), but in good agreement with the temperature that VAN DER MULLEN et al. found by solving 
the partiele balance. Ahel-inverted data have shown that the distribution of metaslables has a 
smooth profile with weak gradients. No bollow profile bas been observed for the 14s 

distribution for heights of 4 mm above the nozzle and further downstream. Closer to the 
nozzle, laser scattering on the plasma was too large to perform radially resolved 
measurements. This strong scattering points towards a filamentary plasma in this region. It bas 
been observed that with increasing argon flow the plasma part with high n4s is extended 
further downstream. The introduetion of small amounts of C02 (typically a few percent) on 
the other hand results in significant quenching of metastables. 
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From the central frequency and the broadening of the absorption profile information on 
various plasma parameters is obtained. The central frequency is Stark and Van der Waals 
shifted · and therefore is gas temperature and electron density dependent It is found that, like 
for the 4s distribution, the plasma zone with high electron density is extended further 
downstream with increasing argon flow whereas the electron density decreases after co2 
injection. These trends were in agreement with previous obtained results from optical 
emission spectroscopy and power interruption experiments. The width of the absorption 
profile typically varled between l 0 GHz close to the nozzle, where due to a low gas 
temperature Van der Waals broadening is dominant, to typically 4 GHz in the recombining 
wne, where Doppier broadening becomes most significant. The width was reduced to 
typically 3 GHz close to nozzle after the injection of a few percent of C02• By attributing this 
broadening entirely to the Doppier effect, an upper limit of 7·103 K for the gas temperature 
was found. 
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In this thesis spectroscopie studies on several microwave induced plasmas that are used 
as spectrochemical excitation sourees (i.e. the "torche à injection axiale" (TIA), the 
microwave plasma torch (MPT), the Beenakker cavity, the surfatron and the guide-surfatron) 
have been presented. Topics as analyte excitation, molecular dissociation and association, 
transport processes and metastable distributions have been discussed. Each chapter focuses on 
specific aspects of the study and is presenled in an isolated way. Consequently, each chapter 
contains the conclusions relevant to the subject of that chapter. In this chapter a survey of 
general conclusions will be given. 

• The large . variety of microwave induced plasmas and the often easy changeover from 
argon to helium operation makes them interesting candidates as excitation sourees for 
spectrochemical analysis. In this study plasmas produced by the TIA and the MPT have 
been studied with respect to this application. It is found plasmas produced by the latter 
torch have better detection limits, due to a more effective sample peneteation into the hot 
plasma zone. 

• Plasrnas produced by the TIA show a high toleranee to the introduetion of molecular 
gases, which points towards a high potential as excitation souree for the elemental analysis 
of gaseous samples. Accordingly, this torch has been used successfully for the on-line 
monitoring of metals (like zinc, lead, sodium and magnesium) in oombustion gases in the 
secondary cambustion chamber of AVR-Chemie, a large hazardons waste incinerator in 
The Netherlands. The potential of this robust torch for measurements under very rough 
experimental conditions, where (generally) commercially available laboratory equipment 
is not usable, bas been clearly demonstrated. A constant combustion gas sampling has 
been realized with a plasma operated at under-pressure whereas the maximum intensity of 
analyte emission is observed trom discharges in mixtures of argon and combustion gases 
(in a ratio of approximately 3:2) 

• Since both atmospheric and reduced-pressure microwave induced plasmas usually have a 
high toleranee for molecular gas injection, they can be used very well for the study of 
molecular plasma processes. 

• At atmospheric pressure no emission is observed from deliberately introduced 3-atomic or 
larger molecules (i.e. H20, CÛ2, SÛ2, SF6). Instead, atomie emission and the emission of 
diatomic association products (i.e. C2, CN, NO, OH, NH) is frequently observed. It is 
found that at atmospheric pressure 3-body association processes play an important role. 
Moreover, it seems that in tree expanding torches molecular emission bands are inevitable 
as a result of air entrainment. 

• At reduced pressure (-1-10 mbar) the importance of 3-body processes is limited. 
However, it is found that in this pressure regime association at the wall of the discharge 
tube is important (which is a process with two atoms or molecules and the wall as a 
substitute for the third body), so that basically the same association products are observed. 
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Unlike for the atmospheric discharges, under some conditions emission of the dissociation 
product co is observed after the injection of co2. 

• The analysis of molecular gas mixtures with plasma techniques wiJl be very complex, 
since both at reduced and atmospheric pressure no conditions are found in which 
originally injected molecules are observed in emission (except for nitrogen). Moreover, 
matrix effects are readily observed, i.e. changes in the concentration of a certain 
element/molecule affect the emission of another element/molecule. 

• Microwave induced plasmas have a high toleranee for molecular gases with respect to the 
maximum load that can be introduced before they are extinguished. However, it is shown 
by passive optica) emission spectroscopy, power interruption experiments and laser 
absorption spectroscopy that the introduetion of small amounts of molecular gas (typically 
1%) already introduces large changes in the plasma kinetics. In general the electron 
density decreases whereas the gas temperature increases. 

• Power interruption experiments have been used to study excitation and transport processes 
in freely expanding plasma torches. The fast decay times of line intensities that result from 
electron excitation (typically a few f.I.S, compared to 150 f.1.S for inductively coupled 
plasmas) show that the plasma is out of equilibrium as aresult of processes as diffusion 
and convection. From the experiments insight in these processes is obtained. Moreover, it 
bas been possible to determine the axial gas flow velocity from the propagation of 
disturbance that is created in the active zone of the plasma. 

• From the power interruption experiments it is found that in the active zone radiative levels 
of analytes are mainly popuialed by electron dominated processes. In the recombining 
zone however, thermal excitation is found to be responsible for the population of low
lying radiative levels (e.g. for Na). 

• Spatially resolved diode laser absorption measurements on argon discharges produced by 
the TIA have shown that especially in the active zone the density of the metastable 4s3P2 
level is high. However, the distribution is less steep than that of the electron density. It is 
found that molecular gas injection leads to queuehing of the metastables . 

• Densities of the 4s level in a pure argon discharge point towards a relatively low electron 
temperature (-1.3 eV). This is close to the temperature that can be deduced from solving 
the partiele balance ( -1.1 e V), but is significantly lower than the temperature found by 
Thomson scattering (-2.0 eV). 

• The width and the shift of the central frequency of the optical depth as measured via laser 
absorption provide information on plasma parameters such as the gas temperature and the 
electron density. 
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Summary 

Plasmas nowadays play an essential role in many industrial processes and laboratory 
applications. Some well-known examples are deposition and etching of layers, cutting and 
welding, waste treatment, cleaning of detrimental gases, light generation and spectrochemical 
analysis. In this thesis different microwave induced plasmas (MIPs) are investigated with 
respect to the latter application. 

The technique of atomie emission spectroscopy (ABS) has become very popular during 
the last 20 years, especially for the elemental analysis of aqueous samples. The plasma is used 
to evaporale and atomize the sample and excite elements present in the sample. The emission 
that is generated by the spontaneons decay of excited levels provides information on these 
elements. Typical deleetion limits of ABS when a so-called inductively coupled plasma is 
used as excitation souree are around 1 ppb for most elements (1 ppb = 1 ng/ml). 

By applying different plasma sourees {i.e. the "torche à injection axiale", the microwave 
plasma torch, the Beenakker cavity, the surfatron and the guide-surfatron) a large variety of 
plasma conditions is obtained. With various spectroscopie studies more insight is obtained in 
plasma processes related to spectrochemical analysis. 

lt is found that many MIPs have a high toleranee to the introduetion of molecular gases. 
Accordingly, the ''torche à injection axiale" has been used successfully for the on-line 
monitoring of the flow of metals in combustion gases in the secondary combustion chamber of 
A VR-Chemie, a large hazardons waste incinerator in the Netherlands. The potential of this 
torch for measurements under extremely rough experimental conditions, for which generally 
commercially available laboratory equipment is not suited, has been clearly demonstrated. A 
large variety of elements (like zinc, lead, sodium and magnesium) could be easily detected 
quasi-simultaneously. 

In genera!, emission spectra of the studied microwave induced plasmas are dominaled 
by emission of diatomic molecules that are generated in the plasma itself (C2, CN, NO, OH, 
NH). Since interterenee with these molecular bands can disturb the deleetion of element lines, 
dissociation and association processes have been studied. Results of this investigation can also 
be used to find out whether it is possible to analyze molecules with plasmas. For this purpose 
experiments with different molecular gases have been performed. It is found that at 
atmospheric pressure 3-body association processes play an important role. Moreover, it is 
concluded that in free expanding torches molecular emission bands are inevitable as a result 
of air entraioment At reduced pressure ( -1-10 mbar) the importance of 3-body processes is 
Jimited. However, it is found that in this pressure regime association at the wall of the 
discharge tube is important (which is a process with two atoms or molecules and the wallas a 
substitute for the third body). Although, unlike for the atmospheric discharges, under some 
conditions diatomic dissociation products are observed when 3-atomic molecules are injected 
(CO emission after COz injection), no conditions are found in which originally injected 
molecules are observed in emission (except for nitrogen). Moreover, since matrix effects are 
readily observed, i.e. changes in the concentration of a certain element/molecule affect the 
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emission of another element/molecule, it can be concluded that the analysis of molecular gas 

mixtures with plasmas will be very complex. 

Excitation balances and transport properties in free expanding plasma torches have been 

studied by means of so-called interruption experirnents, in which the power of the microwave 

generator is momentary interrupted (typically 60 f.lS). In the active part of the plasma it is 
found that the injection of molecular gases has a large influence on the responses of emission 

lines to power interruption. Significant changes are observed, even for Iess than l% of 

molecular gas injection. The agreement of the measurements in the recombining plasma zone 

with an established relationship between the intensity decay time of some element lines and 

the decay time for the gas temperature, suggests that in this zone the corresponding radiative 

levels are populated by thermal excitation. From the fast decay times of line intensities that 
result from electron excitation, information is obtained on diffusion and convection losses. 

Moreover, the axial gas flow velocity is determined from the propagation of a disturbance that 

is created in the active part of the plasma. 

Finally, density profiles of the argon metaslabie 4s3
P2 level have been determined in free 

expanding plasmas via diode laser absorption. The populations of the 4s levels constitute a 

decisive factor for the step-wise excitation and ionization of argon. Moreover, these levels can 

be responsible for Penning ionization of other elements. It is found that the 4s3P2 density is 

maximal in the active part of the plasma, where the plasma has a hollow cone-like structure. 

Abel-inversion bas shown that the distribution of the 4s3P2 profile is less steep in this region 

than that of the electron density. The 4s3
P2 density points towards an electron temperature of 

1.3 eV, which is significantly lessas determined with Thomson scattering (2.0 eV) but is in 
rather we)] agreement with the temperature that can be calculated from the partiele balance 

(1.1 eV). Experiments with molecular gas injection have established that molecules quench 

the population of the 4s3P2 level. The broadening and the shift of central frequency of the 

absorption profile have been used to study trends in plasma parameters (such as gas and 
electron temperature and electron density). 
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Samenvatting 

Plasma's hebben inmiddels een niet meer weg te denken positie verworven in diverse 
industriële processen en laboratoriumtoepassingen. Enkele bekende voorbeelden zijn het 
deponeren en etsen van lagen, snijden en lassen, afvalverwerking, reiniging van schadelijke 
gassen en spectrochemische analyse. In dit proefschrift worden verschillende microgolf
geïnduceerde plasma's (MIPs) onderzocht met het oog op toepassingen in de laatste categorie. 
Atomaire emissie spectroscopie (ABS) is een techniek die de afgelopen 20 jaar een enorme 
vlucht heeft genomen en is vooral gangbaar voor elementanalyse van waterige oplossingen. 
Hiertoe wordt een plasma gebruikt om de vloeistof te verdampen, moleculen te dissociëren en 
aanwezige elementen te exciteren. De straling die wordt gegenereerd door spontane de
excitatie van aangeslagen toestanden geeft informatie over aanwezige elementen. Typische 
detectielimieten van ABS, die met behulp van zogenaamde inductief gekoppelde plasma's 
(ICPs) bereikt worden, liggen voor de meeste elementen rond het ppb niveau (1 ppb = 1 
ng/ml). 

Met de gebruikte plasmabronnen (de "torche à injection axiale", de "microwave plasma 
torch", de Beenakker trilholte, het "surfatron" en de "guide-surfatron") is een grote variëteit 
aan plasmacondities verkregen. Door middel van diverse spectroscopische studies is getracht 
meer inzicht te verkrijgen in processen die gerelateerd zijn aan spectrochemisch onderzoek. 

Het is gebleken dat MIPs doorgaans goed bestendig zijn tegen de introductie van 
moleculaire gassen. De "torche à injection axiale" is dan ook succesvol gebruikt voor het 
monitoren van de concentraties van metalen in verbrandingsgassen in de nabrandkamer van 
een chemisch afvalverbrander bij A VR-Chemie. Het grote potentieel van deze toorts voor 
metingen onder extreem ruige condities, waar commercieel verkrijgbare laboratorium
apparatuur doorgaans niet op berekend is, is duidelijk aangetoond. Elementen die in relatief 
hoge concentraties aanwezig waren, zoals zink, lood, natrium en magnesium konden 
uitstekend worden gedetecteerd. 

Emissie spectra afkomstig van de bestudeerde MIPs blijken vaak gedomineerd te 
worden door straling van twee-atomige moleculen die in het plasma zelf gecreëerd zijn (C2, 
CN, NO, OH, NH). Aangezien deze banden kunnen interfereren met elementlijnen is 
onderzocht welke dissociatie- en associatieprocessen zich afspelen. Resultaten van dit 
onderzoek kunnen tevens inzicht verschaffen in de mogelijkheden van het detecteren van 
moleculen met behulp van plasma's. Hiertoe zijn experimenten met verschillende moleculaire 
gassen verricht. Bij atmosferische plasma's is gebleken dat 3-deeltjes volume associatie een 
belangrijke oorzaak voor de waargenomen spectra is. Bovendien zorgt inmenging van lucht 
ervoor dat moleculaire banden niet te voorkomen zijn in vrij expanderende plasma's. Bij lage 
druk plasma's (-1-10 mbar) is de invloed van 3-deeltjes associatie gering. Echter, in dit 
regiem blijken associatieprocessen voornamelijk plaats te vinden aan de wand van de 
ontladingsbuis (een proces met twee atomen of moleculen waarbij de wand de rol van het 
derde deeltje overneemt). Hoewel, in tegenstelling tot bij atmosferische druk, onder bepaalde 
condities emissie van 2-atomaire dissociatie-produkten van geïnjecteerde 3-atomaire gassen is 
geobserveerd (CO emissie na C02 injectie), zijn geen condities gevonden waarin emissie van 
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het ge'injecteerde molecuul zelf is waargenomen (op moleculair stikstof na). Omdat bovendien 
matrixeffecten optreden (wat inhoudt dat concentratieveranderingen van een element of 
molecuul de emissie van een ander element of molecuul bei'nvloedt), is molecuuldetectie met 

behulp van plasma's een zeer complexe zaak. 
Met behulp van zogenaamde interruptiemetingen (waarbij het uitgangsvermogen van de 

microgolfgenerator kortstondig onderbroken wordt, typisch gedurende 60 !JS) is onderzoek 
verricht naar excitatie balansen en transport eigenschappen in vrij expanderende argon 
toortsen. In het actieve gebied van het plasma blijkt de introductie van moleculaire gassen 
grote invloed te hebben op de respons van emissielijnen op vermogensinterrupties. Grote 

verschillen zijn reeds waargenomen bij de injectie van minder dan I% moleculaire gassen. De 
overeenkomst tussen de vervaltijden van enkele emissielijnen zoals die gemeten zijn in het 
recombinerend dee! van het plasma en de vervaltijden die afgeleid zijn van de vervaltijd van 

de gastemperatuur, suggereert dat in deze zone de desbetreffende aangeslagen niveaus 
thermisch worden geexciteerd. Uit het snelle verval van de emissielijnen die het gevolg zijn 
van elektron-excitatie is inzicht verkregen in diffusie en convectieverliezen. Bovendien is de 
axiale gassnelheid bepaald uit de voortplanting van een verstoring die bij de interruptie aan 
het actieve deel van het plasma wordt opgelegd. 

Tenslotte zijn met behulp van een diode laser absorptiemetingen verricht aan de 
bezetting van het metastabiele argon 4s3P2 niveau in vrij expanderende plasma's. De 
bezettingen van de 4s niveaus vormen een dominante factor in ladderexcitatie en stapsgewijze 
ionisatie van argon. Bovendien kunnen deze niveaus zorgen voor de Penning ionisatie van 

andere elementen. De absorptiemetingen hebben aangetoond dat de 4s3P2 dichtheid maximaal 
is in het actieve gebied, waar het plasma de vorm heeft van een holle kegel. Abel-inversie 
heeft echter aangetoond dat het 4s3P2 profiel minder scherp is dan dat van de 
elektronendichtheid. De 4s3P2 dichtheid duidt op een elektrontemperatuur van 1.3 eV, wat 

significant minder is dan de temperatuur gevonden met Thomson verstrooiing (2.0 eV) maar 
vergelijkbaar is met de temperatuur die volgt uit de deeltjesbalans. Het is gebleken dat de 
bezetting van het 4s3P2 niveau sterk wordt verminderd door introductie van moleculen. De 
verbreding en de verschuiving van de centrale frequentie van het absorptieprofiel zijn gebruikt 
om trends in plasma parameters (zoals de gas- en elektrontemperatuur en de 
elektronendichtheid) te bestuderen. 
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I 
De grote variëteit aan plasmacondities die met behulp van door 

microgolven geïnduceerde plasma's verkregen kan worden, maakt deze 
plasma's uitermate geschikt voor het onderzoeken van moleculaire 

processen. 
(dit proefschrift) 

II 
Door het optreden van dissociatie en associatie van moleculen, zowel 
bij hoge als bij lage druk, gaat de samenstelling van de aan het plasma 

toegevoerde gassen vaak verloren. 
(dit proefschrift) 

III 
Ofschoon een door een microgolftoorts geproduceerd argonplasma een 
relatief grote belasting van moleculaire gassen kan weerstaan, leidt de 
introductie van een veel kleinere hoeveelheid van deze gassen reeds tot 

grote veranderingen in de plasmakinetica. 
(dit proefschrift) 

IV 

Door de drang om detectielimieten in elementanalyse steeds verder te 

verbeteren wordt relatief weinig kleinschalige, robuuste of goedkope 
apparatuur ontwikkeld. 

V 
Veel bedrijven voegen het woord "environmental" toe aan hun bedrijfs
of productnaam zonder dat duidelijk gemaakt wordt wat hun relatie met 

het milieu is. 



VI 
Bij een uitbreiding of aanpassing van een analysetechniek dient 
overwogen te worden een geheel nieuwe term in te voeren. Het 

gebruikelijke aanbrengen van toevoegingen leidt veelal tot onhandelbaar 
lange benamingen. 

VII 
Het verbod op het gebruik van levende aasvissen zou effectiever worden 

nageleefd, indien ook het gebruik van dode aasvissen zou worden 
verboden. 

VIII 
Door reeds ruim voor het hoogtepunt van een gedeeltelijke 

zonsverduistering de straatverlichting te ontsteken, zoals in veel 
gemeenten is gebeurd tijdens de verduistering van augustus jongstleden, 

draagt de overheid ertoe bij dat de verwachting van de bevolking te 
hoog gespannen is. 

IX 

Actieborden die waarschuwen tegen gevaarlijk weggebruik, zijn langs 
sommige wegen dermate talrijk en complex dat deze op zichzelf een 

gevaar voor de weggebruiker vormen. 

x 
Ofschoon de liefde niet tastbaar is, is zij duidelijk voelbaar aanwezig. 


